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Disclaimer
This Information Document is not intended to be, nor does it constitute or can it be understood
as an offer of sale or an invitation to make an offer to subscribe or to purchase or an invitation to
purchase or subscribe any share or an invitation to cast any vote in any jurisdiction as a result of
the proposed transactions, nor will there be any sale, issuance or transfer of shares in any
jurisdiction in violation of the applicable laws. This Information Document, more specifically, does
not constitute a public offering in Italy, under Article 1 paragraph 1, letter t) of the Consolidated
Finance Act, since it has been published solely in compliance with an obligation provided for under
the law and regulations applicable to Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ.
With regard to the transaction described in this Information Document, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
will not make any offer for shares nor make any invitation to exercise the right of vote in any
jurisdiction whatsoever.
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SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED PRO-FORMA INFORMATION AND PER-SHARE
INFORMATION AT DECEMBER 31, 2017
The table below sets forth the comparison between certain historical economic and financial
summary information of the Beni Stabili Group and the correspondent pro-forma consolidated
economic and financial summary information of the post Merger FdR Group at December 31,
2017, prepared in compliance with international financial reporting standards (IFRS).

(In Euro thousand)

BENI STABILI
GROUP
at December 31,
2017

BENI STABILI
GROUP
at December, 31,
2017

ASSETS

HISTORICAL

PRO-FORMA

Total non-current assets

4,262,562

Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

19,456,935

383,282

2,324,727

4,645,844

21,781,662

1,876,825

7,271,669

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY - GROUP
NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS

320,176

2,902,775

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY

2,197,001

10,174,444

Total non-current liabilities

1,979,978

9,512,237

468,865

2,094,981

4,645,844

21,781,662

Total current liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

(In Euro thousand)
Net Rental Income
Net cost of operations
Income from other activities

BENI STABILI
GROUP
at December 31, 2017

BENI STABILI
GROUP
at December, 31,
2017

HISTORICAL

PRO-FORMA

(26,629)
-

172,802

850,018
(99,326)
6,209

Depreciation, net allowances to provisions and other

(10,903)

(15,881)

Operating profit

135,270

741,020

(5,831)
(235)

(4,413)
43,701
915,855
(4,139)

Net income from inventory properties
Disposal of assets
Net valuation gains and losses
Income from disposals of securities

63,202
-

Income from changes in scope

-

(3,326)

OPERATING PROFIT(LOSS) AFTER VALUATIONS IMPACT AND DISPOSALS

192,406

1,688,698

PRE-TAX NET INCOME

102,177

1,465,062

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR

101,513
(15,879)

1,358,398

85,634

960,715

Net income from non-controlling interests
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR - GROUP
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(397,683)

(In Euro thousand)
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES

BENI STABILI
GROUP
at December 31,
2017

BENI STABILI
GROUP
at December, 31, 2017

HISTORICAL

PRO-FORMA

161,883

737,293

NET CASH FLOW PROVIDED BY (USED IN) INVESTING ACTIVITIES

239,179

(702,726)

NET CASH FLOW PROVIDED BY (USED IN) FINANCING ACTIVITIES

(119,443)

161,066

CHANGE IN NET CASH

281,619

195,633

Change In Net Cash Related To Pro-Forma Adjustments
Opening cash position
Closing cash position

28,785
310,404

968
1,060,137
1,256,738

Historical ratio
per share of Beni
Stabili, with the
application of the
exchange ratio*
December 31,
2017

Pro-forma
consolidated ratio
per share
December 31, 2017

Net income per share

4.44

11.60

Shareholders' equity per share

97.33

86.62

Cash flow

14.60

2.37

* The number of shares considered includes the application of the Exchange Ratio indicated in the Merger Plan, equal to 8.5 FdR shares
for every 1,000 Beni Stabili shares. The effects due to the application of the Exchange Ratio to historical data per share of Beni Stabili
are described in Paragraph 5.1.1 below.
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DEFINITIONS
Set out below is a list of the main definitions and terms used in this Information Document,
without prejudice to any further definitions contained in individual Paragraphs. These definitions
and terms, unless otherwise specified, have the meaning indicated below. The terms defined in the
singular also refer to the plural, and vice versa, where the context so requires.

Merger Agreement

means the agreement signed on 25 May 2018 by the
Companies Participating in the Merger, which regulates
and governs, among other things, the activities that
prepare and/or serve the purpose of completing the
Merger, the interim management of these activities while
the procedure is ongoing and the conditions that need to
be satisfied before the transaction can be conducted.

Beni Stabili

means Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, with registered office at
Via Piemonte No. 38, Rome.

Borsa Italiana

means Borsa Italiana S.p.A. with registered office at
Piazza degli Affari 6, Milan.

Italian Civil Code

means Royal Decree No. 262 of 16 March 1942, as
subsequently amended and supplemented.

Corporate
Code

Governance means the corporate governance code for listed
companies drafted by the listed companies corporate
governance committee, promoted by Borsa Italiana, as
implemented by Beni Stabili in the corporate governance
code adopted by the latter.

French Commercial Code

means the French Code de commerce

French Tax Code

means the French Code général des impôts

Related Parties Committee

means the Beni Stabili Nomination and Remuneration
Committee established on 7 April 2016 which, as of the
Information Document Date, was composed of the
independent directors Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi (who
holds the office of Chairperson), Ariberto Fassati and
Adriana Saitta and which acted as the “Material Transactions
Committee” for the purposes indicated in the Related
Parties Procedure.

CONSOB

means the Italian Commissione Nazionale per le Società
e la Borsa [i.e., the authority responsible for regulating the
Italian financial markets], with offices at Via G.B. Martini
No. 3, Rome.

Group Taxation Regime

means the group taxation regime provided for under
Article 117 et seq. of the Consolidated Income Tax Act,
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that is currently applicable to Beni Stabili and some of its
subsidiaries.
Information Document
Date

means the publication date of this Information
Document.

Effective Date

means the date on which the Merger will become effective
from a civil, accounting and tax standpoint under the
Merger Plan, i.e., 31 December 2018 at 11:59 pm.

Deloitte

means Deloitte Financial Advisory S.r.l., with registered
office at Via Tortona No. 25, Milan.

Decree 108/2008

means Legislative Decree No. 108 of 30 May 2008, and
subsequent amendments, which implements in Italy the
provisions of the Directive 2005/56/EC on cross-border
mergers of limited liability companies.

Information Document

means this information document.

Related Parties
Information Document

means the information document on material transactions
with related parties, drafted in accordance with Article 5
of the Related Parties Regulation and Annex 4 to such
Regulation, published by Beni Stabili on 31 May 2018 and
available on the “Governance - Documentation - Notices” and
“Investor relations - Merger Project with Foncière des Régions”
sections of the website www.benistabili.it.

Issuer

means Beni Stabili.

French Independent
Expert

means Mr Michel Léger, acting as an expert appointed on
8 June 2018 by the President of the Commercial Chamber
of the Court of Metz (Tribunal de grande istance de Metz),
France, in accordance with Articles L.236-25 and L. 23610 of the French Commercial Code.

Italian Independent
Expert

means EY S.p.A, with registered office in Rome, at Via
Po No. 32, acting as an expert in accordance with Article
2501-sexies of the Italian Civil Code and Article 9 of
Decree 108/2008, appointed by the Court of Rome with
a ruling of 19 June 2018 filed on 21 June 2018.

Euronext Paris

means the Euronext Paris French regulated market.

FdR

means Foncière des Régions S.A., a company
incorporated under French law, with registered office at
18 Avenue François Mitterand Metz (France), which is
expected to change its legal name into “Covivio S.A.”.

Fractional Entitlements to
Transferee Shares

means any fractions of shares of the Transferee Company
which may exist in the event that, on the Effective Date,
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one or more shareholders of Beni Stabili do not hold a
sufficient number of shares of the Transferor Company
to receive a whole number of new shares of the
Transferee Company in accordance with the Exchange
Ratio, provided that any such fractions will result in the
application of the procedure described in Paragraph
2.1.2.6 of this Information Document.
Merger

means Beni Stabili’s merger by absorption into FdR, as
described in this Information Document.

Beni Stabili Group or the
Group

means the group headed by Beni Stabili in accordance
with Article 93 of the Consolidated Financial Act.

FdR Group

means the group headed by FdR in accordance with
Article 93 of the Consolidated Financial Act.

Lazard

means Lazard S.r.l., with offices at Via dell’Orso 2, Milan,
in its capacity as independent financial advisor.

Lazard Confirmatory
Letter

means the confirmatory letter (bring-down) issued by
Lazard on 18 July 2018 confirming the fairness, from a
financial standpoint, of the Exchange Ratio referred to in
the Merger Plan, which is attached to this Information
Document as Annex 8.

MTA

means the Mercato Azionario Telematico [i.e., the Italian
screen-based stock exchange or “MTA”] organised and
managed by Borsa Italiana.

Convertible Bonds

means the bonds convertible into shares of Beni Stabili
arising from the bonds issue called “€ 200,000,000 0.875
per cent. Convertible Bonds due 2021”, listed on the
ExtraMOT PRO segment of Borsa Italiana.

Transaction

means the Merger.

Lazard Opinion

means the fairness opinion, from a financial standpoint,
on the Exchange Ratio indicated in the Merger
Agreement, issued by Lazard on 24 May 2018, which is
attached to this Information Document as Annex 8.

Redemption Price

The redemption price payable to Beni Stabili shareholders
who will exercise a withdrawal right (diritto di recesso),
calculated in accordance with the criteria set out in Article
2437-ter of the Italian Civil Code and equal to EUR 0.7281
for each share.

Related Parties Procedure

means the “Procedure for the regulation of Transactions with
Related Parties” approved by the Beni Stabili Board of
Directors on 8 November 2010 in accordance with Article
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2391-bis of the Italian Civil Code and the Related Parties
Regulation, which was last amended on 7 April 2016.
Merger Plan

means the common cross-border merger plan, drafted in
accordance with Article 6 of Decree 108/2008 and Article
2501-ter of the Italian Civil Code, as well as the applicable
provisions of the French law, approved by the Boards of
Directors of Beni Stabili and FdR on 18 and 19 July 2018,
respectively, and attached to this Information Document
as Annex 3.

Exchange Ratio

means the exchange ratio which will apply on the
Effective Date between the shares of Beni Stabili and the
shares of FdR, identified as “8.5 ordinary shares of the
Transferee Company in exchange of 1,000 ordinary shares of the
Transferor Company”, as may be automatically adjusted
upon certain events occurring and based on the formulas
indicated in the Merger Plan and described in Paragraph
2.1.2.3 of this Information Document.

Issuers’ Regulation

means the regulation adopted by CONSOB with
Resolution No. 11971 of 14 May 1999, as subsequently
amended and supplemented.

Conditions of the
Convertible Bonds

means the terms and conditions of the Convertible
Bonds, which are available on the “Investor Relations Documents – Information Memoranda – 2015” section of the
website www.benistabili.it, inside the relevant prospectus.

Related Parties Regulation

means the “Regulation on related parties transactions” adopted
by CONSOB with Resolution No. 17221 passed on 12
March 2010, as subsequently amended and supplemented.

Deloitte
Report

Confirmatory means the bring-down valuation review issued by Deloitte
on 18 July 2018, confirming the fairness of the choice and
application of the valuation methodologies carried out by
Lazard, attached to this Information Document as Annex
9.

Deloitte Report

means the valuation review report drafted by Deloitte
regarding the fairness of the choice and application of the
valuation methodologies carried out by Lazard for the
purpose of the Lazard Opinion, which was issued by
Deloitte on 24 May 2018 and is attached to this
Information Document as Annex 9.

Auditing Company

means EY S.p.A., with registered office at Via Po No. 32,
Rome.

Transferee Company

means FdR.

Transferor Company

means Beni Stabili.
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Companies Participating
in the Merger

means, jointly, Beni Stabili and FdR.

Permanent Establishment

means FdR’s permanent establishment in Italy that will
come into existence after the Merger.

Consolidated Financial
Act

means Legislative Decree No. 58 of 24 February 1998, as
subsequently amended and supplemented

Consolidated Income Tax
Act

means Presidential Decree No. 917 of 22 December 1986,
as subsequently amended and supplemented.
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INTRODUCTION
This Information Document was prepared by Beni Stabili pursuant to Article 70, paragraph 6 of,
and in accordance with Annex 3B to, the Issuers’ Regulation with reference to the proposed crossborder Merger by absorption of Beni Stabili into FdR.
On 19 April 2018, the FdR Board of Directors submitted to the Beni Stabili Board of Directors a
proposal concerning a possible merger of the Issuer into FdR (the “Merger” or the
“Transaction”). The following day (i.e., 20 April 2018), the Beni Stabili Board of Directors took
note of the proposal and resolved to authorise the commencement of discussions with FdR and to
promptly involve the Related Parties Committee in evaluating the proposed Transaction, including
with a view to issuing an opinion on the Transaction in accordance with the applicable legislation
(see the press release published by Beni Stabili on 20 April 2018, to which is attached the press
release issued on the same date by FdR, which can be consulted in the “Media – Press Releases”
section of the www.benistabili.it website).
On 25 May 2018, the Companies Participating in the Merger signed the Merger Agreement, which
regulates, among the others, the activities which are preparatory and/or necessary to the
completion of the Transaction, the mutual undertakings of the Companies Participating to the
Merger and the conditions to which the completion of the Transaction is subject (see the press
release published by Beni Stabili on 24 May 2018, available on the “Media - Press Releases” section
of the website www.benistabili.it; see also the press release published by FdR on 25 May 2018,
available in English on the “Press” section of the website www.covivio.eu).
On 18 and 19 July 2018, respectively, the Boards of Directors of Beni Stabili and FdR approved
the Merger Plan, which was registered on the Companies’ Register of Rome on 26 July 2018. A
copy of the Merger Plan is enclosed with this Information Document as Annex 3.
The Exchange Ratio which was approved by the Boards of Directors of the Companies
Participating in the Merger is equal to 8.5 shares of the Transferee Company per 1,000 shares of
Beni Stabili, subject to possible automatic adjustment upon occurrence of certain events which are
contemplated under the Merger Plan.
On 2 August 2018, EY S.p.A., the company designated by the Court of Rome, on the request of
Beni Stabili, as the Italian Independent Expert in accordance with Article 2501-sexies of the Italian
Civil Code and Article 9 of Decree 108/2008, issued its report which attested, among others, to
the fairness of the Exchange Ratio. On 31 July 2018, a report having similar contents was issued
by Mr Michel Léger, designated by the President of the Commercial Chamber of the Court of Metz
(Tribunal de grande istance de Metz), France, on the joint request of FdR and Beni Stabili, acting as
French Independent Expert, in accordance with Articles L. 236-25 and L.236-10 of the French
Commercial Code. Mr Léger also issued a report attesting that the value of the assets and liabilities
transferred by universal succession of title to the Transferee Company by the Transferor Company
is not over-estimated.
The Merger Plan will be submitted for approval to the Beni Stabili Shareholders’ meeting, which
has been convened in extraordinary session on 5 September 2018 at 11:00 am in a single call (see
the notice that can be consulted in the “Governance – Shareholders’ Meeting – Extraordinary Shareholders’
Meeting 5 September 2018” section of the www.benistabili.it website). The FdR shareholders’ meeting
was convened –in extraordinary session – on 6 September 2018. The said FdR Shareholders’
meeting will also resolve, among other things, to change FdR’s legal name to “Covivio S.A”,
irrespective of whether the Merger will be completed.
As described in the Merger Plan and in the relevant explanatory reports prepared by the Beni Stabili
and FdR Boards of Directors, respectively (see Annexes 1 to 3 hereto), the effectiveness of the
12

Merger from a tax and accounting standpoint will be postponed until 11:59 pm on 31 December
2018, subject to fulfilment (or waiver, to the extent permitted under applicable laws) of the
conditions precedent of the Merger.
The additional documentation required by the applicable legislation in connection with the Merger
has been and will be put at the disposal of the Issuer’s shareholders and the public in the manner
and within the terms provided by the applicable laws and regulations.
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WARNINGS

Please find below the main risks associated with the Transaction which is the subject of this
Information Document.
The main risks or uncertainties arising from the Merger Transaction
Risks relating to the change in nationality of the Issuer and the modification of the rights attached to the
shares
FdR is a company incorporated and existing under French law. Therefore, the shares of the
Transferee Company to be allotted to the shareholders of Beni Stabili within the Merger will not
entitle to the same rights as the shares of Beni Stabili.
More specifically, on the Merger’s Effective Date, the shareholders of Beni Stabili will receive
shares of the Transferee Company in accordance with the Exchange Ratio. Therefore, from that
date, the shareholders of Beni Stabili will no longer hold Beni Stabili shares and will hold shares of
the Transferee Company instead.
There are certain differences, some of which are significant, between the current rights to which
the holders of Beni Stabili Shares are entitled and the rights to which they will be entitled as holders
of the Transferee Company’s shares. By way of example and without limitation, shareholders are
not entitled to withdrawal rights (diritti di recesso) under French law. The safeguards that the Italian
law grants to the current shareholders of Beni Stabili might, therefore not be available (or be
different, even significantly) under French law.
For more information on the main differences between the rights attributed to the current Beni
Stabili Shareholders and the rights that will be attributed to the holders of the Transferee
Company’s shares, please consult the table attached hereto as Appendix. Please also see Paragraph
2.1.1.3 below.
Risks relating to the exercise of the right of withdrawal (‘diritto di recesso’)
If the extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting of Beni Stabili convened for 5 September 2018 at 11.00
am in a single call approves the Merger, the shareholders of the Transferor Company who have
not voted in favour of the Merger Plan (i.e., the shareholders who have not participated in the
Shareholders’ meeting or who have voted against the draft resolution or have abstained) may
exercise the right of withdrawal (diritto di recesso) within 15 (fifteen) days of the registration of the
minutes of the Shareholders’ meeting in the Register of Companies of Rome, in accordance with:
(i) Article 2437, paragraph 1, letter (c) of the Italian Civil Code, considering that, as a consequence
of the Merger, the Transferor Company’s registered office is to be transferred outside Italy; and (ii)
Article 5 of Decree 108/2008, considering that the Transferee Company is subject to the laws of a
country other than Italy (i.e., French law). The notice of successful registration will be published in
accordance with the law, which will include the publication thereof on the Beni Stabili website.
The Redemption Price payable to shareholders, calculated in accordance with the criteria set out
in Article 2437-ter of the Italian Civil Code, is EUR 0.7281 for each share of the Transferor
Company in relation to which the withdrawal rights will be exercised. The Redemption Price is
equivalent to the arithmetic average of the daily closing price (as calculated by Borsa Italiana) of
the ordinary shares of the Transferor Company for the 6 (six)-month period prior to the date of
the publication of the notice for convening the Shareholders’ meeting of Beni Stabili. The
Redemption Price will be received through the relevant depositaries of the withdrawing
shareholders.
The effectiveness of withdrawals and of the relevant redemption procedure will be subject to
fulfilment (or waiver, to the extent permitted under applicable laws) of the following conditions
precedent of the Merger:
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(a)

the approval of the Merger Plan by the Beni Stabili and FdR extraordinary Shareholders’
meetings;

(b)

the delivery by the clerk of the District Court of Metz (Tribunal d’instance de Metz) and an
Italian notary public of pre-Merger compliance certificates regarding pre-Merger acts and
formalities;

(c)

the delivery by the clerk of the District Court of Metz (Tribunal d’instance de Metz) or by a
French notary public of a legality certificate concerning completion of the Merger.

In any event, being understood that the transfer of the withdrawing shareholders’ shares will be
carried on the date of payment of the Redemption Price (as defined below), in accordance with the
modalities described below.
Pursuant to Article 2437-bis of the Italian Civil Code, the entitled shareholders may exercise their
withdrawal right on a portion of or the entire shareholding, by sending a notification by registered
letter with return receipt addressed to the registered office of Beni Stabili no later than the above
term of 15 (fifteen) days from the date of registration in the Register of Companies of Rome of the
resolution adopted by the extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting. The notice regarding the
registration of said resolution shall be published in compliance with Italian law, including
publication in a national newspaper, and, in any event, shall be made available on the
www.benistabili.it website, “Governance – Documentation - Notices” section and “Investor Relations Merger Project with Foncière des Régions” section. That notice will contain greater details on the methods
and conditions for exercising the withdrawal right by the entitled parties.
Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 127-bis of the Consolidated Financial Act,
shareholders that exercise their withdrawal right must have a specific communication sent from an
authorized intermediary, certifying the uninterrupted ownership of the shares subject to withdrawal
by the withdrawing party from before the start of the extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting of Beni
Stabili until the date of the notification in question.
Pursuant to article 2437-quater of the Italian Civil Code, the Beni Stabili shares on which the
withdrawal right is exercised will be offered in priority (through an option or preemption right)
(opzione o prelazione) to the other shareholders of the Transferor Company, proportionally to the
number of shares held by each of them, as well as to the holders of Convertible Bonds based on
the Exchange Ratio. If the shareholders of Beni Stabili and/or the holders of Convertible Bonds,
as the case may be, have not acquired all of the shares for which a withdrawal right has been
exercised, Beni Stabili will be entitled, at its discretion, to offer to third parties in accordance with
the applicable laws the remaining unsold shares in relation to which a withdrawal right was
exercised. In accordance with the applicable laws and regulations, Beni Stabili also reserved the
right, at its discretion, to negotiate purchase commitments of the shares by third parties (including
shareholders, banks or financial intermediaries), possibly also after completion of the settlement
procedure for the shares of withdrawing shareholders, in any event prior to the Effective Date.
Any shares remaining unsold will be either purchased by Beni Stabili prior to the Effective Date
(without prejudice to the possible subsequent sale of the shares prior to the Effective Date) and/or
by the Transferee Company after the Effective Date in accordance with the law, in any case without
prejudice to any third parties’ purchase commitments.
For the purposes of the above, it will also be proposed to the extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting
of Beni Stabili convened on 5 September 2018, as a resolution instrumental to the Transaction, to
authorize, to the extent necessary, the Board of Directors to purchase as many Beni Stabili shares
of shareholders who exercised a withdrawal right, for the Redemption Price, as it will be deemed
necessary or appropriate to allow the successful completion of the settlement procedure provided
under Article 2437-quater of the Italian Civile Code, granting also the powers to sell the purchased
shares, in one or more tranches and without any time restriction, also before completion of the
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share purchases above, within the terms and with the modalities that will be decided by the Board,
in any event as it will be deemed necessary or appropriate to allow the positive completion of the
overall Transaction. For the sake of clarity, this authorisation would be without prejudice to the
former authorisation for the purchase and sale of treasury shares which was granted by the
Shareholders’ meeting of Beni Stabili held on 12 April 2018.
Subject to the satisfaction (or the waiver, to the extent permitted under applicable laws) of the
conditions precedent referred to above, the cash liquidation of the Beni Stabili shares for which
the withdrawal right is exercised will be carried out as follows:
(i)

if all of the shares are purchased (a) by other shareholders of Beni Stabili (other than the
Transferee Company) and/or by holders of Convertible Bonds by exercising their option
and/or pre-emption rights, and/or (b) by any third parties, then the Redemption Price shall
be paid in favour of all the withdrawing shareholders within the Effective Date;

(ii)

otherwise, if a portion of the shares remains unsold after the offers in option and/or preemption and/or in favour of third parties, the Companies Participating in the Merger
reserve the right, to the extent applicable, to provide that the Redemption Price is paid in
favour of all withdrawing shareholders in two tranches, the first of which shall be paid
before the Effective Date, while the second shall be paid after the Effective Date, in any
case proportionally to the number of shares in relation to which the withdrawal right has
been exercised, however without prejudice to any third parties’ purchase commitments.

The terms and modalities of the offers, liquidation and distribution criteria will be set out in a
notice, which will be published in compliance with applicable laws and regulations, including on
the www.benistabili.it website, as well on an Italian national newspaper.
From the date of receipt of a withdrawal notice from shareholders of Beni Stabili in accordance
with article 2437-bis of the Italian Civil Code, those shareholders will not be entitled to exercise the
economic rights relating to the shares for which the withdrawal has been exercised (including, for
the avoidance of doubt, the right to dividends, interim dividends and distributions resolved and
paid after the withdrawal).
Risks related to the non-completion of the Transaction
If, for any reason, including the non-satisfaction of or, to the extent permitted by the applicable
law, the absence of a joint waiver by the Companies Participating in the Merger to the conditions
precedent to which the completion of the Merger is subject, the Merger does not become effective,
Beni Stabili may be exposed to certain risks which may (including significantly) adversely affect the
business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of the Issuer and of the Beni
Stabili Group, as well as the price of the shares of the Transferor Company.
More specifically:
-

the Issuer may be subject to adverse reactions of the financial markets, which may also
adversely affect the price of its shares;

-

the Issuer may be subject to adverse reactions of its clients, employees and relevant
authorities;

-

managing the matters regarding the Merger (including planning and implementing the
relevant integration process) have required and require a considerable commitment from
Beni Stabili and its management in terms of time and resources, which could have otherwise
been used for routine management and other potential investment opportunities; and

-

Beni Stabili has incurred and will continue to incur relevant costs and commissions for the
completion of the Merger. Specifically, both Companies Participating in the Merger have
incurred and will incur direct and indirect recurring costs related to the Merger. These costs
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mainly include the fees for the financial, legal and corporate advisors, registration, printing
costs and other charges.
Furthermore, if the Merger is not completed due to Beni Stabili not performing its obligations
under the Merger Agreement, Beni Stabili may be exposed to legal actions.
Risks connected with the possible absence of operational synergies after the Merger
Following the Merger, Beni Stabili’s business, activities and operations will be taken on by the
Transferee Company and will essentially remain unchanged.
Note however that the integration of two companies is a complex, expensive and time-consuming
process. As a result, the Transferee Company will be required to pay particular attention to
management issues and invest resources in order to integrate Beni Stabili’s activities and operations
with its own. In addition to that, the complete integration of the two Companies Participating in
the Merger might possibly give rise to problems that had not been foreseen, as well as costs and
liabilities, thereby diverting the management team’s attention from its day-to-day management
and/or other investment opportunities.
Risks linked to opposition by creditors pursuant to Article 2503 of the Italian Civil Code
Pursuant to Article 2503 of the Italian Civil Code, the Merger can only be implemented once 60
(sixty) days have passed following the last one of the registrations specified by Article 2502-bis of
the Italian Civil Code. During that period, Beni Stabili’s creditors prior to the registration specified
in Article 2501-ter, paragraph 3, of the Italian Civil Code (including bondholders and holders of
Convertible Bonds) can oppose completion of the Merger.
It should further be noted that, also where an opposition is expressed, where the competent Court
considers the risk of prejudice to creditors to be unfounded or where the debtor company has
provided sufficient security, it can, under Article 2503, paragraph 2, and Article 2445, paragraph 4,
of the Italian Civil Code, still order that the Merger go ahead, despite the opposition.
Risks connected with the conditions precedent that completion of the Merger is subject to
According to the Merger Agreement and the Merger Plan, the Merger’s completion is subject to
the following conditions precedent occurring or, to the extent permitted under applicable laws, to
the Companies Participating in the Merger jointly waiving:
(a)

the approval of the Merger Plan by the Beni Stabili and FdR extraordinary Shareholders’
meetings;

(b)

the delivery by the clerk of the District Court of Metz (Tribunal d’instance de Metz) and an
Italian notary public of pre-Merger compliance certificates regarding pre-Merger acts and
formalities (1);

(c)

the delivery by the clerk of the District Court of Metz (Tribunal d’instance de Metz) or by a
French notary public of a legality certificate concerning completion of the Merger (2);

(d)

the approval for listing on Euronext Paris regulated market of the shares of the Transferee
Company issued and allotted to the holders of shares of Beni Stabili.

Without prejudice to the obligations and formalities provided for under the applicable laws and
regulations, the Merger’s effectiveness is not subject to other conditions precedent.
Consistently with the provisions of the Merger Agreement, the Transaction will not take place if
one or more of the aforementioned conditions precedent has not occurred (or has not been waived
within the limits permitted by the applicable laws) and, in any event, the Merger has not become
(1)
(2)

As far as Beni Stabili is concerned, see Article 11 of the Decree 108/2008.
As far as Beni Stabili is concerned, see Article 13 of the Decree 108/2008.
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effective by 31 December 2018, without prejudice to the formalities to be completed in furtherance
of the Merger Plan after the Effective Date.
Determination of, and any automatic adjustments to the Exchange Ratio
The Exchange Ratio was firstly approved by the Boards of Directors of the Companies
Participating in the Merger in the meetings held on 24 and 25 May 2018, respectively, for the
purpose of including it in the Merger Agreement executed on 25 May 2018, on the basis of the
respective financial statements for the year ending as of December 31, 2017. Subsequently, the said
Exchange Ratio was confirmed at the Boards meetings held on 18 and 19 July 2018, respectively,
when the aforementioned Boards of Directors approved their respective balance sheets as at 30
June 2018 (which will serve as balance sheets pursuant to Article 2501-quater of the Italian Civil
Code and to the laws applicable in France), as well as the Merger Plan.
In determining the Exchange Ratio, the Boards of Directors of the Companies Participating in the
Merger have also considered that the Transferee Company and/or the Transferor Company (as
applicable) may take any of the following actions without triggering an adjustment of the Exchange
Ratio: (i) the Transferee Company shall be entitled to grant new free shares (actions gratuites) up
to a maximum number of 151,455 shares; (ii) the Transferee Company shall be entitled to issue
new shares to allow conversion of the convertible bonds issued by the same (so-called
ORNANEs); (iii) Beni Stabili (or the Transferee Company, should the settlement of the shares in
relation to which withdrawal rights will be exercised occur after the Effective Date) shall be entitled
to purchase as many of its own shares for which the withdrawal right has been exercised (or the
own shares offered in exchange should the withdrawals be settled after the Effective Date) as may
be required to complete the withdrawals settlement procedure under applicable law; (iv) Beni Stabili
shall be entitled to issue new shares to allow the conversion of the in accordance with the
Conditions of the Convertible Bonds; and (v) the Transferee Company shall be entitled to issue
shares, equity instruments or other instrument giving access to the share capital or voting rights of
the Transferee Company with no preferential subscription rights attached to each share of the
Transferee Company in accordance with and subject to the terms and conditions of the financial
authorizations granted as of the date of the Merger Plan to the Board of Directors of the Transferee
Company by its shareholders’ meeting, up to an aggregate maximum number of securities
corresponding to 10% (ten per cent) of the current share capital of the Transferee Company, taking
also into account all the shares, equity instruments or other instruments possibly issued in
accordance with the provisions illustrated below.
Pursuant to the Merger Plan, the Exchange Ratio - equal to 8.5 shares of FdR per 1,000 shares of
Beni Stabili - may be changed as a result of certain events described in the said Merger Plan,
including: (a) any issue by FdR and/or Beni Stabili of shares, equity instruments or other instrument
giving access to the share capital or voting rights of the Transferee Company or the Transferor
Company, as the case may be, with a preferential subscription right attached to each share (rights’
issue), up to an aggregate maximum number of securities corresponding to 10% (ten per cent) of the
share capital of the Transferor Company or of the Transferee Company (as applicable), as at the
date of the Merger Plan; and (b) the possible distribution by Beni Stabili of an interim dividend
(acconto sui dividendi) pursuant to Article 2433-bis of the Italian Civil Code. More specifically, the
Merger Plan provides that, should any of these events occur, the Exchange Ratio is automatically
adjusted in order to ensure that the holders of the Issuer’s or the Transferee Company’s shares, as
appropriate, can benefit from the same economic conditions applied in the Merger Plan before
such event, based on special formulas contemplated therein. For further details, please see
Paragraph 2.1.2.3 below.
The Exchange Ratio was held to be fair, from a financial standpoint, by the independent advisor
Lazard which on 24 May 2018 and on 18 July 2018, respectively, delivered to the Related Parties
Committee, and to the Beni Stabili Board of Directors, the Lazard Opinion and the Lazard
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Confirmatory Opinion. On 24 May 2018 and on 18 July 2018, respectively, the independent advisor
Deloitte also delivered to the Related Parties Committee the Deloitte Report and the Deloitte
Confirmatory Report in relation to the fairness of the choice and application of the valuation
methodologies carried out by Lazard (valuation review).
The Exchange Ratio was also held to be fair, from a financial standpoint, by EY S.p.A. acting as
Italian Independent Expert appointed by the Court of Rome in accordance with Article 2501-sexies
of the Italian Civil Code and Article 9 of Decree 108/2008, as well as by Mr Michel Léger, acting
as French Independent Expert appointed by the President of the Commercial Chamber of the
Court of Metz (Tribunal de grande istance de Metz), France, in accordance with Articles L.236-25 and
L. 236-10 of the French Commercial Code. The reports of the Italian Independent Expert and of
the French Independent Expert are attached hereto as Annexes 6 and 7.
In carrying out the above valuation in view of the approval and the subsequent confirmation of
the Exchange Ratio the Board of Directors of Beni Stabili has considered the critical issues and
limitations typically related to this kind of analysis. Both resolutions above were adopted by the
Board of Directors after the unanimous favourable opinion of the Related Parties Committee and
with the support of Lazard (who acted, as indicated above, also to the benefit of the Board) and
Deloitte. For a description of these critical issues and limitations, please see Paragraph 2.1.2.4
below. For more detail on the difficulties and limitations experienced by the Italian Independent
Expert and the French Independent Expert, please see their respective reports.
Without prejudice to the above, it should be noted that the market prices of the shares of the
Companies Participating in the Merger may remain subject to future volatility and fluctuations, also
as a result of the general capital markets’ trend. Therefore, also if the Exchange Ratio has been held
to be fair from a financial standpoint in accordance with the methodologies used for its
determination, the market value of the shares of the Companies Participating in the Merger may
be different compared to the value of those shares as at the date on which the Exchange Ratio was
determined.
Procedure for the allotment of the Transferee Company’s shares to the Beni Stabili Shareholders and
treatment of the fractional shares of the Transferee Company
Under the Merger Plan, the exchange between the shares of Beni Stabili and the shares of the
Transferee Company will be implemented, on the basis of the Exchange Ratio, through a capital
increase of the Transferee Company.
The new shares of the Transferee Company will be issued and allotted to the shareholders of Beni
Stabili through the relevant centralized clearing system or settlement system in accordance with the
Exchange Ratio. The Merger Plan provides for the Transferee Company’s undertaking to take all
actions, and to file all necessary documents with Euronext Paris, with a view to having the new
shares of the Transferee Company resulting from the Merger admitted to trading on Euronext
Paris on the first trading day after the Effective Date. The conditions of this admission to trading
will be detailed in a notice to be published by Euronext Paris.
On the Effective Date, any shareholder of Beni Stabili who, irrespective of any sale or purchase of
shares of the same Beni Stabili before the Effective Date, does not hold a sufficient number of
shares of the Transferor Company to receive a whole number of new shares of the Transferee
Company, will be entitled - pursuant to a procedure consistent with applicable law - to receive, in
addition to the whole number of shares of the Transferee Company resulting from the Exchange
Ratio, a cash consideration as a settlement for such Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares,
the amount of which shall be determined by the intermediaries in accordance with applicable law.
Prior to the Effective Date, the Companies Participating in the Merger and an intermediary or a
bank participating to the relevant centralized clearing system will determine suitable procedures for
the treatment of Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares, in accordance with applicable
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market practice and rules and with the provisions of the French Commercial Code, including the
conditions to carry out, upon consent of those entitled, any rounding transactions aimed at allowing
the conversion into a whole number of shares of the Transferee Company based on the Exchange
Ratio.
Further information on the conditions and procedure for allocation of the Transferee Company
shares will be disclosed through a notice published on the www.benistabili.it website, as well as on
an Italian national newspaper.
Without prejudice to the foregoing, only whole shares of the Transferee Company will be issued
and allotted in connection with the Merger and the Transferee Company will deliver only whole
shares to the shareholders of Beni Stabili. Beni Stabili’s shareholders who will hold, on the Effective
Date, a number of shares of the Transferor Company not giving right to receive a whole number
of new shares of the Transferee Company, shall be deemed to have expressly agreed to take part
in the process of sale of the newly issued Transferee Company shares corresponding to such
Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares as described hereafter.
With a view to procure the funds to settle the Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares, it will
be proposed to the Shareholders’ meeting of FdR convened to resolve on the Merger Plan to
approve a global sale of the newly issued shares of the Transferee Company which would not have
been allocated and which would correspond to the Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares,
upon expiry of a 30 (thirty)-day period following the latest date of recording into the registers of
the whole share(s) allocated to the relevant shareholders. The sale of the newly issued Transferee
Company’s shares shall take place on Euronext Paris through a financial intermediary among those
authorized under the laws of France, who will be appointed to facilitate the payment of the net
amount resulting from the sale of the newly issued ordinary shares corresponding to the Fractional
Entitlements to Transferee Shares to the benefit of the relevant shareholders of Beni Stabili
(notably, the amount shall be net of any trading fees and any other fees which would relate to the
sale of the newly issued ordinary shares corresponding to the Fractional Entitlements to Transferee
Shares). The intermediary so appointed shall sell such newly issued shares of the Transferee
Company on the regulated market Euronext Paris on behalf of shareholders of Beni Stabili taking
part into this process, who shall in turn receive the net profit resulting from such sale pro-rata their
stake in the mechanism.
For the avoidance of doubt, no interest shall be paid in relation to the cash payment to be received
by the relevant shareholders of Beni Stabili in accordance with this Paragraph even in case of delays
of payment of such amount.
Convertible Bonds and other bonds issued by Beni Stabili
As of the Information Document Date, as indicated in the Merger Plan, Beni Stabili has issued the
following bonds, which are still outstanding:
(i)

the Convertible Bonds “€200,000,000 0.875 per cent. Convertible Bonds due 2021”, listed on
the ExtraMOT - Borsa Italiana Professional Market;

(ii)

the “Euro 300,000,000 2.375 per cent. Notes due 20 February 2028”, “Euro 300,000,000 1.625
per cent. Notes due 17 October 2024” bonds (both listed on the Luxembourg stock exchange),
and the “Euro 125,000,000 2.125 per cent. Notes due 30 March 2022” bonds (listed on the Irish
stock exchange).

As a legal effect of the Merger, the Transferee Company shall undertake all the obligations in
respect of the bonds issued by Beni Stabili, including the Convertible Bonds which, as from the
Effective Date, may be converted into shares of the Transferee Company.
With reference to the Convertible Bonds, Beni Stabili has appointed an “Independent Financial
Advisor” (as defined in the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds) to carry out certain activities
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which are necessary (but not in and of themselves sufficient) for the Merger to qualify as a “Permitted
Reorganisation” under the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds. The independent financial advisor
shall be in charge, inter alia, to determine: (i) if the conversion price which will be applicable to the
conversion of the Convertible Bonds into ordinary shares of the Transferee Company following
the consummation of the Merger is appropriate; and (ii) if the other changes to be made to the
Conditions of the Convertible Bonds in the context of the Merger are appropriate. Please see the
Merger Plan and Paragraph 2.1.1.1.5 below.
The Merger will trigger a “Change of Control” within the meaning of the Conditions of the
Convertible Bonds and therefore, bondholders will be entitled to put one or more of their
Convertible Bonds requiring the Transferee Company to redeem them on the 14th (fourteenth)
calendar day after the expiry of the “Change of Control Period” (as defined in the Conditions of the
Convertible Bonds), unless an independent financial advisor (who may also be the same advisor
referred to above) issues and delivers a confirmation opinion stating that the “Change of Control” is
not, in its opinion, materially prejudicial to the interest of the bondholders. It should be noted that,
since the “Change of Control” is an event occurring as a consequence of the Merger becoming
effective, any redemption obligation resulting from the abovementioned put options will be
performed by the Transferee Company as the entity resulting from the Merger.
Furthermore, certain activities will be required also in connection with the bonds issued by Beni
Stabili other than the Convertible Bonds, for the Merger to qualify as a “Permitted Reorganisation”
under the relevant terms and conditions. In particular, a legal opinion is needed from a primary
independent legal counsel, attesting that the Transferee Company shall undertake all of Beni
Stabili’s obligations under those bonds as a result of the Merger, and the Transferee Company will
have to issue a compliance certificate attesting that, after the Merger’s completion, the financial
covenants under the terms and conditions of the bonds are fulfilled.
Risks connected with preparation of the pro-forma accounting data
Section 5 of this Information Document includes the unaudited pro-forma consolidated financial
information of the Beni Stabili Group consisting of the pro-forma consolidated statement of
financial position, the pro-forma consolidated statement of profit and loss and consolidated
statement of cash flows as of and for the years ended December 31, 2017 (the “Unaudited Proforma Consolidated Financial Information”). The Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated
Financial Information has been prepared in accordance with CONSOB communication No.
DEM/1052803 of July 5, 2001 solely for information purposes, in order to reflect retroactively, on
the historical consolidated data of the Beni Stabili Group, the significant effects of the Transaction.
In particular, the Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Financial Information was prepared to reflect
the effects of the Transaction as if it had occurred, with regard to the impact on the statement of
financial position on December 31, 2017, and with regard to the statement of profit and loss and
statement of cash flows, on January 1, 2017.
For a proper understanding of the information contained in the Unaudited Pro-Forma
Consolidated Financial Information, it should be noted that:
-

since these representations are based on assumptions, if the Merger had actually occurred
on such dates, the results that are presented therein would not be necessarily the same;

-

the pro-forma adjustments represent the main effects on assets, economic and financial
items, directly connected with the Merger;

-

the consolidated pro-forma data does not reflect projected figures and is not intended, in
any way, to represent a forecast of the future asset and liabilities, and of the economic and
financial situation of the Group post Merger;

-

in consideration of the different purposes of the pro-forma consolidated data as compared
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to historical figures, and in consideration of the various criteria used to prepare the proforma adjustments made to the Beni Stabili Group’s consolidated financial statements, the
pro-forma consolidated Statement of Financial Position and t the Pro-Forma Consolidated
Statement of Profit and Loss and Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows have to be
analyzed and interpreted separately, without attempting to find accounting connections
between them.
Finally, pursuant to Annex II of the Regulation 809/2004/EC, all the adjustments reflected in the
pro-forma consolidated data are considered to have a permanent effect, with the exception of those
indicated at the bottom of the Pro-Forma Consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss that are also
commented in the explanatory notes.
The Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Financial Information presented in this Information
Document have been examined by the Auditing Company that issued its examination report on 2
August 2018 (see Annex 10 hereto).
Risks connected to the forward-looking statements contained in the Information Document
Section 6 of this Information Document includes forward-looking statements.
More in detail, on July 18, 2018 the Board of Directors of Beni Stabili approved the Issuer’s
forecasted separate statement of financial position at December 31, 2018 (the “Forecasted
Separate Statement of Financial Position” or the “Estimated Accounts”). The Estimated
Accounts have been prepared in accordance with Regulation 2004-01 of France national
accounting standards body (Autorité des normes comptables), and with the opinion of CU CNC n°2005C, in order to provide an estimate of the net assets to be transferred by universal succession of title
to the Transferee Company by the Transferor Company on the effective date of the Merger which,
in the specific case, is identified at December 31, 2018.
The Estimated Accounts relate to future events and are not, nor shall they be intended as,
guarantees of future performance. Such Estimated Accounts are based on certain assumptions
which reflect the Company’s current expectations concerning future events and, therefore, are
subject to significant uncertainties. The Estimated Accounts relate to future events that may not
actually occur and actions that may not actually be realized, accordingly, no undue reliance should
be placed on such Estimated Accounts. Actual results may substantially differ from those reported
in the Estimated Accounts as a result of a variety of factors, including changes in general economic,
financial or market conditions and other changes in business conditions, changes in prices, changes
in the real estate markets, changes in the level of demand, changes in the financial performance of
the main customers of the Company, changes in the legal, regulatory, tax and institutional
environment (in Italy and abroad) and many other factors depending substantially on variables
which the Company cannot control, and may involve situations that the Company cannot predict.
Beni Stabili expressly declines and will not accept any responsibility for errors and/or inaccuracies
relating to any of the Estimated Accounts and/or in relation to any use by any party of such
Estimated Accounts. All figures and statements reported in the Estimated Accounts were approved
on July 18, 2018 and do not reflect any event or circumstance occurred after this date.
Unless otherwise expressly provided in the Merger Plan, Beni Stabili assumes no obligation to
update, review or adjust the Estimated Accounts in the light of events that will occur or for other
reasons.
Furthermore, the Estimated Accounts do not constitute, nor shall they be intended as investment
advice, or an offer, solicitation, recommendation or invitation to express shareholders’ voting
rights, or to acquire or sell securities and/or provision of any kind of financial services in any
jurisdictions.
The Forecasted Statement of Financial Position is the result of a prospective process of the
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Company’s starting from the statement of financial position at June 30, 2018 of Beni Stabili,
prepared in accordance with IFRS, based on a substantial continuity of the current regulatory
framework, the current conditions of the real estate and financial markets and the expected effects
of the planned managerial actions.
Please note that the Estimated Accounts are based on the occurrence of a number of future events
and actions which include, inter alia, general and hypothetical assumptions related to future events
and actions, which are subject to risks and uncertainties characterizing the current macroeconomic
environment, and actions that will not necessarily occur and events or actions that may not be
influenced, in full or in part, by management, regarding the main items of the statement of financial
position or other factors that influence their development (collectively, the “Hypothetical
Assumptions”).
The hypotheses regarding the development of the macroeconomic environment, the dynamics of
the reference rates and the development of the economic and financial aggregates of the credit
system on which the Forecasted Statement of Financial Position is based, have been prepared on
the basis of the knowledge, experience and evaluations of management of the Beni Stabili Group.
The Forecasted Statement of Financial Position has been developed with reference to, inter alia, the
current competitive environment and the current conditions of real estate and financial markets.
Due to the uncertainty in the implementation of any future event, both as regards the occurrence
of the event, and as regards its timing and size, the deviations between the final values and estimated
values of the Forecast could be material, even if the events included as part of the Hypothetical
Assumptions occur.
Without prejudice to the above, this Information Document contains forward-looking statements
in relation to the Transferee Company and the FdR Group after completion of the Merger. These
elements do not represent factual data, but rather are based on the current expectations and
projections of the Companies Participating in the Merger in relation to future events which, by
their nature, are intrinsically subject to risks and uncertainties.
The profit forecasts and relevant projections are formulated on the basis of a specific knowledge
of the relevant sectors, on the available data and past experience. These projections are based on
assumptions relating to events and future performances which are subject to uncertainties and,
depending on their occurrence or non-occurrence, there could be significant variations relative to
the projections formulated.
These statements relate to events and depend on circumstances which may or may not happen or
occur in the future and, as such, they should not be exclusively taken at face value. The effective
results could vary significantly to those outlined in these statements due to a multiplicity of factors,
including a change in the reference prices, macro-economic conditions and economic growth (or
its absence) and other variations of business conditions, changes to regulations and the institutional
background (both in Italy and abroad) and many other factors, the majority of which are beyond
the control of the Companies Participating in the Merger.
Risks connected with the fact that the Merger is a related parties transaction
As of the date of the Merger Plan, as indicated therein, FdR held Beni Stabili shares representing
approximately 59.87% of the Issuer’s share capital. The Transferee Company exercises de jure
control over the Transferor Company and furthermore directs and coordinates it in accordance
with Articles 2497 et seq. of the Italian Civil Code.
It follows that Beni Stabili and FdR are related parties under the Related Parties Regulation and the
Related Parties Procedure.
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The Beni Stabili Board of Directors, which was appointed on 7 April 2016 (3), is made up of the
following Board Members: Ariberto Fassati (Chairman); Christophe Kullmann (Chief Executive
Officer); Angelo Busani; Marjolaine Alquier de L’Epine; Leonardo Del Vecchio; Jean Gaston
Laurent; Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi; Daniela Percoco; Adriana Saitta. Eight of the Issuer’s nine
Board Members mentioned above (of whom four satisfy the independence requirements under the
Consolidated Financial Act and the Corporate Governance Code), were taken from the slate of
candidates that the shareholder FdR submitted to the Beni Stabili Shareholders’ meeting held on 7
April 2016, or have otherwise been indicated by FdR.
The FdR Board of Directors is composed of the following members: Jean Gaston Laurent
(Chairman); Leonardo Del Vecchio (Vice-Chairman); Christophe Kullmann (Chief Executive
Officer); Catherine Allonas Barthe; Romolo Bardin; Delphine Benchetrit; Jean- Luc Biamonti;
Sigrid Duhamel; Bertrand de Feydeau; Jérôme Grivet; Sylvie Ouziel; Patricia Savin; Catherine
Soubie; Laurent Tollie; Pierre Vaquier.
The following members of the Beni Stabili Board of Directors are also members of the FdR Board
of Directors as specified below:
-

Christophe Kullmann holds the offices of Beni Stabili Chief Executive Officer and of FdR
Chief Executive Officer, General Manager and member of the Steering Committee (Comite
de Direction);

-

Jean Gaston Laurent holds the office of member of the Beni Stabili Board of Directors and
Chairman of the FdR Board of Directors;

-

Leonardo Del Vecchio holds the office of member of the Beni Stabili Board of Directors
and of Vice-Chairman of the FdR Board of Directors.

Furthermore, for the sake of completeness, Marjolaine Alquier de L’Epine holds at the same time
the office of member of the Beni Stabili Board of Directors and of Internal Audit and Control
Head of FdR and the European companies belonging to the FdR Group.
In accordance with the provisions of the Related Parties Procedure, both the execution of the
Merger Agreement and the Merger Plan have been approved by the Beni Stabili Board of Directors
upon the Related Parties Committee unanimously giving its favourable opinion on the Issuer’s
interest in carrying out the Merger and the related terms and conditions’ viability and substantial
fairness.
On 31 May 2018 and in accordance with Article 5 of the Related Parties Regulation and Article 9
of the Related Parties Procedure, the Issuer made the Related Parties Information Document
available to the public at its registered office, as well as on the website www.benistabili.it
(“Governance - Documentation - Information Memoranda” and 'Investor relations - Merger Project with Foncière
des Régions’ sections) and via the ‘1Info-Storage’ authorised storage system (www.1info.it).
Risk factors and uncertainties highlighted in previous prospectuses and information
documents of the Issuer
On 20 February 2018, the Issuer published a prospectus in accordance with Directive 2003/71/EC
in relation to the “€300.000.000 2.375 per cent. Notes due 20 February 2028” bonds issued by Beni
Stabili and listed on the Luxembourg stock exchange. This prospectus is available in English on
www.benistabili.it, “Investor relations - Documentation - Information Memoranda – 2018” section.
Below are the risk factors relating to the Beni Stabili Group included in the aforementioned
prospectus, which is the most recent prospectus published by the Issuer. Where applicable,
(3)

With the exception of the Directors Marjolaine Alquier de L’Epine and Daniela Percoco, who were
respectively appointed by the Beni Stabili Shareholder’s Meeting on 6 April 2017 and 12 April 2018.
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information provided therein has been updated.
In addition to the below, the Issuer and the Beni Stabili Group are in any event subject to the risks
and uncertainties that are typical given the nature of the activities that are carried out and the
relevant markets involved, amongst other things. See the section whose title is “Management of
Financial Risks” contained inside the Beni Stabili consolidated half-yearly financial report for the
half year ending 30 June 2018 approved by the Issuer’s Board of Directors on 18 July 2018, which
is available at www.benistabili.it, “Investor Relations – Documentation” section. See also the same
section whose title is “Management of Financial Risks” contained in the Beni Stabili consolidated
financial report for the year ending 31 December 2017, which is available at www.benistabili.it,
“Investor Relations – Documentation” section.
Risks relating to the Beni Stabili Group

Risks linked to the environment in which Beni Stabili operates
Risks linked to the economic environment
Changes in domestic or international economic conditions (economic growth, interest rates,
unemployment rate, calculation, method for rent indexation, changes in various indices, etc.) may
have a significant negative impact on the business of the Beni Stabili Group and its financial results.
The Beni Stabili Group could experience a downturn in demand for corporate real estate projects,
a drop in the occupancy rate and in the leasing or re-leasing price of its real estate properties, and
a decline in the valuation of its portfolio.
Risks linked to changes in real estate market
The Italian and international real estate markets are subject to cyclical trends and are influenced by
a series of macroeconomic factors. Market demand and supply are affected by, amongst other
things, general economic conditions, interest rate fluctuations, inflation trends, tax regimes, market
liquidity and alternative investment opportunities.
The Beni Stabili Group operates primarily in the office property sector in Italy. The value of the
Group’s portfolio depends on the performance of the market in which it operates as well as on the
evolution of the macro environment, legislation and tax regulations. It may fluctuate, particularly
with respect to rental income and property values in light of the supply/demand balance and the
overall economic situation. The Beni Stabili Group may not be in a position to carry out its rental
or leasing strategy, its investments and, where applicable, its disposals at a favourable time or under
favourable market conditions. It may be forced to defer or change such strategy and investments
depending on the fluctuations in the property market.
Although the Group pursues an investment strategy aimed at minimising the impact of the
economic cycle, an extended period of economic downturn or the occurrence of other factors that
negatively impact real estate values could have an adverse effect on the Group’s financial condition,
business and results of operations.
Competition risks
The Beni Stabili Group is in competition with numerous players that have a more significant
financial basis. The Group’s rental activity is also subject to strong competitive pressure. As a
whole, these factors could lead to uncertainty in relation to the Group’s growth forecasts and have
a negative impact on its business, its financial condition and its results of operations.

Risks linked to the scope and type of business of the Beni Stabili Group
The concentration of the Group’s property assets in a limited geographical area may have a negative impact
on its business
The Beni Stabili Group operates wholly in the Italian market, with its property assets concentrated
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primarily in northern Italy, and is therefore particularly exposed to the trends of the local economy.
As at 30 June 2018, the majority of the Group’s portfolio of properties by market value was located
in northern Italy, and especially in Milan and surrounding areas, with approximately 66% (sixty-six
per cent.) of the overall value of its properties concentrated in such areas (4). The second largest city
in terms of concentration is Turin, where, as at 30 June 2018, 6 per cent. of the properties were
located while the third largest city is Rome where, as at 30 June 2018, 4 per cent. of the properties
were located. Furthermore, 92 per cent. of the portfolio is composed of office properties whereas
8 per cent. of the portfolio is composed of retail and other buildings. All the above percentages are
calculated on a group share basis (referred to in this Information Document as Group Share basis)
(5).
Consequently, the Group’s results of operations and the value of its property portfolio could be
negatively affected by a worsening of the local economy or of the local real estate market in the
Italian cities where the Group’s real estate assets are concentrated. This exposes the Group to
specific local risks in relation to changes in the local economy and local politics and/or planning
laws, which cannot easily be predicted and which could have an adverse effect on the Group’s
financial condition, business and results of operations.
Risks related to renewal of leases and letting of real estate assets
Upon expiration of existing leases, the Group may not be in a position to renew them under
equivalent terms or to lease the assets within a reasonable time frame, particularly due to
macroeconomic and real estate market conditions. The Group may fail to succeed in maintaining
its occupancy rate and its rental income, which would have an adverse impact on its financial
condition, business and results of operations.
The Group is primarily dependent on a limited number of tenants for its rental revenues
As at 30 June 2018, the Group’s annual rental income generated from its top four tenants
accounted for approximately 50 per cent. of the Group’s total rental income on a Group Share
basis (61 per cent. on a consolidated basis).
Among these four main tenants (Telecom Italia S.p.A., Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A., Maire Technimont
S.p.A. and the Italian public administration), Telecom Italia alone accounted for approximately 29
per cent of the Group‘s total rental income on a Group Share basis (44 per cent. of the Group’s
consolidated total rental income). The Group’s management constantly monitors the
creditworthiness of these main tenants. Nonetheless, an extended period of economic downturn
could result in a material breach of contract by one or more of these or other tenants or a worsening
of their creditworthiness or their capacity to fulfil their rental obligations, which could have an
adverse effect on the Group’s financial condition, business and results of operations.
The Beni Stabili Group is exposed to credit risk arising from its commercial activity
Credit risk represents the Group’s exposure to potential losses that could be incurred if a
counterparty fails to meet its obligations. This risk arises primarily from economic and financial
factors (i.e., where the counterparty defaults on its obligations), as well as from factors that are
technical, commercial, administrative or legal in nature.
The Group’s exposure to credit risk is due mainly to the concentration of its commercial
relationships with four major tenants (see Paragraph 1.2.6 above).
Material defaults by major tenants or financial counterparties, or a significant increase in current
(4)
(5)

The percentage rises to 68% if also the effects of the EUR 158 million sale agreement signed with Telecom
Italia on 29 June 2018 are taken into account.
The Issuer calculates the “group share” by taking into account the participation into Central SICAF S.p.A. at
the current stake of 51%.
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default rates by counterparties generally, could have an adverse effect on the Group’s financial
condition, business and results of operations.
As at 30 June 2018, receivables from tenants, before the related provision for write-downs, totalled
EUR 46,071 thousand (including receivables for invoices to be issued totalling EUR 17,128
thousand, which were recorded pursuant to the rules of IAS 17 in order to even out the overall
contractual compensation over the term of the lease). Of this amount, about EUR 17,799 thousand
was more than 12 months overdue. Moreover, the provision for receivable write-downs as at 30
June 2018 totalled about EUR 19,730 thousand.
For additional information on credit risk from the Issuer’s business, see the consolidated half-year
financial statements of the Issuer for the six months ended on 30 June 2018 (whose English version
is available on the website www.benistabili.it, section “Investor Relations - Documents”) and specifically
Paragraph 3.1(c) of Notes to the Financial Statements on pages 64 to 66.
Credit recovery expectations are assessed on a position-by-position basis, taking into account
existing validly enforceable guarantees and opinions of external counsel in respect of any relevant
recovery actions. The operating and financial performance of the Group’s more important tenants
are monitored on an ongoing basis, with bank sureties and guarantee deposits provided by tenants
securing more than one quarter of the aggregate amount of annual rentals as at 30 June 2018.
However, assessments of creditworthiness are based on the information available at the time and
could be adversely affected by market or general economic conditions, and could ultimately have
a material adverse impact on the Group’s financial condition, business and results of operations.
The Group is exposed to fluctuating property values
Since investment properties, properties held for sale and, where applicable, properties under
development are measured at fair value and the relative fluctuations are accounted for in the
Group’s income statement, movements in property prices can have a significant impact on the
Group’s operating performance.
Furthermore, part of the Group’s operating results derive from property trading, which is also
significantly influenced by property value trends and the volume of transactions. Rents and
property values are cyclical in nature, and are influenced by macroeconomic factors such as interest
rates, liquidity and economic growth.
The Group’s investment policy aims to minimise the impact of different stages of the cycle through
a careful selection of investments that offer long-term leases with creditworthy tenants, strategic
locations in cities that have a structural shortage of good quality office space and low vacancy rates.
Purchases and sales of properties in the Group’s trading portfolio are carefully monitored both to
minimise risk and to exploit opportunities. However, fluctuations in property values are largely out
of the control of the Group and could have a material adverse impact on the Group’s financial
condition, business and results of operations.
The Group may not be successful in completing development projects as planned, or on commercially
favourable terms
The Group has invested in development assets, currently representing approximately 10 per cent.
of its total portfolio. As at the date of this Information Document, the Group’s main development
projects include the development of two disused industrial areas, (the Symbiosis Area in Milan formerly called “Ripamonti” - and “The Sign” area in Via Schievano), the renovation of another
property in Milan in Via Principe Amedeo and the refurbishment of an existing building complex
in Turin, C.so. Ferrucci
Development projects may require substantial capital expenditure, and it usually takes a
considerable amount of time before projects are completed and begin generating income. Certain
general risks affect development and refurbishment activities, including risks relating to
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completion, the possibility of construction overruns (both in terms of time and budget), the risk
of not obtaining, or delays in obtaining, necessary administrative permits, statutory consents and
planning permissions and risks relating to the financing of the development. Inaccurate assessment
of a development opportunity or a decrease in tenant demand due to competition from other
commercial real estate properties or adverse market conditions, could result in a substantial
proportion of the development remaining vacant after completion and exert pressure on the Group
to provide rental or capital incentives to tenants or purchasers.
In addition, there are risks associated with (i) the failure to obtain title to property, and (ii) failure
by third parties, including failure to complete a compulsory purchase order by a local authority. In
addition, the Group may become subject to obligations under development agreements giving rise
to additional expenditure commitments. Any of these factors could increase the cost of, or could
delay or prevent completion of, a project and/or could result in a delay or loss of revenues or of
capital invested. In addition, overruns on any new or existing developments (or the insolvency of
contractors or failure of contractors to perform obligations) may have an adverse impact on the
financial viability of the scheme and may lead to the need for additional funding.
Consequently, there can be no assurance that the existing or future development of property by
the Group will not have an adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and/or
results of operations.
The Group’s success depends on attracting and retaining key personnel
The Group’s success depends, to a significant extent, on the continued services of its executive
management team, which has substantial experience in the property industry. In addition, the
Group’s ability to continue to identify and develop properties depends on the management’s
knowledge of, and expertise in, the property market. There is no guarantee that the executive
management team will remain employed by the Group. The sudden and/or unanticipated loss of
the services of one or more members of the executive management team could have an adverse
effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and/or results of operations.

Legal, fiscal, regulatory, environmental and insurance risks
The Beni Stabili Group’s business and results of operations could be negatively affected by changes in the
legislative, regulatory and fiscal framework in Italy and at a European level
The Group’s activities are subject to a number of building, health and safety and planning
legislation and regulations (at both a national and regional level), environmental laws and
regulations (at the European Community level), landlord-tenant legislation, and specific tax
regimes. Increased capital expenditure and operating costs resulting from future laws and
regulations, amendments to applicable tax rates and regimes, changes in the regulations on
commercial leases and changes in environmental regulations could adversely affect the Group’s
results of operations and financial condition.
The failure to comply with the requisite standards and regulations in relation to any particular
property may adversely affect such property’s value and/or result in increased costs to be borne by
the Group in order to remedy such non-compliance, which in turn could have an adverse effect
on the Group’s financial condition, business and results of operations.
The Beni Stabili Group may be liable for environmental issues relating to its current and former operations
and properties
The Group may be liable for the costs of removal, investigation or remediation of hazardous or
toxic substances located on or in a property owned by or leased to it at a particular time, or any
property formerly owned by it but subsequently disposed of. The costs of any required removal,
investigation or remediation of such substances may be substantial. The presence of such
substances, or the failure to remediate such substances properly, may also adversely affect the
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Group’s ability to sell or lease the real estate or to borrow using the real estate as security. Whilst
the Group has generally not provided contractual representations regarding environmental
liabilities when selling properties in recent years, laws and regulations, as these may be amended
over time, may impose liability for the release of certain materials into the air or water from a
current or former real estate investment, including asbestos, and such release can form the basis
for liability to third persons for personal injury or other damages. Other laws and regulations can
limit the development of, and impose liability for the disturbance of, wetlands or the habitats of
threatened or endangered species.
In addition, the Beni Stabili Group’s exposure to potential health and environmental risks may
tarnish the image and the reputation of the Issuer.
Non-compliance with, or liabilities under, existing or future environmental laws and regulations,
including failure to hold the requisite permits or licences, could result in fines, penalties, third-party
claims and other costs that could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial
condition and/or results of operations.
Risk related to the disputes the Beni Stabili Group is involved in
At the date of this Information Document, Beni Stabili and other Group companies are parties to
a number of legal and tax disputes arising in the ordinary course of their activities (see the section
headed “Litigation and contingencies”, of the consolidated annual financial statements of Beni Stabili
ended 31 December 2017 di (pages 291 to 295 both inclusive), available on the website
www.benistabili.it, section “Investor Relations - Documents”. Also see the section headed “Litigation and
contingencies” of the consolidated half-year financial statements of Beni Stabili as at and for the six
months ended on 30 June 2018 (pages 111 to 114 both inclusive), approved by the Issuer’s Board
of Directors on 18 July 2018 and available also in English on the website www.benistabili.it, section
“Investor Relations - Documents”.
The Group monitors the development of these proceedings with the help of external advisers and,
where necessary, has recorded provisions considered appropriate in light of the circumstances
following a prudent analysis of each dispute and the risks concerned. The evaluation of risks is,
however, subjective and necessarily involves estimations of potential liabilities. There can be no
assurance that the ultimate outcome of these disputes will not have a material adverse impact on
the Group’s financial conditions and results of operations and there can be no assurance that
further disputes, not currently known to the Issuer, will not be commenced in the future.
The Group may be insufficiently insured to cover all of the losses, damage and limitations of use which may
affect its properties
The Group is required by its best practice and policy guidelines to maintain insurance coverage or
ensure that insurance coverage is maintained with respect to its portfolio of property assets, that is
consistent with market practice. Furthermore, the Group is required to maintain such insurance
coverage in relation to assets that have been mortgaged to secure credit facilities. The Group has
entered into an annual renewable global insurance policy (“Global Buildings”) with a primary insurer,
whose guarantees and maximum recoverable amounts have been considered appropriate, covering
damage to its assets as a result of fire, natural and socio-political events, earthquakes and structural
collapses, with an additional insurance policy extending coverage up to a maximum recoverable
amount of EUR 40,000,000 per annum for insured loss caused by natural events and earthquakes.
This is to be added to the maximum recoverable amount of EUR 60,000,000 foreseen in the main
insurance policy. The “Global Buildings” policy also covers liability for damage caused to third
parties for a maximum recoverable amount of EUR 10,330,000, and an additional insurance policy
extending coverage for such damages up to EUR 30,330,000.
The Group’s ability to continue to fulfil these requirements will be subject to the availability of
such insurance generally in the global insurance market. The Group may remain exposed (or
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become further exposed) to certain uninsured risks, for example, where insurance is not generally
available or is not generally available on commercially reasonable terms.
The Group’s insurance policies are subject to exclusions of liability and limitations of liability both
in amount and with respect to the type of insured loss events.
In addition, there are certain types of losses, generally of a catastrophic nature, such as those caused
by floods, hurricanes, terrorism or acts of war that may be or become uninsurable or unavailable
on commercially reasonable terms. Inflation, changes in building codes and ordinances,
environmental considerations and other factors, may also result in insurance proceeds, if any, being
insufficient to repair or replace a property if it is damaged or destroyed. Under such circumstances,
the insurance proceeds, if any, may be inadequate to fully compensate the Group with respect to
the affected real estate.
Should an uninsured loss or a loss in excess of insured limits occur, the Group could lose capital
invested in the affected property as well as anticipated future revenue from that property. In
addition, the Group could be liable to repair damage caused by uninsured risks. The Group would
also remain liable for any debt or other financial obligation related to that property. There can be
no guarantee that the level of insurance cover for the Group now or in the future will be sufficient.
No assurance can be given that material losses in excess of insurance proceeds will not occur in
the future or that any insurance proceeds will be received at all. If such losses occur and are not
covered by insurance and the Group has to make a payment, there could be an adverse effect on
the Group’s business, financial condition and/or results of operations.
Risks related to the tax treatment of the Issuer as a Siiq
With effect from 1 January 2011, Beni Stabili opted for the SIIQ (Società di Investimento Immobiliare
Quotata or Listed Real Estate Investment Company) special tax regime under Article 1, paragraphs
119-141, of Law No. 296 of 27 December 2006, and subsequent amendments, pursuant to which,
among other things, the income generated by the real estate leasing business is exempt from
corporate income tax and proportionally from the regional tax on productive activities and the part
of the accounting profits corresponding thereto is subject to taxation in the hands of the
shareholders when dividends are distributed to them.
For the purpose of preserving this special tax regime, Beni Stabili must comply with, among other
things, certain conditions regarding the features of Beni Stabili itself, its by-laws, its shareholding’s
composition and its activity.
More specifically:
(i)

Subjective conditions
Beni Stabili must:

(ii)

-

be set up as a joint-stock company;

-

have its tax residence in Italy; and

-

have its shares traded on a regulated market of one of the Member States of the
European Union or of a State belonging to the European Economic Area included in
the list referred to in Article 168-bis, paragraph 1 of the Consolidated Income Tax Act.

Conditions imposed by the by-laws
The Beni Stabili by-laws must necessarily include:
-

rules governing investment policy;

-

limitations on the concentration of investments and counterparty risks; and

-

a maximum limit allowed for financial leverage, at individual or group level.
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(iii)

Conditions regarding equity
In relation to Beni Stabili equity, no shareholder must directly or indirectly be entitled to
more than 60% (sixty percent) of the voting rights in the ordinary shareholders' meeting and
more than 60% (sixty percent) of the profit rights.

(iv)

Objective conditions
Beni Stabili must have:
-

real estate properties owned by it or in respect of which it holds other property rights,
as well as properties held on the basis of financial leases, or investments in other SIIQs,
in unlisted real estate investment companies (so-called SIINQs) or in qualified real
estate funds, amounting to at least 80% (eighty percent) of its assets (the so-called “Asset
Test”); and

-

revenues generated from real estate leases and similar income that is at least equal to
80% (eighty percent) of the income recorded in the income statement (the so-called “Profit
Test”).

Being the profits generated from leasing activities (as defined by the law) exempt (for the purposes
of this Paragraph, the “Exempt Business”), SIIQs are obliged to distribute at least 70% (seventy
percent) of net profits generated from real estate leasing activities in each year (under penalty of
terminating the special regime). Furthermore, net capital gains generated on properties dedicated
to the leasing activity, as well as capital gains generated from the sale of equity held in SIIQs or
SIINQs or shares held in qualified real estate funds (that are included in the Exempt Business),
are also subject to a minimum 50% (fifty percent) distribution obligation in the two years following
the year in which they were generated.
As of the Information Document Date, Beni Stabili complied with all the legal requirements that
needed to be met in order to maintain its status of SIIQ and, as a result thereof, the related special
tax regime. However, should Beni Stabili be unable to meet all the requirements that need to be
fulfilled for the purpose of applying the special tax regime, including the obligation to distribute a
portion of the profit generated from the Exempt Business and from the non-Exempt Business
under the so-called carry forward mechanism (which applies where the profits generated from the
Exempt Business are higher than the SIIQ’s total profits due to losses incurred as a result of the
non-Exempt Business) or is unable to recover them within the term provided for under the
applicable law, Beni Stabili might lose this preferential tax regime and be subject to ordinary
taxation, with an ensuing negative effect on the Beni Stabili assets, economic and financial situation.
In light of their importance for the purpose of the Asset Test and the Profit Test, the termination
of the special regime by the subsidiaries subject to the SIINQ regime could also lead to important
effects in terms of Beni Stabili entitlement to the SIIQ regime.
Risks related to information systems and cyber crime
Information systems have an essential role within the context of the Beni Stabili Group’s activities.
A default or a system failure leading to loss or deterioration of data could have adverse
consequences on the Issuer’s activities. The Beni Stabili Group may also be subject to cyber-attacks
or fraud attacks which may lead to theft, loss of information or business interruption.
These interruptions, violations or defaults of the information systems could have adverse financial
consequence or damage the Group’s image.

Risks relating to the financial markets and the financial position of the Beni Stabili Group
Risks relating to global financial conditions
The continuing uncertainty regarding the development of the global economy, for example due to
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the sovereign debt crises and inflation and deflation risks in many parts of the world, particularly
in Europe, the uncertainties in connection with the future of the United Kingdom and its
relationship with the European Union further to the United Kingdom‘s vote to leave the European
Union and the ongoing quantitative easing announced by the European Central Bank, may result
in economic instability, limited access to debt and equity financing and possible defaults by the
Issuer’s counterparties.
As a result, the Issuer’s ability to access the capital and financial markets and to refinance debt to
meet the financial requirements of the Issuer and the Group may be adversely impacted and costs
of financing may significantly increase. This could adversely affect the business, results of
operations and financial condition of the Group.
Liquidity risk
So as to be able to finance its investments and acquisitions and refinance any debts that have
reached maturity, the Issuer must be in a position to raise significant financial resources. The Issuer
runs the risk of experiencing a lack of liquidity if it is unable to raise the necessary resources in the
form of equity or borrowing.
The Issuer is also exposed to the risk of not having enough liquidity to pay its debts. A lack of
liquidity could lead to acceleration contractual clauses being triggered or to the early repayment of
the debt and, if the debt is guaranteed, the enforcement of guarantees and, where applicable, the
attachment of goods.
Under the SIIQ regime, Beni Stabili is required to distribute a significant part of its profits.
Therefore, Beni Stabili relies heavily on debt to finance its growth. This type financing might not
be available on advantageous terms, which depend, among other things, on market conditions (see
Paragraph 1.2.17 above) .
These factors might adversely affect the Group’s operating results in a considerable manner, as
well as its financial situation in the event that the Issuer is required to incur additional costs to meet
its financial commitments or pursue an investments policy or, in extreme cases, they might threaten
the Issuer’s future in terms of business continuity, leading to situations of insolvency.
The Beni Stabili Group is exposed to fluctuations in interest rates
Since the Group’s financial debt includes various loans, some of which provide for interest
payments at variable rates, the Group is particularly exposed to the risk of fluctuations in interest
rates. The Group seeks to minimise its exposure through derivatives that hedge interest rates,
mainly through interest rate swaps, interest rate swaptions, “caps” on interest rates and “collars”.
The Issuer seeks, as far as possible, to limit the risk associated with changes in interest rates through
hedging derivatives, such as interest rate swaps, which have the effect of converting floating rates
into fixed rates for a specified period of time or for the entire term of the loan, for a portion or for
the entire amount that is being financed.
The interest rate risk is constantly monitored through valuation tests conducted on a quarterly
basis. Even though the Group does not carry out purely speculative transactions, nor does it carry
out transactions not directly connected to its stated of indebtedness, and even though derivative
instruments, as of 30 June 2018, counted for about 86.8 % of its nominal financial debt and the
protection offered by derivatives is limited in terms of the amount and term thereof, future interest
rate fluctuations could, however, adversely affect the Group’s financial situation, assets and
operating results.
Risk connected with the financial counterparties
The use of credit lines and interest rate hedging contracts by financial institutions could expose
Beni Stabili to the risk of insolvency of these contracts’ counterparties, triggering delays or default
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on payments which could have a significant adverse effect on the Group’s financial situation, assets
and operating results.
It should be noted that the Group operates continuously and permanently with leading
counterparties who have an acceptable credit rating with a view to limiting in this way the related
credit risk.
Risks associated with covenants and other agreed commitments in some credit agreements
Some financing agreements signed by Beni Stabili contain commitments or covenants that the
Issuer undertakes to perform. Should Beni Stabili breach one of its financial commitments and be
unable to remedy this breach within the contractually established term, the lenders might request
the early repayment of the credit facility and enforce any guarantees. As a result thereof, any
breaches of financial commitments committed by the Group could adversely affect its financial
situation, assets and operating results.
The Beni Stabili group is exposed to fluctuations in the rate of inflation
Most lease agreements are index-linked, providing for an increase in the rent by a percentage that
is determined on the basis of price inflation. Fluctuations in the level of inflation are largely outside
the Group’s control. As a result thereof, the Issuer is not able to predict what will be the rental
prices in the future. This circumstance could adversely affect in a significant manner the Group’s
financial situation, assets and operating results.
2

THE TRANSACTION
Description of the Transaction in summary form
The Companies Participating in the Merger
The Transferor Company

2.1.1.1.1 Main corporate information
Beni Stabili is a joint stock company incorporated under Italian law, with its registered offices in
Via Piemonte, 38, 00187 Rome, Italy, registered with the Italian register of companies (Registro delle
Imprese) of Rome under number 00380210302.
2.1.1.1.2 Duration and financial year
The duration of Beni Stabili is set until 31 December 2100, without prejudice to possible extension
or early dissolution. The financial years’ end of the Transferor Company is set on 31 December of
each year.
2.1.1.1.3 Share Capital
Beni Stabili’s share capital amounts to EUR 226,959,280.30, divided into 2,269,592,803 ordinary
shares with a nominal value of EUR 0.10 each, fully subscribed and paid up. As of 30 June 2018,
approximately 0.04% of the share capital of the Transferor Company was held as treasury stock.
The Transferor Company is a real estate investment company (società di investimento immobiliare quotata
- SIIQ) pursuant to Article 1, paragraphs 119-141, of Law no. 296 of 27 December 2006 and
subsequent amendments.
The shares of the Transferor Company are publicly traded on the Italian MTA and also on the
Euronext Paris regulated market.
2.1.1.1.4 Corporate purpose
The corporate purpose of Beni Stabili is set out in article 3 of its articles of association and covers
all property-related activities and all activities related to the acquisition of investments, excluding
transactions with the public, in Italy and abroad.
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A copy of Beni Stabili’s articles of association is annexed to the Merger Plan (“Annex 1”)and can
also be found on www.benistabili.it, “Governance - Documentation - Bylaws” section.
2.1.1.1.5 Main shareholders
As of the date of the Merger Plan, as indicated therein, FdR held an interest in the corporate capital
of Beni Stabili representing approximately 59.87%. Therefore, the Transferee Company exercises
de jure control over the Transferor Company. Moreover, FdR exercises direction and coordination
activity on Beni Stabili, pursuant to Articles 2497 et seq. of the Italian Civil Code.
Based on communication received pursuant to Article 120 of the Italian Legislative Decree no. 58
of 24 February 1998, and of the additional information held by the Issuer, in addition to FdR, the
following shareholders appear to have an interest in the corporate capital of Beni Stabili above 5%:
Declarant

Direct shareholder

% on the share capital

Credit Agricole S.A.

Predica S.A.

5.697

It also appears that Delfin S.àr.l. holds an interest in the share capital of Beni Stabili of
approximately 3.4%.
2.1.1.1.6 Convertible Bonds
During 2015, Beni Stabili issued the “€200,000,000 0.875 per cent. Convertible Bonds due 2021”
Convertible Bonds, which are listed on the ExtraMOT – Borsa Italiana Professional Market
section.
On 29 May 2018, the Transferor Company published on the Italian Official Gazette (Section II No. 62), on the “IlSole24Ore” Italian newspaper and also in compliance with the provisions of
Articles 65-quinquies, 65-sexies, 65-septies of the Issuers’ Regulation, as well as on the Beni Stabili’s
website (www.benistabili.it), “Governance – Documentation - Notices” and “Investor relations - Merger project
with Foncière des Régions” sections, a notice through which it has been communicated to the holders
of Convertible Bonds the starting of the 30-day period, pursuant to Article 2503-bis, paragraph 2,
of the Italian Civil Code, during which the holders of Convertible Bonds have been entitled to
exercise their right of conversion, therefore until 28 June 2018 included. On the same date, the
notice, which was also published in accordance with Article 84 of the Issuers’ Regulation and with
section 11(b)(vi) of the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds, was also disseminated through
Euronext Paris and Euroclear.
As at the expiry of such 30-day period, no holder of the Convertible Bonds has exercised its right
to convert its Convertible Bonds into shares of Beni Stabili.
2.1.1.1.7 Other issued securities
The Transferor Company has also issued the following bonds that are outstanding: (i) the “Euro
300,000,000 2.375 per cent. Notes due 20 February 2028” listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange;
(ii) the “Euro 300,000,000 1.625 per cent. Notes due 17 October 2024” listed on the Luxembourg Stock
Exchange; and (iii) the “Euro 125,000,000 2.125 per cent. Notes due 30 March 2022” listed on the Irish
Stock Exchange.
2.1.1.1.8 Corporate bodies
Board of Directors
The Beni Stabili Board of Directors, which was appointed on 7 April 2016 (6), is made up of the
(6)

With the exception of the Directors Marjolaine Alquier de L’Epine and Daniela Percoco, who were
respectively appointed by the Beni Stabili Shareholder’s Meeting on 6 April 2017 and 12 April 2018.
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following Board Members:
Ariberto Fassati

Chairman

Christophe Kullmann

Chief Executive Officer

Angelo Busani

Independent Director

Marjolaine Alquier de L’Epine

Director

Leonardo Del Vecchio

Director

Jean Gaston Laurent

Director

Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi

Independent Director

Daniela Percoco

Independent Director

Adriana Saitta

Independent Director

Board of Statutory Auditors
The Beni Stabili Board of Statutory Auditors, which was appointed on 12 April 2018, is made up
of the following members:
Giuseppe Cerati

Chairman

Marcellino Bortolomiol

Regular auditor

Emanuela Rollino

Regular auditor

Giorgio Mosci

Alternate auditor

Cristiana Trovò

Alternate auditor

External Auditors
On 10 December 2015, upon the reasoned proposal of the Board of Statutory Auditors, the
Shareholders’ meeting approved the appointment of EY S.p.A. as external auditors for the financial
years 2015-2023.
The Transferee Company
2.1.1.2.1 Main corporate information
The Transferee Company is a joint stock company (société anonyme) incorporated and existing under
the laws of France, with its registered offices in 18, avenue François Mitterrand, 57000 Metz,
France, registered with the French register of companies (Registre du commerce et des sociétés) under
number 364 800 060.
The Shareholders’ meeting of FdR convened, in extraordinary session, on 6 September 2018 to
approve the Merger Plan, will resolve, inter alia, upon FdR’s change of its legal name into “Covivio
S.A.”. This change, if approved, will apply irrespective of the completion of the Merger.
2.1.1.2.2 Duration and financial year
The duration of the Transferee Company is set until 1st December 2062, without prejudice to
possible extension or early dissolution. The financial years’ end of the Transferee Company is set
on 31 December of each year.
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2.1.1.2.3 Share capital
The Transferee Company has an issued share capital of EUR 225,835,737, divided into 75,278,579
shares with a par value of EUR 3.00 each, fully paid up and of the same class. As of 30 June 2018,
approximately 0.07% of the share capital of the Transferee Company was held as treasury stock.
The Transferee Company is a real estate investment company (société d’investissements immobiliers cotée
- “SIIC”) pursuant to article 208 C of the French Tax Code.
The shares of the Transferee Company are publicly traded on the compartment “A” of the
Euronext Paris regulated market, with a market capitalisation of approximately EUR 6.7 billion.
2.1.1.2.4 Corporate purpose
The Transferee Company is a real estate integrated player, with expertise in developing, managing
and operating real estate assets. Based on its portfolio data and comparing them with publicly
available data of the main operators of the same sector, the Transferee Company emerges as the
fourth real estate investment group (so-called REIT, acronym for Real Estate Investment Trust) at
European level with a diversified first tier portfolio on high-value European sites ( 7).
Its approximately EUR 23 billion portfolio (including approximately EUR 14 billion on group
share basis) (8) includes offices, hotels and residential and is located mainly in France (50%),
Germany (30%) and Italy (16%) (9), as well as in new high-growth markets – Spain and UK through the hotel sector.
With respect to such sectors:
(a)

Offices: the FdR Group portfolio amounts to approximately EUR 10.6 billion approximately
(approximately EUR 7.5 billion on a group share basis) representing approximately 54% of
the total portfolio, of which 73% located in France and 27% in Italy (10);

(b)

Hotels: the FdR Group portfolio amounts to approximately EUR 5.9 billion (approximately
EUR 2.3 billion on a group share basis) representing approximately 16% of the total
portfolio, of which 37% is located in France, 26% in Germany, 16% in the UK ( 11) and 11%
in Spain (12);

(c)

Residential: the FdR Group portfolio amounts to approximately EUR 5.4 billion
(approximately EUR 3.5 billion on a group share basis) representing approximately 27% of
the total portfolio (13) and solely located in Germany, with a strong focus in Berlin (55%).

In keeping with the rental market ever-changing environment and needs - which favor new and
customized buildings - and sustained by its solid track record, the Transferee Company maintains
a strong focus on development projects all over Europe, holding an approximately EUR 5.2 billion
development pipeline (approximately EUR 3.7 billion on a group share basis), of which
approximately EUR 1.2 billion are committed approximately EUR 0.7 billion on a group share
basis).
By focusing on its three business pillars – focus on large European capital cities (Paris, Berlin,
Milan), property developer and client centricity – the Transferee Company has been able to rapidly
expand on European key cities while emphasizing on the value of partnership.
The corporate purpose of the Transferee Company, as described in Article 3 of its articles of
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Data as of 30 June 2018, on a 100% basis.
Data include the acquisition of a UK hotel portfolio whose signing is envisaged in July 2018.
Data as of 30 June 2018, on group share basis.
Data as of 30 June 2018, on a group share basis.
Data include the acquisition of a UK hotel portfolio whose signing is envisaged in July 2018.
Data as of 30 June 2018, on a group share basis.
Data as of 30 June 2018, on a group share basis.
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association includes:
Mainly:
-

the acquisition of all land, real estate rights or buildings, including by way of construction lease,
long-term lease, authorization for temporary occupation of public property and leasing, as well
as any property and rights which may constitute the accessory of or be attached to said real
estate,

-

the construction of buildings and all operations directly or indirectly related to the construction
of these buildings,

-

the operation and development of these real estate properties by way of lease (as landlord),

-

directly or indirectly, the ownership of stakes in the persons referred to in Article 8 and in
paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of Article 206 of the French Tax Code (Code général des impôts français),
and more generally the acquisition of stakes in any company whose main purpose is the
operation of rental property assets as well as the management and assistance of such persons
and companies.

Incidentally, either directly or indirectly:
-

the leasing of all real estate properties (as the tenant),

-

the acquisition, including by way of concession, authorization for temporary occupation of
public property, and operation of parking lots,

-

the management and administration of all real estate assets and rights on behalf of third parties
and direct and indirect subsidiaries,

-

the animation, management and assistance of any direct and indirect subsidiaries.

Exceptionally, the disposal, in particular by way of sale, contribution, exchange or merger of the
assets of the Transferee Company.
And more generally:
-

the involvement as borrower and lender in any intra-group loan or cash transaction and the
possibility of granting for this purpose any real or personal movable or real-estate security, or
mortgage or other guarantees; and
-

any civil, financial, commercial, industrial, movable and real estate transactions deemed useful
for the development of one of the Transferee Company’s aforementioned purposes.

2.1.1.2.5 Main shareholders
As at the date of the Merger Plan, on the basis of publicly available information communicated by
FdR and based on additional information publicly available on the website of the French financial
markets authority (Autorité des marchés financiers), the following shareholders appear to hold an
interest in the share capital of the Transferee Company above 5%:
Shareholder

% on the share capital

Group Delfin S.àr.l.

28.3%

Group Assurances du Crédit Mutuel

8.3%

Group Covéa

7.8%

Group Crédit Agricole Assurances

7.4%
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2.1.1.2.6 Convertible bonds
In November 2013, the Transferee Company issued convertible bonds (the so-called ORNANE
Obligations à option de Remboursement en Numéraire et/ou en Actions Nouvelles et/ou Existantes), for a
nominal value of EUR 345,000,000, with an annual return of 0.875% and which shall become
repayable on 1st April 2019.
2.1.1.2.7 Other issued securities
The Transferee Company also issued non-convertible bonds on 16 December 2012, 28 March
2013, 10 September 2014, 20 May 2016 and 21 June 2017, the outstanding repayable amount of
which as of 31 December 2017 was approximately EUR 1,673.3 million.
FdR has also in place stock incentive plans based on “free shares” (actions gratuites). As of 30 June
2018, the number of free shares of the Transferee Company, which had been granted but not yet
vested, was 488,367 shares.
2.1.1.2.8 Corporate bodies
Board of Directors
The FdR Board of Directors currently in office is composed of the following members:
Jean Gaston Laurent

Chairman

Leonardo Del Vecchio

Deputy Chairman

Christophe Kullmann

Chief Executive Officer

Catherine Allonas Barthe

Director

Romolo Bardin

Director

Delphine Benchetrit

Independent Director

Jean-Luc Biamonti

Independent Director

Sigrid Duhamel

Independent Director

Bertrand de Feydeau

Independent Director

Jérôme Grivet

Director

Sylvie Ouziel

Independent Director

Patricia Savin

Independent Director

Catherine Soubie

Independent Director

Laurent Tollié

Director

Pierre Vaquier

Independent Director

No changes are expected to the composition of the Board of Directors of the Transferee Company
as a result of the Merger.
External Auditors
The FdR Shareholders’ meeting held on 24 April 2013 approved the appointment of Ernst &
Young et Autres until the Shareholders’ meeting to be called for the approval of the financial
statements for the year ending 31 December 2018. The Shareholders’ meeting held on 19 April
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2018 renewed the term of office of Mazars as principal statutory auditor until the Shareholders’
meeting to be called for the approval of the financial statements for the fiscal year ended 31
December 2023.
Information on French company law
Below is a brief overview of certain provisions of French law applicable to the Transferee
Company, as a company organized under the laws of France.
Please also see the table containing a summary comparison between (a) the main rights to which
the shareholders of Beni Stabili are currently entitled under the laws of Italy and the Transferor
Company’s articles of association and (b) the rights to which the shareholders of the Transferee
Company will be entitled following the Transaction under the laws of France and the Transferee
Company’s articles of association (at the end of this Information Document).
Please note that the following Paragraphs are for indicative purposes only and are not, nor shall
they be intended as a complete and exhaustive description of the corporate governance system and
all the rights that shareholders of a French company (including the Transferee Company) are
entitled to exercise, or in any case that may be relevant for the purposes of the Shareholders’
assessment and independent evaluations in relation to the Transaction described herein.
Shareholders are advised to consult their legal advisors should they wish to further investigate any
of the matters below.
2.1.1.3.1 Issuance of shares
The decision to increase the share capital - through the issuance of shares or securities giving access
to the share capital – is within the sole competence of the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting.
The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting may delegate to the board of directors the power to
increase the share capital (delegation de compétence). In such case, the extraordinary shareholders’
meeting determines the time period during which the delegation of power may be used by the
board of directors (up to a maximum of 26 months) and the maximum amount of such capital
increase.
The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting may also decide to increase the share capital and delegate
to the board of directors the power to determine the terms and conditions of the capital increase
(délégation de pouvoirs).
2.1.1.3.2 Preferential subscription rights
Pursuant to French law, if a company issues any shares or any securities granting rights to subscribe
to new shares, the existing shareholders have preferential subscription rights to the newly issued
shares on a pro rata basis.
These preferential subscription rights also allow the shareholders to subscribe any newly issued
securities when the issuance of such securities might lead to an increase of the issuer’s share capital.
Preferential subscription rights are transferrable until the second business day prior to the end of
the subscription period relating to a particular offering (or, if such business day is not a trading day
(i.e. a date on which the Euronext Paris market is open), until the trading day immediately before).
The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting deciding or authorizing the share capital increase or
delegating this power to the board of directors can decide to cancel the preferential subscription
right for all or part of the share capital increase. Shareholders may also waive their right to
preferential subscription rights.
2.1.1.3.3 Repurchase of shares
In accordance with French law and without prejudice to the provisions of the Regulation (EU) No.
596/2014 of 16 April 2014 (also known as “Market Abuse Regulation”), as implemented, the
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ordinary shareholders’ meeting can authorize the board of directors to purchase shares representing
up to 10% (ten percent) of the share capital. This authorization cannot exceed 18 (eighteen) months
and must determine the maximum amount of shares to be purchased.
The purchase of shares can be decided by the issuer to:
-

enhance the liquidity of shares;

-

cancel the shares up to 10% (ten percent) of the share capital over any period of 24 (twentyfour) months;

-

grant the shares to securities’ holders entitling the latter to subscribe shares upon the
exercise of such right;

-

grant shares to employees or corporate officers;

-

deliver the shares in the context of an external growth transactions, merger, spin-off or
contribution, it being specified that these shares cannot represent more than 5 % (five
percent) of the issuer’s share capital.

Under the current authorization granted by the shareholders’ meeting of FdR on 19 April 2018,
the board of directors may not acquire shares at a price of more than EUR 105 per share (subject
to adjustments upon certain transactions affecting the share capital of FdR).
The Transferee Company cannot hold more than 10% (ten percent) of its share capital as a result of
the purchase of its own shares.
Pursuant to French law, the voting rights, the right to receive dividends and preferential
subscription rights attached to the treasury shares are suspended.
Shares which are held in violation of the rules regarding repurchase of shares must be transferred
within a year from their purchase, failing which they must be cancelled. The share capital reduction
in case of cancellation of shares is decided by the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting, unless such
power is delegated to the board of directors.
2.1.1.3.4 Reduction of share capital
The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting may resolve to reduce the share capital by way of
cancellation of shares or reduction of the nominal value of such shares. Such share capital reduction
can be used, inter alia, to offset losses.
The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting may delegate the power to decide a reduction of the share
capital to the board of directors or may authorize the board of directors to purchase a determined
number of shares in order to cancel them (see paragraph 2.1.1.3.3 above).
The reduction of the share capital of the Transferee Company must not affect the equality between
shareholders.
2.1.1.3.5 Payment of dividends and other distributions
The shareholders’ meeting can resolve to distribute dividends from distributable profits (after all
obligations to allocate such profits to reserves have been satisfied) or available reserves.
The dividend must be paid at the latest nine months after the end of the financial year to which
such dividend refers, or later if this deadline is extended by court order. Dividends are distributed
in proportion to the shares held by each shareholder.
No distribution can be made to the shareholders when the equity is inferior to the aggregate value
of the share capital and the non-distributable reserves, or when they would become inferior to the
share capital and reserves after such distribution.
During the financial year, the payment of interim dividends (acompte sur dividende) may be declared
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by the board of directors (subject to conditions).
Dividends not claimed within five years from the day on which they became payable must be paid
to the French State pursuant to French law.
No distributions can be made for treasury shares held by FdR.
Under French law and pursuant to the articles of association of the Transferee Company, the
shareholders’ meeting may approve the distribution of dividends in cash or in FdR shares, at the
option of each shareholder.
2.1.1.3.6 Annual meeting
According to French law, an ordinary shareholders’ meeting is to be held annually, no later than
six months after the end of the company’s financial year, to approve the annual financial
statements. This deadline may be extended by court order.
2.1.1.3.7 Attendance to shareholders’ meeting
Under French law, only shareholders who can prove their status by the registration of their shares
in their name or in the name of the intermediary registered on their behalf, on the second business
day preceding the meeting at midnight (Paris time) are permitted to take part in the shareholders’
meeting.
Each shareholder can take part in the shareholders’ meeting either (i) by personally attending, (ii)
by attending the shareholders’ meeting through videoconference or by voting through electronic
means, including via internet, when approved by the board of directors, (iii) by voting by post or
by electronic means, or (iv) by giving a proxy to any legal entity or individual.
2.1.1.3.8 Competence of extraordinary shareholders’ meetings
Extraordinary shareholders’ meetings have, in particular, exclusive authority to:
-

amend the articles of association of the company and therefore to decide on any changes
to the share capital, whether such changes are immediate (issuance of new shares) or
delayed (issuance of any securities giving access to new shares (e.g. convertible bonds));

-

decide on most major corporate reorganization such as mergers, demergers or share capital
increases in exchange for contribution in kind;

-

change the corporate purpose, the registered office, the fiscal year, the governance structure
and the legal name of the company.

2.1.1.3.9 Competence of ordinary shareholders’ meetings
The competence of the ordinary shareholders’ meeting includes, inter alia:
-

the appointment of directors;

-

the approval of the annual accounts, the allocation of profits and the distribution of
dividends;

-

the ex ante and ex post approval of the remuneration of executive corporate officers (the so
called “say on pay”);

-

The approval of related party transactions (except for transactions which are entered into
the ordinary course of business and at arms’ length);

-

The buy-back of its own shares.

2.1.1.3.10 Voting and quorums
Voting rights attached to the shares are proportional to the share capital they represent. None of
the Transferee Company’s shares have double voting rights and the Transferee Company has not
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issued any preferred shares.
The quorum for ordinary shareholders’ meeting called pursuant to the first notice is only met if the
shareholders present or represented hold at least 20% (twenty per cent) of the shares with voting
rights. No quorum is required for an ordinary shareholders’ meeting called pursuant to a second
notice.
The quorum for extraordinary shareholders’ meetings is only met if the shareholders present or
represented at a meeting called pursuant to the first notice hold at least 25% (twenty-five percent) of
the shares with voting rights, or at least 20% (twenty percent) of the shares with voting rights upon
second notice.
2.1.1.3.11 Majority requirements
Ordinary resolutions are passed by an absolute majority of the shareholders attending or
represented.
Extraordinary resolutions require at least 2/3 (two-thirds) of the votes of shareholders attending or
represented.
2.1.1.3.12 Place of meetings
Pursuant to French law, the shareholders’ meeting must be held at the registered office of the
company. The articles of association of the Transferee Company authorize the company to hold
such shareholders’ meeting at any other place.
2.1.1.3.13 Notice of call and agenda
Pursuant to French law, shareholders’ meetings are convened by the board of directors or, in case
of default, by the statutory auditors (commissaires aux comptes) or any person legally authorized to do
so.
French law requires that a preliminary notice of meeting (avis de réunion) be published in the “Bulletin
des annonces légales obligatoires” (the “BALO”) at least 35 days prior to the date of the shareholders’
meeting.
A second notice of meeting, which includes any resolutions submitted by shareholders and the
recommendation of the board of directors with respect to these resolutions, must be published at
least 15 days prior to the date of the meeting (avis de convocation). This notice must be published in
a journal authorized to publish legal announcements, in the BALO, and on the company’s website.
Shareholders holding their shares in the registered form (au nominatif)14 must be informed of the
shareholders’ meeting by mail or electronic mail. Representatives of the workers’ council, of the
bondholders and others must also be informed individually.
One or more shareholders holding a certain fraction of the share capital ( 15) can request the addition
of certain points or resolution projects to the agenda, at the latest 25 days prior to the date of the
(14)

(15)

Under French law, shares of a listed company may be held either in the bearer form (au porteur) or in the
registered form (au nominatif). When shares are held in the bearer form, the name of the owner is not disclosed
to the issuing company (most common way of holding shares in France). The articles of association may
however provide that the issuer is entitled at any time to require from the Central Securities Depository (CSD
- Euroclear France) the name, nationality, date of incorporation or birth and address of the holders of securities
in bearer form. Euroclear France will then obtain the relevant information from such holders’ custodian. When
the shares are held in the registered form (au nominatif), the name of the shareholder appears in the books kept
by the issuing company.
Calculated according to a sliding percentage of 4% for the first EUR 750,000 of the share capital, 2.5% for the
portion of the share capital comprised between EUR 750,000 and EUR 7,500,000, 1% for the portion of the
share capital comprised between EUR 7,500,000 and EUR 15,000,000 and 0.5% for the remainder of the share
capital.
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shareholders’ meeting, and no later than 20 days following the date of the preliminary notice of
meeting (avis de convocation), in accordance with conditions provided by French law.
Subject to limited exceptions, the shareholders’ meeting can only deliberate on items which are
included in the agenda.
2.1.1.3.14 Remuneration (“Say on pay”)
Under French law, the remuneration of the executive officers (chairman, CEO and deputy CEO)
shall be determined and approved by the board of directors, upon recommendation of the
compensation committee.
In addition, French listed companies are subject to two separate annual binding votes on
remuneration:
(i)

an ex ante, forward-looking vote on the remuneration policy of the executive officers;

(ii)

an ex post, backward-looking vote on the individual remuneration of each corporate officer
for the previous year.

(A)

Ex ante vote

The principles and criteria for fixing, allocating and awarding the total compensation to be paid to
the corporate officers shall be approved by the shareholders at each annual general meeting (at a
50% majority vote). All elements of remuneration shall be covered by this vote, including fixed,
variable, exceptional and long-term remuneration, free/performance shares, stock options,
welcome bonus, non-compete indemnity, golden parachutes, retirement plans, etc.
A new vote is required (i) in case of any modification of such compensation policy and (ii) at each
renewal of the corporate officers’ office.
In case of a negative vote of the shareholders, the principles and criteria approved for the preceding
year shall continue to apply. If no principle or criteria was previously approved, the remuneration
shall be determined “in accordance with the existing practices of the company”.
(B)

Ex post vote

The shareholders shall approve at each annual general meeting the total amount of remuneration
granted to each executive officer for the preceding year. In case of a negative vote of the
shareholders, the variable and exceptional remunerations shall not be paid (however the fixed
remuneration shall be paid).
(C)

Specific rules governing remuneration items owed to the executive officers upon termination or change of their
function (golden parachutes, non-compete indemnity, additional retirement plans)

Golden parachutes and other remuneration items owed to an executive officer upon termination
or change of his function are subject to the same approval process as for related party transactions
(in addition to being subject to the two annual binding votes on remuneration). It means that these
specific remuneration items shall be authorized by the board of directors and approved by the
shareholders meeting. In case of negative vote of the shareholders, the remuneration can be paid
to the extent that it has been approved as part of the Ex ante vote (see above). The company and
the directors may however be held liable for the detrimental consequences of such remuneration
if an action is successfully brought by a shareholder.
2.1.1.3.15 French Corporate Governance
FdR voluntarily refers to the corporate governance code named “Afep-Medef Code”, elaborated by
the Afep and the Medef organizations, two of the principal employer organizations in France.
In accordance with French law, when a company refers to a corporate governance code, the report
of the board directors on corporate governance shall indicate the provisions which have not been
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applied and why (in accordance with the “comply or explain” principle).
The structure and terms and conditions of the Transaction
Modalities, structure and conditions of the Transaction
2.1.2.1.1 Description of the Transaction
The Transaction consists in a cross-border merger between two companies, Beni Stabili and
FdR, belonging to two different Member States of the European Union, namely Italy and
France. It is, therefore, regulated, at European level, by Directive (EU) 2017/1132 of the
European Parliament and of the Council, dated June 14, 2017, concerning some aspects of
company law, and, as far as Italian law is concerned, by the provisions of Decree No. 108/2008,
as well as by Articles 2501 et seq. of the Italian Civil Code.
The Merger will entail FdR taking over Beni Stabili and it will be conducted on the basis of the
balance sheets as of 30 June 2018 of the Companies Participating in the Merger, which have
been respectively approved by their boards of directors on 18 July and 19 July 2018, and which
are to be construed as balance sheets provided for under Article 2501-quater of the Italian Civil
Code and the corresponding provisions of French law (see Annex 4 and Annex 5 hereto,
respectively).
The Merger will lead to Beni Stabili ceasing to exist. As a result, the Transferee Company will
succeed universally in the Transferor Company’s rights and obligations.
The Merger Plan provides that, starting from the Effective Date, FdR will have a Permanent
Establishment in Italy, to which Beni Stabili’s current assets and liabilities will be attributed,
including its shareholdings in controlled companies, such as the participation in Central SICAF
S.p.A. The Permanent Establishment, which will benefit from the special regime provided under
the SIIQ (Società di Investimento Immobiliare Quotate - i.e. Listed Real Estate Investment Companies)
regulations, will continue without interruption to carry out the same activities carried out by the
Transferor Company until the Effective Date, using the employees currently employed by the
latter. Without prejudice to the above, no material effects on the employees are expected by
virtue of the Merger.
2.1.2.1.2 Conditions Precedent
Under the Merger Plan, the Merger’s completion is subject to the following conditions
precedent occurring or, to the extent permitted under applicable laws, to the Companies
Participating in the Merger jointly waiving:
(a)

the approval of the Merger Plan by the Beni Stabili and FdR extraordinary
Shareholders’ meetings;

(b)

the delivery by the clerk of the District Court of Metz (Tribunal d’instance de Metz) and
an Italian notary public of pre-Merger compliance certificates regarding pre-Merger
acts and formalities (16);

(c)

the delivery by the clerk of the District Court of Metz (Tribunal d’instance de Metz) or
by a French notary public of a legality certificate concerning completion of the
Merger (17);

(d)

the approval for listing on Euronext Paris regulated market of the shares of the
Transferee Company issued and allotted to the holders of shares of Beni Stabili.

Pursuant to the Merger Plan and without prejudice to the obligations and formalities provided
(16)
(17)

As far as Beni Stabili is concerned, see Article 11 of the Decree 108/2008.
As far as Beni Stabili is concerned, see Article 13 of the Decree 108/2008.
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for under the applicable laws and regulations, the Merger’s effectiveness is not subject to other
conditions precedent.
The Merger Plan also provides that the Transaction will not take place if one or more of the
aforementioned conditions precedent has not occurred (or has not been waived within the limits
permitted by the applicable provisions of the law) and, in any event, the Merger has not become
effective by 31 December 2018, without prejudice to the formalities to be completed in
furtherance of the Merger Plan after the Effective Date.
.
2.1.2.1.3 Main amendments to the Transferee Company’s articles of association
The FdR extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting has been convened on 6 September 2018 to
approve the Merger Plan. It will also resolve, among other things, upon the change of FdR’s
legal name to “Covivio S.A.”. This change, if approved by the Shareholders’ meeting, will be
applied regardless of the Transaction’s completion.
The FdR extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting approving the Merger will also be called to
approve an increase in the share capital up to a maximum of 9,478,728 shares, each with a
par value of EUR 3.00, having the same characteristics of the outstanding ordinary shares,
as consideration for the Merger. The maximum number of shares to be issued and allotted
was calculated based on the Exchange Ratio (subject to a possible adjustment) and on a
maximum number of 205,423,172 shares of the Beni Stabili that may be issued before the
Effective Date upon the conversion of the Convertible Bonds, based on the conversion price
in effect as of the date of the Merger Plan (as may be adjusted in accordance with the
Conditions of the Convertibles Bonds), without taking into account a possible capital
increase of Beni Stabili before the Effective Date in accordance with the provisions set forth
in the Merger Plan (see Paragraph 2.1.2.3 below).
Notwithstanding the foregoing, no further amendments to the Transferee Company’s articles
of association are envisaged.
For information on the changes to the FdR’s articles of association that will be proposed for
approval to the extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting of 6 September 2018, see the Merger
Plan. A copy of the FdR’s articles of association that were in force as of the date of the
Merger Plan is attached thereto (“Schedule 2”), together with a copy of the articles of
association which will come into force on the Effective Date (“Schedule 3”), accompanied by
the related courtesy translations into Italian and English.
2.1.2.1.4 Convertible Bonds of Beni Stabili
As a legal effect of the Merger and in accordance with, inter alia, the provisions applicable in
France, the Transferee Company shall undertake all the obligations in respect of the Beni
Stabili’s Convertible Bonds outstanding as of the Effective Date and, as from the Effective
Date, the Convertible Bonds may be converted into shares of the Transferee Company.
The Conditions of the Convertible Bonds are available on the “Investor Relations - Documents –
Information Memoranda – 2015” section of www.benistabili.it.
In this context, Beni Stabili has appointed an independent financial advisor (the
“Independent Financial Advisor”) to carry out certain activities which are necessary (but
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not in and of themselves sufficient) for the Merger to qualify as a “Permitted Reorganisation”
under the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds. The Independent Financial Advisor shall be
in charge, inter alia, to determine (i) if the conversion price which will be applicable to the
conversion of the Convertible Bonds into ordinary shares of the Transferee Company
following the consummation of the Merger (the “Initial Transferee Company Conversion
Price”) is appropriate, and (ii) if the other changes to be made to the Conditions of the
Convertible Bonds in the context of the Merger are appropriate.
On the basis of the Exchange Ratio and subject to any possible adjustment thereof, the
Independent Financial Advisor has determined that it would be appropriate to determine the
Initial Transferee Company Conversion Price in the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds,
as amended and restated upon the effectiveness of the Merger (the “Restated Conditions”),
as follows:
Initial Transferee Company Conversion Price = ACP × XR
Where:
“ACP” means the applicable conversion price immediately before consummation of the
Merger (as may be adjusted prior to the Effective Date in accordance with the Conditions);
and
“XR” means 1000/8.5 (as such fraction may be adjusted in case of an adjustment of the
Exchange Ratio in accordance with the Merger Plan).
Due to the manner in which the Restated Conditions may be drafted, it may be necessary to
also determine a further conversion price (the “Alternative Change of Control Price”)
which would apply during a period equal to the “Change of Control Period” (as defined in the
Conditions of the Convertible Bonds), and which would need to be determined pursuant to
the formula set out in section 6(b)(x) of the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds, but
assuming for this purpose that:


COCCP means the Alternative Change of Control Price; and



OCP means the Initial Transferee Company Conversion Price.

Whilst the Independent Financial Advisor has not a seen a draft of the Restated Conditions,
in principle it believes that in the event the Restated Conditions include the concept of an
Alternative Change of Control Price which would apply during a period equivalent to the
“Change of Control Period”, the approach set out in the preceding paragraph for the calculation
of the Alternative Change of Control Price would be appropriate.
By way of illustration, and based on the current Exchange Ratio and on the conversion price
in effect as of the date of the Merger Plan (EUR 0.9736):


the Initial Transferee Company Conversion Price would be EUR 114.5411; and



in the event an Alternative Change of Control Price is required to be determined as
aforesaid and the date on which the Change of Control (as defined in the Conditions
of the Convertible Bonds) occurs were to be the Effective Date, such Alternative
Change of Control Price would be EUR 101.9655.
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The Merger will trigger a “Change of Control” within the meaning of the Conditions of the
Convertible Bonds and therefore, bondholders will be entitled to put one or more of their
Convertible Bonds requiring the Transferee Company to redeem them on the 14 th (fourteenth)
calendar day after the expiry of the Change of Control Period, unless an Independent
Financial Advisor issues and delivers a confirmation opinion stating that the Change of
Control is not, in its opinion, materially prejudicial to the interest of the bondholders
(provided that, for the avoidance of doubt, the Companies Participating in the Merger intend
to appoint such Independent Financial Advisor in order to have delivered such confirmation
opinion).
The current conversion price of the Convertible Bonds may be adjusted until the Effective
Date in accordance with section 6(b) of the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds. As from
the Effective Date, the Initial Transferee Company Conversion Price will also be subject to
possible adjustments in accordance with the terms and conditions which will be provided in
the Restated Conditions.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds provide that:


Beni Stabili (and, after the Effective Date, the Transferee Company, subject to the
terms and conditions of the Restated Conditions) may, upon the exercise of a
conversion right, make an election to pay a “Cash Alternative Amount” (as defined in
the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds) instead of delivering shares;



the delivery date of shares shall be (i) the last dealing day of a month if the conversion
notice is delivered on or before the 15th (fifteenth) calendar day of that month, or (ii)
the 10th (tenth) dealing day of the calendar month immediately following the calendar
month in which the conversion notice is delivered, if the conversion notice is
delivered from the 16th (sixteenth) calendar day up to and including the last calendar
day of a month. As a result, any conversion notice delivered as from 16 December
2018 will give rise to the delivery of shares of the Transferee Company (subject to
the other terms and conditions of the Conditions of the Convertible Bonds, including
those relating to “Cash Alternative Election”, and the terms and conditions of the
Restated Conditions).

2.1.2.1.5 Withdrawal right (diritto di recesso)
In the event the Merger is approved by the extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting called for 5
September 2018, at 11:00 a.m., on single call, the Shareholders of Beni Stabili that did not
contribute to the approval of the Merger (i.e., the Shareholders that did not participate in the
general meeting or that voted against the proposed resolution, or abstained from voting)
shall have the right to withdraw from the Transferor Company no later than 15 (fifteen) days
from the registration of the minutes of the general meeting in the Register of Companies of
Rome, pursuant to:
(i)

Article 2437, paragraph 1, letter (c) of the Italian Civil Code, considering that, as a
consequence of the Merger, the Transferor Company’s registered office is to be
transferred outside Italy;

(ii)

Article 5 of Decree 108/2008, considering that the Transferee Company is subject
to the laws of a country other than Italy (i.e., French law).
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The effectiveness of a withdrawal and the relevant settlement procedure are subject to the
satisfaction (or, to the extent permitted under applicable laws, to the waiver) of the following
conditions precedent:
(a)

the approval of the Merger Plan by the Beni Stabili and FdR extraordinary
Shareholders’ meetings;

(b)

the delivery by the clerk of the District Court of Metz (Tribunal d’instance de Metz) and
an Italian notary public of pre-Merger compliance certificates regarding pre-Merger
acts and formalities;

(c)

the delivery by the clerk of the District Court of Metz (Tribunal d’instance de Metz) or
by a French notary public of a legality certificate concerning completion of the
Merger,

being understood that the transfer of the withdrawing shareholders’ shares will be carried on
the date of payment of the Redemption Price, in accordance with the modalities described
below.
Pursuant to Article 2437-bis of the Italian Civil Code, the entitled shareholders may exercise
their withdrawal right on a portion of or the entire shareholding, by sending a notification
by registered letter with return receipt addressed to the registered office of Beni Stabili no
later than the above term of 15 (fifteen) days from the date of registration in the Register of
Companies of Rome of the resolution adopted by the extraordinary Shareholders’ meeting.
The notice regarding the registration of said resolution shall be published in compliance with
Italian law, including publication in a national newspaper, and, in any event, shall be made
available on the www.benistabili.it website, “Governance – Documentation - Notices” section and
“Investor Relations - Merger Project with Foncière des Régions” section. That notice will contain
greater details on the methods and conditions for exercising the withdrawal right by the
entitled parties.
Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 127-bis of the Consolidated Financial Act,
shareholders that exercise their withdrawal right must have a specific communication sent
from an authorized intermediary, certifying the uninterrupted ownership of the shares
subject to withdrawal by the withdrawing party from before the start of the extraordinary
Shareholders’ meeting of Beni Stabili until the date of the notification in question.
The Redemption Price payable to shareholders, calculated in accordance with the criteria set
out in Article 2437-ter of the Italian Civil Code, is EUR 0.7281 for each share of the
Transferor Company in relation to which the withdrawal rights will be exercised. The
Redemption Price is equivalent to the arithmetic average of the daily closing price (as
calculated by Borsa Italiana) of the ordinary shares of the Transferor Company for the 6
(six)-month period prior to the date of the publication of the notice for convening the
Shareholders’ meeting of Beni Stabili. The Redemption Price will be received through the
relevant depositaries of the withdrawing shareholders in accordance with the terms that will
be communicated by the Issuer pursuant to the applicable laws and regulations.
Pursuant to article 2437-quater of the Italian Civil Code, the Beni Stabili shares on which the
withdrawal right is exercised will be offered in priority (through an option or preemption
right) (opzione o prelazione) to the other shareholders of the Transferor Company,
proportionally to the number of shares held by each of them, as well as to the holders of
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Convertible Bonds based on the Exchange Ratio.
If the shareholders of Beni Stabili and/or the holders of Convertible Bonds, as the case may
be, have not acquired (through an option or preemption right) (opzione o prelazione) all of the
shares for which a withdrawal right has been exercised, Beni Stabili will be entitled, at its
discretion, to offer to third parties in accordance with the applicable laws the remaining
unsold shares in relation to which a withdrawal right was exercised. In accordance with the
applicable laws and regulations, Beni Stabili also reserved the right, at its discretion, to
negotiate purchase commitments of the shares by third parties (including shareholders, banks
or financial intermediaries), possibly also after completion of the settlement procedure for
the shares of withdrawing shareholders, in any event prior to the Effective Date.
Any shares remaining unsold will be either purchased by Beni Stabili prior to the Effective
Date (without prejudice to the possible subsequent sale of the shares prior to the Effective
Date) and/or by the Transferee Company after the Effective Date in accordance with the
law, in any case without prejudice to any third parties’ purchase’ commitments.
For the purposes of the above, it will also be proposed to the extraordinary Shareholders’
meeting of Beni Stabili convened on 5 September 2018, as a resolution instrumental to the
Transaction, to authorize, to the extent necessary, the Board of Directors to purchase as
many Beni Stabili shares of shareholders who exercised a withdrawal right, for the
Redemption Price, as it will be deemed necessary or appropriate to allow the successful
completion of the settlement procedure provided under Article 2437-quater of the Italian
Civile Code, granting also the powers to sell the purchased shares, in one or more tranches
and without any time restriction, also before completion of the share purchases above, within
the terms and with the modalities that will be decided by the Board, in any event as it will be
deemed necessary or appropriate to allow the positive completion of the overall Transaction.
For the sake of clarity, this authorisation would be without prejudice to the former
authorisation for the purchase and sale of treasury shares which was granted by the
Shareholders’ meeting of Beni Stabili held on 12 April 2018.
Subject to the satisfaction (or the waiver, to the extent permitted under applicable laws) of
the conditions precedent referred to above, the cash liquidation of the Beni Stabili shares for
which the withdrawal right is exercised will be carried out as follows:
(i)

if all of the shares are purchased (a) by other shareholders of Beni Stabili (other than
the Transferee Company) and/or by holders of Convertible Bonds by exercising their
option and/or pre-emption rights, and/or (b) by any third parties, then the
Redemption Price shall be paid in favour of all the withdrawing shareholders within
the Effective Date;

(ii)

otherwise, if a portion of the shares remains unsold after the offers in option and/or
pre-emption and/or in favour of third parties, the Companies Participating in the
Merger reserve the right, to the extent applicable, to provide that the Redemption
Price is paid in favour of all withdrawing shareholders in two tranches, the first of
which shall be paid before the Effective Date, while the second shall be paid after
the Effective Date, in any case proportionally to the number of shares in relation to
which the withdrawal right has been exercised, however without prejudice to any
third parties’ purchase commitments.
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The terms and modalities of the offers, liquidation and distribution criteria will be set out in
a notice, which will be published in compliance with applicable laws and regulations,
including on the www.benistabili.it website, as well on an Italian national newspaper.
From the date of receipt of a withdrawal notice from shareholders of Beni Stabili in
accordance with article 2437-bis of the Italian Civil Code, those shareholders will not be
entitled to exercise the economic rights relating to the shares for which the withdrawal has
been exercised (including, for the avoidance of doubt, the right to dividends, interim
dividends and distributions resolved and paid after the withdrawal).
2.1.2.1.6 Opposition of creditors
Pursuant to provisions under article 2503 of the Italian Civil Code, in case the Merger Plan
is approved by Beni Stabili’s Shareholders’ meeting, creditors of the Transferor Company
whose receivable is prior to the registration of the Merger Plan with the Register of
Companies of Rome pursuant to Article 2501-ter of the Italian Civil Code (including
bondholders and noteholders) may oppose the Merger within 60 days from the last one of
the registrations specified by Article 2502-bis of the Italian Civil Code. Beni Stabili will
communicate the above registration by means of a special notice to be published on an Italian
newspaper in accordance with the applicable laws and regulations.
As far as FdR is concerned, creditors of the Transferee Company whose receivable is prior
to the publication of the Merger Plan may oppose the Merger subject to the conditions set
out in article L. 236-14 of the French Commercial Code. In accordance with article L.23615 of the French Commercial Code, the general meeting of the bondholders may mandate
its representatives to oppose the Merger subject to the conditions set out in article L. 236-14
of the French Commercial Code.
Values attributed to the Companies Participating in the Merger
The terms of the Merger (including the Exchange Ratio referred to in Paragraph 2.1.2.3
below) have been determined for the Transferee Company and the Transferor Company
alike on the basis of their respective balance sheets as at 30 June 2018, in accordance with
the applicable provisions of the law, including, where Beni Stabili is concerned, the
provisions of Article 2501-quater of the Italian Civil Code.
Pursuant to the French law applicable to the Merger, as the Transferee Company controls
the Transferor Company, the assets and liabilities of the Transferor Company transferred to
the Transferee Company in the context of the Merger will be recorded in the accounts of the
Transferee Company at their net book value, which net book value shall be recorded as of
the Effective Date.
Exchange Ratio
The Merger exchange ratio (the “Exchange Ratio”) is equal to:
8.5 ordinary shares of the Transferee Company
for every 1,000 ordinary shares of the Transferor Company.
Without prejudice to the provisions on the Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares (see
Paragraph 2.1.2.6 below), no additional cash adjustment (conguaglio) to the Exchange Ratio is
contemplated.
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It should be noted that the aforementioned Exchange Ratio was calculated taking into
account: (i) ex ante, the possible dilutive effects related to the conversion of the convertible
bonds issued by Beni Stabili and FdR respectively and to the issue of free shares (actions
gratuites) by FdR within the context of the stock incentive plans; and (ii) the dividends that
the Companies Participating in the Merger had already paid to their respective shareholders
for the year ending 31 December 2017.
Under the Merger Agreement, each of the Companies Participating in the Merger committed
to ordinarily conduct its activities and maintain continuity with the previous management, as
well as refrain from conducting capital transactions that may have an impact on the Exchange
Ratio or otherwise slow down the Merger or any transaction serving the purpose thereof. In
particular, Beni Stabili and FdR have undertaken not to declare or pay any dividend or
distribution of any other nature, or purchase their own shares until the Effective Date, except
for what is permitted under the Merger Plan, which provides for certain limited exceptions
that serve the purpose of completing the Transaction or otherwise aim to provide the
Companies Participating in the Merger with some flexibilities.
More precisely, in determining the Exchange Ratio, the Boards of Directors of the
Companies Participating in the Merger have also considered that the Transferee Company
and/or the Transferor Company (as applicable) may take any of the following actions
without triggering an adjustment of the Exchange Ratio:
(a)

the Transferee Company shall be entitled to grant new free shares (actions gratuites) up
to a maximum number of 151,455 shares;

(b)

the Transferee Company shall be entitled to issue new shares to allow conversion of
the convertible bonds issued by the same (ORNANEs, see Paragraph 2.1.1.2.6
above);

(c)

Beni Stabili (or the Transferee Company, should the settlement of the shares in
relation to which withdrawal rights will be exercised occur after the Effective Date)
shall be entitled to purchase as many of its own shares for which the withdrawal right
has been exercised (or the own shares offered in exchange where the withdrawals
should be settled after the Effective Date) as may be required to complete the
withdrawals settlement procedure under applicable law;

(d)

Beni Stabili shall be entitled to issue new shares to allow the conversion of the
Convertible Bonds in accordance with the relevant Conditions; and

(e)

the Transferee Company shall be entitled to issue shares, equity instruments or other
instrument giving access to the share capital or voting rights of the Transferee
Company with no preferential subscription rights attached to each share of the
Transferee Company in accordance with and subject to the terms and conditions of
the financial authorizations granted as of the date of the Merger Plan to the Board
of Directors of the Transferee Company by its shareholders’ meeting, up to an
aggregate maximum number of securities corresponding to 10% (ten per cent) of the
current share capital of the Transferee Company, taking also into account all the
shares, equity instruments or other instruments possibly issued in accordance with
the provisions illustrated below.
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Without prejudice to the foregoing, the Merger Plan also provides that FdR and Beni Stabili
shall also be entitled to issue shares, equity instruments or other instrument giving access to
the share capital or voting rights of the Transferee Company or the Transferor Company, as
the case may be, with a preferential subscription right attached to each share of the
Transferee Company or the Transferor Company, as the case may be (rights’ issue), up to an
aggregate maximum number of securities corresponding to 10% (ten per cent) of the current
share capital of the Transferor Company or of the Transferee Company (as applicable), and,
where referred to the Transferee Company, taking also into account all the shares, equity
instruments or other instruments possibly issued under letter (e) above, provided that:
(A)

in the event of an issuance of shares above (rights’ issue) of the Transferee Company,
the Exchange Ratio shall then be adjusted to provide the holders of shares of Beni
Stabili with the same economic effect as contemplated by the Merger Plan prior to
such event, by automatically amending the Exchange Ratio as follows:
Z = 8.50 x S / Tfdr

whereby:


“Z” shall be the recalculated Exchange Ratio (i.e. the number of shares of the Transferee
Company that each shareholder of Beni Stabili will receive in exchange for 1,000 shares
of the Transferor Company);



“S” shall mean the last price of the shares of the Transferee Company on Euronext Paris
prior to the public announcement of the rights’ issue;



“Tfdr” shall mean the theoretical ex-rights price of the shares of the Transferee
Company;

and
(B)

in the event of an issuance of shares (rights’ issue) of Beni Stabili, the Exchange Ratio
shall then be automatically adjusted as follows:
Z = [S x 8.50/1000 - Dbs] / [S/1000]

whereby:


“Z” shall be the recalculated Exchange Ratio (i.e. the number of shares of the Transferee
Company that each shareholder of Beni Stabili will receive in exchange for 1,000 shares
of the Transferor Company);



“S” shall mean an amount of EUR 83.80, corresponding to the closing price of EUR
88.30 for shares of the Transferee Company on Euronext on 19 April 2018 minus the
2017 dividend of EUR 4.50 per share of the Transferee Company;



“Dbs” shall mean the theoretical value of the right, as calculated based on (i) the last
price of the shares of Beni Stabili prior to the announcement of the capital increase,
minus (ii) the theoretical ex-rights price (also known as “TERP”).

With a view to preserving the status of listed real estate investment company (SIIQ) for the
financial year 2018 and in particular complying with the obligation to distribute net profits
at least equal to those provided for under Article 1, paragraphs 123, 123-bis and 124 of Law
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No. 296/2006, as subsequently amended and supplemented, the Beni Stabili Board of
Directors may, after approval of the Transaction by the Issuer’s extraordinary Shareholders’
meeting, pass a resolution approving an interim dividend pursuant to Article 2433-bis of the
Italian Civil CodeIn this case, the Exchange Ratio shall be automatically adjusted in order to
ensure that the holders of the Issuer’s or the Transferee Company’s shares, as appropriate,
can benefit from the same economic conditions applied in the Merger Plan before such
event, based on the following formula:
Z = [S x 8.50/1000 - Dbs] / [S/1000]
whereby:


“Z” shall be the recalculated Exchange Ratio (i.e. the number of shares of the Transferee
Company that each shareholder of Beni Stabili will receive in exchange for 1,000 shares
of the Transferor Company);



“S” shall mean an amount of EUR 83.80, corresponding to the closing price of EUR
88.30 for shares of the Transferee Company on Euronext on 19 April 2018 minus the
2017 dividend of EUR 4.50 per share of the Transferee Company;



“Dbs” shall mean the total amount of dividend or other distribution (before any
applicable withholding tax) per share of Beni Stabili paid or payable by the Transferor
Company prior to the Effective Date (excluding the 2017 dividend already paid as of the
date of the Merger Plan).

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if between the date of the Merger Plan and the Effective
Date, the outstanding shares of Beni Stabili or of the Transferee Company shall have been
changed into a different number of shares or a different class by reason of any stock dividend,
subdivision, reclassification, split, reverse split, combination or exchange of shares, to the
extent approved by the Transferor Company and the Transferee Company, then the
Exchange Ratio will be appropriately adjusted to provide to the holders of such shares of the
Transferor Company or of the Transferee Company, as the case may be, the same economic
effect as contemplated by the Merger Plan prior to such event.
Valuation methods and criteria followed to determine the Exchange Ratio
The Exchange Ratio was firstly approved by the Boards of Directors of the Companies
Participating in the Merger in the meetings held on 24 and 25 May 2018, respectively, for the
purpose of including it in the Merger Agreement executed on 25 May 2018, on the basis of
the respective financial statements for the year ending as of December 31, 2017.
Subsequently, the said Exchange Ratio was confirmed at the Boards meetings held on 18 and
19 July 2018, respectively, when the aforementioned Boards of Directors approved their
respective balance sheets as at 30 June 2018 (which will serve as balance sheets pursuant to
Article 2501-quater of the Italian Civil Code and to the laws applicable in France), as well as
the Merger Plan.
The Exchange Ratio was held to be fair, from a financial standpoint, by the independent
advisor Lazard, which:
- on 24 May 2018 delivered to the Related Parties Committee (for the purposes of the
independent valuations to be conducted by the latter in the framework of the Related
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Party Procedure), and to the Beni Stabili Board of Directors, the Lazard Opinion on the
fairness, from a financial standpoint, of the Exchange Ratio indicated in the Merger
Agreement;
- on 18 July 2018 delivered, again to the Related Parties Committee and to the Beni Stabili
Board of Directors, the Lazard Confirmatory Letter aimed at confirming its previous
assessment of the fairness, from a financial point of view, of the Exchange Ratio referred
to in the Merger Plan, which, as already mentioned, assumed that the reference balance
sheets of the Companies Participating in the Merger to be taken into account were those
as at 30 June 2018.
Without prejudice to the foregoing, the independent advisor Deloitte also delivered to the
Related Parties Committee:
- on 24 May 2018, a report on the fairness of the methodologies chosen and applied by
Lazard for the purpose of the Lazard Opinion (the so-called valuation review) (the “Deloitte
Report”);
- on 18 July 2018, a confirmatory report (the so-called ‘bring-down valuation review’) confirming
the fairness of the methodologies chosen and applied by Lazard (the “Deloitte
Confirmatory Report”).
A copy of the Lazard Opinion and the Lazard Confirmatory Letter (in English, together with
a courtesy translation into Italian) is attached hereto as Annex 8.
A copy of the Deloitte Report and the Deloitte Confirmatory Report (English courtesy
translation) is attached hereto as Annex 9.
Note that was previously acquired by the Related Party Committee for the purpose of its
autonomous assessments for the approval of the Merger Agreement. The Lazard
Confirmatory Letter was also delivered to the Related Parties Committee, who met on 18
July 2018, before the approval of the Merger Plan by the Board, and acknowledged the
absence of any events which may change its previous assessment in relation to the Merger
Agreement’s approval. Both the Lazard Opinion and the Lazard Confirmatory Letter were
also shared with the Board of Directors, in line with the terms of the mandate granted to
Lazard.
Below is a short description of the valuation methods used for the purposes of, respectively,
the determination of the Exchange Ratio included in the Merger Agreement (which was
based on the financial statements as at 31 December 2017) and the subsequent confirmation
of the same Exchange Ratio for the purposes of the Merger Plan (based on the balance sheets
as at 30 June 2018).
Also see “Schedule 8” to the Merger Plan (Methods used for the determination of the Merger Exchange
Ratio), which was prepared in accordance with the French laws and which includes a
summary of the methods and sources used by the Boards of Directors of Beni Stabili and
FdR.
2.1.2.4.1 Valuations instrumental to the determination of the Exchange Ratio provided in
the Merger Agreement
(A)

Valuations summary
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In order to determine the Exchange Ratio provided in the Merger Agreement, the Boards of
Directors of Beni Stabili and of FdR assumed as reference balance sheets for the Companies
Participating in the Merger their respective financial statements for the year ending 31
December 2017 (see the press release published by Beni Stabili on 24 May 2018, which can
be consulted in the “Media - Press Releases” section of the www.benistabili.it website; see also
the press release published by FdR on 25 May 2018, which can be consulted in English
language in the “Press” section of the www.covivio.eu website).
In that occasion, the Board of Directors of Beni Stabili approved the Exchange Ratio taking
into account Lazard’s assessment considerations and agreed with its method, assumptions
and conclusions.
Within the context of the overall valuation and analysis, the possibile impacts of the events
and the transactions contemplated in the Merger Agreement have also been considered
(including without limitation the transactions that the Companies Participating in the Merger
are entitled to carry out without determining an adjustment of the Exchange Ratio).
To determine the Exchange Ratio provided under the Merger Agreement, the Issuer’s Board
of Directors used commonly accepted principles and methodologies, which appeared to be
used in the standard practice, also internationally, for the same kind of transactions where
companies operating in the same field were involved, and appropriate in light of the features
of each of the Companies Participating in the Merger, also taking into account the relevant
limitations and restrictions.
In accordance with the standard practice, the valuations instrumental to the Exchange Ratio
determination were carried out with a view to express the estimated value of the Companies
Participating in the Merger, giving preference to homogeneity and comparability of the
relevant criteria (taking into account the characteristics of the companies and/or the groups
which were the subject of the valuation) rather than the determination of the absolute value
of those companies considered stand-alone. These valuations must be intended exclusively
on a relative basis and with limited reference to the Merger.
In fact, the scope was to define, through homogeneous methodologies and assumptions,
comparable values of the Companies Participating in the Merger in order to identify a
reasonably fair range of the Exchange Ratio. Therefore, these valuations cannot be
considered as possible statements of market prices or of any present or future values in a
context other than that referred to herein.
Furthermore, the stand-alone valuations reflect the existing condition and the future
prospects of the companies as independently considered (although Beni Stabili was
considered within the FdR Group), whilst the effects and impacts of the Merger were not
taken into account, including any envisaged synergies or otherwise and the related
extraordinary costs.
Specifically, the following criteria were used, which were attributed the same level of weight:
(i)

Market Prices Analysis, namely the analysis of the historical price performance of the
shares of the Companies Participating in the Merger for the 52-week period ending as
of 19 April 2018 (included), i.e. the date prior to the announcement of the Merger;

(ii)

Comparable Companies Analysis, namely the review and analysis of publicly available
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financial information relating to a panel of selected European REITs (real estate
investment trusts) viewed as generally relevant to evaluate the Companies Participating in
the Merger;
(iii)

Net Assets Value (NAV) and triple-net NAV (NNNAV) Analysis, namely the assessment
of the economic value of the Companies Participating in the Merger on the basis of
the book value expressed at current levels, which are respectively defined as:


the shareholder’s equity excluding (a) the fair value of financial instruments,
and convertible bond and (b) deferred taxes assets and liabilities, while
including (x) the fair value of certain properties (operating properties, trading
properties, car parks and hotel operating properties) and (y) the restatements
of some properties’ value, related to duties treatment on certain disposal
schemes



the shareholder’s equity including (a) the fair value of certain properties
(operating properties, car parks and hotel operating properties), (b) the fair
value of fixed-rate debts and (c) the restatements of some properties’ value,
related to duties treatment on certain disposal schemes;

(iv)

Target Prices Analysis, namely the review of research equity analysts’ for each of the
Companies Participating in the Merger, published after the announcement of their
respective 2017 year end results and prior to the announcement of the Merger;

(v)

Precedent Transactions Analysis, namely the review and analysis of certain publicly
available financial information of target companies in selected recent precedent merger
and acquisition transactions involving companies in the real estate industry (in
particular European REITs).

It should be noted that the valuation analysis was carried out taking into account: (i) ex ante,
the possible dilutive effects related to the conversion of the convertible bonds issued by Beni
Stabili and FdR respectively (taking into account the implicit optional component thereof)
and to the issue of free shares (actions gratuites) by FdR within the context of the stock
incentive plans; and (ii) the dividends that the Companies Participating in the Merger had
already paid to their respective shareholders for the year ending 31 December 2017.
The following tables set forth the results of the abovementioned analyses - for each of the
criteria above -for the purposes of the Exchange Ratio included in the Merger Agreement,
which was based on the financial statements as at 31 December 2017 of the Companies
Participating in the Merger.
For further information, see in any case the Lazard Opinion, which is attached hereto as
Annex 8.
Market Prices Analysis
The historical price performance of the Companies Participating in the Merger has been
deemed as a reliable valuation analysis considering that both Companies Participating in the
Merger have: (i) a significant free float and relevant trading volumes; (ii) wide equity analyst
research coverage; (iii) been listed for several years; and (iv) institutional investors
representing a significant part of their shareholder base.
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The historical price performance of the Beni Stabili shares and the shares of FdR was
reviewed for the 52-week period ending as of April 19th, 2018, i.e., the date prior to the
announcement of the Merger. Market prices after such announcement have not been
considered as they are affected by the announcement of the Merger itself reflecting the
market expectations of the effects of the Merger.
The exchange ratio implied by the market prices of the Beni Stabili shares and the shares of
FdR has been analysed over different periods, taking into consideration the official prices
(prezzi ufficiali) of the Companies Participating in the Merger (provided by Bloomberg), as
adjusted for the amount of the ordinary dividends on 2017 net results, paid by both the
Companies Participating in the Merger in May 2018, i.e. prior to the effectiveness of Merger.
In particular, the spot price was considered of the Beni Stabili shares and FdR shares on
April 19th, 2018 and the simple average prices and volume weighted average prices for periods
of one, three, six, nine and twelve months ending as of such date. The use of average prices
calculated over such periods (in addition to spot prices) is designed to capture the
progression of the Beni Stabili’s and FdR’s share price and isolate the effect of specific
corporate or other events on share price performance, as well as potential short term market
volatility. The following table sets forth the results of these analyses.
Exchange Ratio
Period ending 19 April 2018

Simple average

Volume weighted average

Last day (19 April)

8.25x

8.25x

1 month period

7.81x

7.85x

3 month period

7.84x

7.88x

6 month period

8.15x

8.19x

9 month period

8.26x

8.24x

12 month period

8.08x

8.03x

On the basis of the results obtained from the application of the market prices methodology,
the range of values for the Exchange Ratio was as follows:

Exchange Ratio

MIN

MAX

7.81x

8.26x

Comparable Companies Analysis
Selected publicly traded companies in the real estate industry that were viewed as generally
relevant in evaluating the Beni Stabili and FdR were reviewed and analyzed. In performing
these analyses, publicly available financial information relating to a panel of selected
European REITs (“Real Estate Investment Trusts”) were reviewed and analyzed, and such
information was compared to the corresponding information for Beni Stabili and FdR, based
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on publicly available information and data provided by the management of the Transferor
Company.
Although none of the selected companies is perfectly comparable to Beni Stabili or FdR, the
companies included are publicly traded companies that have obtained the REIT regime with
operations and/or other criteria, such as lines of business, markets, destination of use and
geographical exposure of the property portfolio, business risks, growth prospects, maturity
of business and size and scale of business, that for purposes of analysis were considered
generally relevant in evaluating the business of Beni Stabili.
Based on equity analysts’ estimates and other public information, the following were
reviewed, among other things: (i) the premium/discount of the market capitalization of each
selected comparable company compared to its last reported NAV (“Premium/(Discount)
to NAV”); (ii) the projected normalized net earnings per share of each selected comparable
company for each of the fiscal years ending on December 31st, 2018, 2019 and 2020 as a
percentage of such company’s price per share (“Earnings Yield”); (iii) the enterprise value
of each selected comparable company as a multiple of such comparable company’s projected
EBITDA for each of the fiscal years ending on December 31st, 2018, 2019 and 2020
(“EV/EBITDA”); (iv) the price per share of each selected comparable company as a
multiple of such comparable company’s projected FFO per share (funds from operations)
for each of the fiscal years ending on December 31st, 2018, 2019 and 2020 (“P/FFO”); and
(v) the projected dividends per share of each selected comparable company for each of the
fiscal years ending on December 31st, 2018, 2019 and 2020 as a percentage of such company’s
price per share (“Dividend Yield”).
A range obtained taking into account the minimum and maximum value among average and
median of the trading multiples calculated on the basis of both spot market prices and three
months volume weighted average prices has been considered.
Historical

2018E

2019E

2020E

(7.5%) – (6.5%)

-

-

-

Earnings Yield

-

6.4% – 6.0%

6.4% – 6.0%

6.3% – 6.1%

EV/EBITDA

-

21.9x – 24.6x

21.7x – 23.5x

22.1x – 22.7x

P/FFO

-

19.0x – 20.7x

17.8x – 19.2x

15.6x – 18.0x

Dividend Yield

-

4.7% – 4.3%

4.9% – 4.6%

4.7% – 4.6%

Premium/(Discount) to
NAV

The multiples described above have been applied respectively to the last available NAV of
the Companies Participating in the Merger (adjusted to take into account the dividends
distributed prior to 24 May 2018 by the Companies Participating in the Merger) and the
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projected normalized net earnings per share, EBITDA, FFO per share and dividend per
share of each of Beni Stabili and FdR, in accordance with certain financial forecasts derived
from selected research analysts reports for each of Beni Stabili and FdR and extrapolations
of such forecasts.
The results of these analyses were as follows:
Exchange Ratio
Minimum

Maximum

Premium/(Discount) to NAV

8.88x

9.06x

Earnings Yield

7.40x

8.18x

EV/EBITDA

5.51x

7.52x

P/FFO

6.93x

8.44x

Dividend Yield

7.43x

8.24x

NAV Analysis
The NAV and the triple-net NAV (“NNNAV”) reported by the Companies Participating in
the Merger was examined. The NAV methodology assesses the economic value of a
company on the basis of the book value expressed at current levels, which is defined as the
sum of the book value of equity and the potential gains and losses on disposals, net of
relevant tax effects.
It has to be noted that this approach relies significantly on the property appraisal work: the
practitioners usually determine the portfolio value asset by asset, i.e. the value each property
would have if sold on the market individually on the date of the valuation, not taking into
account premium/ discounts deriving from the sale of the portfolio as a whole.
The analysis has been based on the last available NAV and NNNAV as reported by the
Companies Participating in the Merger as at December 31st, 2017. NAV and NNNAV data
have been adjusted to take into account the distributions by the Companies Participating in
the Merger of ordinary dividends on 2017 net results occurring prior to 24 May 2018.
In order to take into account the differences between the reference geographical markets of
the two Companies Participating in the Merger in terms of ratio between market prices and
NAV, the average 1 year historical discount to NAV for Italy and France has been applied
to Beni Stabili and FdR, respectively (the discount to NAV for Italy and France sectors has
been computed on the basis of data for the EPRA/NAREIT Index, as provided by the
European Public Real Estate Association).
On the basis of the results obtained from the application of the NAV analysis methodology,
a range of values for the Exchange Ratio was derived as follows:
Exchange Ratio
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MIN

MAX

NAV

7.14x

8.92x

NNNAV

7.75x

9.68x

Target Prices Analysis
Research equity analysts’ target prices were reviewed for Beni Stabili and FdR published (i)
after the announcement of their respective 2017 year end results and (ii) prior to the
announcement of the Merger. Target prices published after the announcement of the Merger
have not been considered relevant, as in many cases they already reflect the analysts’
expectations of the effects of the Merger itself.
The reliability of such analysis is supported by the significant number of analysts covering
the Companies Participating in the Merger. In total, 12 (twelve) target prices for the Company
and 9 (nine) target prices for FdR have been taken into consideration.
The analysis has been performed following two approaches:
(i)

calculating the exchange ratios implied by the respective average and median target
prices of Beni Stabili and of FdR. The result of the analysis is summarized in the table
below:

Exchange Ratio

(ii)

Median

Avarage

8.14x

7.91x

calculating the average and median of the exchange ratios implied by the target prices
of each analyst covering both Beni Stabili and FdR. The result of the analysis is
summarized in the table below:

Exchange Ratio

Median

Avarage

7.71x

7.77x

On the basis of the results obtained from the application of the analyst target price
methodology, the range of values for the Exchange Ratio was as follows:

Exchange Ratio

MIN

MAX

7.71x

8.14x

Precedent Transactions Analysis
Certain publicly available financial information was reviewed and analyzed of target
companies in selected recent precedent merger and acquisition transactions involving
companies in the real estate industry (in particular European REITs) considered generally
relevant in evaluating the business of the Companies Participating in the Merger. In
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performing these analyses, certain financial information, transaction multiples and premiums
paid in relation to the target companies involved in the selected transactions were analyzed,
and such information was compared to the corresponding information for the Companies
Participating in the Merger.
Specifically, it was calculated for a selected panel of comparable transactions, and to the
extent information was publicly available, the implied Premium/(Discount) to NAV, based
on last available NAV data. The average and median of Premium/(Discount) to NAV were
equal to 1.4% to (1.1)%, respectively.
In addition, for the same transactions a premiums paid analysis was performed: the implied
premiums in this analysis were calculated by comparing the per share acquisition price to the
target company’s (i) share price one day prior to announcement, (ii) average share price for
the three-month period prior to announcement. The average and median of premiums for
case (i) above were equal to 14.8% and to 14.2%, respectively; for case (ii) above the average
and median of premiums were equal to 19.2% and to 19.7%, respectively.
The average and median Premium/(Discount) to NAV was applied to the last available NAV
of the Companies Participating in the Merger and the average and median premiums to the
share price and the three-month average price of Beni Stabili and FdR as of the date prior to
the announcement of the Merger, i.e. April 19th, 2018.
A restricted panel including parent-to-subsidiary transactions (similarly to the Merger) was
also analysed. The average and median of Premium/(Discount) to NAV were equal to
(20.5%) to (14.7%); the average and median of premiums were equal to 10.8% and to 5.0%,
respectively for share price one day prior to announcement; the average and median of
premiums were equal to 15.7% and to 7.0%, respectively for average share price for the
three-month period prior to announcement.
In the case of the restricted panel, Lazard applied the average and median
Premium/(Discount) to NAV to the last available NAV of Beni Stabili and the average and
medium premiums to the share price and the three-month average price of the Transferor
Company prior to the announcement of the Merger, while valuing FdR at its market value
on the date prior to the announcement of the Merger (i.e. April 19th, 2018).
The results of the analyses were as follows:
Exchange Ratio
MIN

MAX

Analysis of precedent transactions

7.85x

8.66x

Analysis of precedent transactions (restricted panel)

7.56x

9.15x

Although none of the selected precedent transactions or the companies party to such
transactions is perfectly comparable to the Merger or to Beni Stabili or FdR, all of the
transactions were chosen because they involve transactions that, for purposes of analysis,
may be considered similar to the Merger and/or involve publicly traded companies with
operations that, for purposes of analysis, may be considered generally relevant in evaluating
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the operations of the Companies Participating in the Merger.
(B)

Critical issues and limitations

In carrying out the above valuation, both the specific characteristics of the Companies
Participating in the Merger and the issues connected to the application of valuation methods
used to determine the Exchange Ratio were considered.
The conclusions reached by the Board of Directors when the Exchange Ratio was approved
ought to be interpreted on the basis of certain limitations and obstacles, which are also
illustrated in the Lazard Opinion and may be summarised as follows:


limited information is available on the current trading performance of the Companies
Participating in the Merger (for example, there is limited information regarding the
first quarter 2018 for FdR);



the valuation analysis were based (in addition to historical data) exclusively on certain
financial forecasts derived from selected research analysts reports for each of Beni
Stabili and FdR and extrapolations of such forecasts; moreover, it has not been
possible to apply the discounted cash flow methodology because the forecasts above
are of limited utility for purposes of carrying out a discounted cash flow analysis due
to the very limited number of brokers showing detailed cash flow projections for the
Companies Participating in the Merger, the absence of explicit assumptions for such
forecasts and the great differences among the available broker estimates;



estimates and projections contained in the aforesaid forecasts utilized for the
valuations and analyses and the results deriving from the application of the valuation
methodologies depend to a substantial degree on the macroeconomic and political
conditions and competitive environment in which the Companies Participating in
the Merger operate; as a result, the current macroeconomic uncertainty and possible
changes in variables of the relevant environment, as well as changes in the
assumptions underlying the above forecasts could have an impact, even significant,
on the results of the analysis and the valuations carried out.

(C)

Conclusions

At the end of the valuation process, the Exchange Ratio identified in the Merger Agreement
was considered to be fair from a financial standpoint.
In the context of the discussion that took place at the Board meeting held before the Merger
Agreement was approved, the Board of Directors also acknowledged the contents of the
Deloitte Report regarding the substantial adequacy of the evaluation methods chosen and
applied by Lazard for the purpose of the Lazard Opinion. For further information, see in
any case the Deloitte Report, which is attached hereto as Annex 9.
2.1.2.4.2 Valuations instrumental to the determination of the Exchange Ration provided in
the Merger Plan
(A)

Valuations summary

In order to confirm (or update, as the case could be) the final Exchange Ratio to be included
in the Merger Plan, the Boards of Directors of Beni Stabili and of FdR used as reference
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balance sheets for the Companies Participating in the Merger their respective balance sheets
as at 30 June 2018.
The Board of Directors met on 18 July 2018 and, after having acknowledged the
confirmation of the Related Parties Committee in relation to the Issuer’s interest in
completing the Transaction and the convenience and substantial correctness of the Merger’s
terms and conditions, resolved to confirm the same Exchange Ratio and the automatic
adjustment formulas which had been determined for the purposes of the Merger Agreement
and that are described in Paragraph 2.1.2.3 above.
More in detail, the Beni Stabili Board of Directors confirmed the Exchange Ratio taking into
account that the Lazard Confirmatory Letter confirmed the same conclusions of the Lazard
Opinion, subject to all of the terms, conditions, assumptions, qualifications, critical issues
and limitations identified or expressed in the Lazard Opinion.
To confirm the Exchange Ratio provided under the Merger Plan, the same valuation criteria
illustrated in Paragraph 2.1.2.4.1, letter (A) above were used.
The following tables set forth the results of the abovementioned analyses - for each of the
criteria above - for the purposes of the confirmation of the Exchange Ratio included in the
Merger Plan. For a more detailed description of the analyses and reviews, including the
methodologies and assumptions underlying the analyses and reviews, see Paragraph 2.1.2.4.1,
letter (A) above (it being understood however that, for the purposes of the valuation analysis,
where applicable, the circumstance that the distribution of ordinary dividends by the
Companies Participating in the Merger in relation to 2017 had already taken place).
Market Prices Analysis
Exchange Ratio
Period ending 19 April 2018

Simple average

Volume weighted average

Last day (19 April)

8.25x

8.25x

1 month period

7.81x

7.85x

3 month period

7.84x

7.88x

6 month period

8.15x

8.19x

9 month period

8.26x

8.24x

12 month period

8.08x

8.03x

On the basis of the results obtained from the application of the market prices methodology,
the range of values for the Exchange Ratio was as follows:

Exchange Ratio
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MIN

MAX

7.81x

8.26x

Comparable Companies Analysis
Exchange Ratio
Minimum

Maximum

Premium/(Discount) to NAV

8.60x

8.65x

Earnings Yield

7.27x

8.35x

EV/EBITDA

5.76x

7.48x

P/FFO

6.87x

8.56x

Dividend Yield

7.24x

7.52x

NAV Analysis
Exchange Ratio
MIN

MAX

NAV

7.10x

8.61x

NNNAV

7.63x

9.25x

Target Prices Analysis
The analysis has been performed following two approaches:
(i)

calculating the exchange ratios implied by the respective average and median target
prices of Beni Stabili and of FdR. The result of the analysis is summarized in the table
below:

Exchange Ratio

(ii)

Median

Avarage

8.14x

7.91x

calculating the average and median of the exchange ratios implied by the target prices
of each analyst covering both Beni Stabili and FdR. The result of the analysis is
summarized in the table below:

Exchange Ratio

Median

Avarage

7.71x

7.77x

On the basis of the results obtained from the application of the analyst target price
methodology, the range of values for the Exchange Ratio was as follows:
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Exchange Ratio

MIN

MAX

7.71x

8.14x

Precedent Transactions Analysis
Exchange Ratio
MIN

MAX

Analysis of precedent transactions

7.86x

8.98x

Analysis of precedent transactions (restricted panel)

7.77x

9.15x

Although none of the selected precedent transactions or the companies party to such
transactions is perfectly comparable to the Merger or to Beni Stabili or FdR, all of the
transactions were chosen because they involve transactions that, for purposes of analysis,
may be considered similar to the Merger and/or involve publicly traded companies with
operations that, for purposes of analysis, may be considered generally relevant in evaluating
the operations of the Companies Participating in the Merger.
(B)

Critical issues and limitations

In the context of the analysis and the determinations above, mutatis mutandis, the same
limitations and difficulties illustrated in Paragraph 2.1.2.4.1, letter (B) above were considered.
(C)

Conclusions

At the end of the aforesaid process, the fairness, from a financial standpoint, of the Exchange
Ratio identified in the Merger Plan was confirmed.
In the context of the discussion that took place at the Board meeting held before the Merger
Plan was approved, the Board of Directors also acknowledged the contents of the Deloitte
Confirmatory Report regarding the substantial adequacy of the evaluation methods chosen
and applied by Lazard.
The Italian Independent and French Independent Expert Reports on the Exchange Ratio
On 4 June 2018, the Companies Participating in the Merger submitted a joint application to
the Commercial Chamber of the Court of Metz, France (Tribunal de grande istance de Metz) to
appoint an independent expert (commissaire à la fusion) in compliance with Articles L.236-25
and L.236-10 of the French Commercial Code. The expert shall issue a report on, among
other things, the fairness of the Exchange Ratio and another report attesting that that the
value of the assets and liabilities transferred by universal succession of title to the Transferee
Company by the Transferor Company is not over-estimated. On 8 June 2018, the Metz
Regional Court appointed for these purposes the Independent French Expert, Mr Michel
Léger.
On 5 June 2018, Beni Stabili filed an application with the Court of Rome to ask for another
expert to be appointed in accordance with Article 2501-sexies of the Italian Civil Code and
Article 9 of Decree No. 108/2008. The Court of Rome, with a ruling of 19 June 2018, filed
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on 21 June 2018, appointed the company EY S.p.A., with registered office in Rome, at via
Po No. 32, as the Independent Italian Expert.
The French and Italian Independent Expert reports are attached to this Information
Document respectively as Annex 6 and 7.
Allotment of the newly issued shares of the Transferee Company and entitlement to dividends
As a result of the Merger, all the ordinary shares issued by Beni Stabili (including any treasury
shares held by the Transferor Company on the Effective Date) will be cancelled in
accordance with the applicable laws, and their exchange for ordinary shares of the Transferee
Company will be carried out in accordance with the Exchange Ratio, which is equal to 8.5
ordinary shares of FdR for every 1,000 ordinary shares of Beni Stabili (subject to a possible
adjustment as described in Paragraph 2.1.2.3 above).
The exchange between the shares of Beni Stabili and the shares of the Transferee Company
will be implemented, on the basis of the Exchange Ratio, through a capital increase of the
Transferee Company up to a maximum of 9,478,728 shares, each with a par value of EUR
3.00 (see Paragraph 2.1.2.1.3 above). The final number of shares of the Transferee Company
to be issued and allotted will depend in any case on the Exchange Ratio (as possibly adjusted)
and also on (i) the number of treasury shares held by Beni Stabili or the number of shares of
Beni Stabili held by the Transferee Company, as the case may be, as of the Effective Date,
provided that no shares of the Transferee Company will be issued and allotted in the Merger
in exchange for treasury shares of the Transferor Company or for shares of the Transferor
Company held by the Transferee Company, in accordance with Article L. 236-3-II of the
French Commercial Code and Article 2504-ter of the Italian Civil Code, and (ii) the total
number of shares of Beni Stabili (other than the treasury shares of Beni Stabili and those
outstanding shares held by the Transferee Company) as of the Effective Date.
The holders of shares of the Transferee Company who are not also holders of shares of the
Transferor Company will maintain the shares held by them on the Effective Date.
The new shares of the Transferee Company that will be issued and allotted to the
shareholders of the Transferor Company will be listed on Euronext Paris, likewise the other
outstanding shares of the Transferee Company. Furthermore, as indicated in the Merger
Plan, the Transferee Company intends to start a process aimed at listing its shares also on
the MTA (so-called ‘dual listing’) on or about the Effective Date.
The new shares of the Transferee Company will be issued and allotted to the shareholders
of Beni Stabili through the relevant centralized clearing system or settlement system in
accordance with the Exchange Ratio. The Merger Plan provides for the Transferee
Company’s undertaking to take all actions, and to file all necessary documents with Euronext
Paris, with a view to having the new shares of the Transferee Company resulting from the
Merger admitted to trading on Euronext Paris on the first trading day after the Effective
Date. The conditions of this admission to trading will be detailed in a notice to be published
by Euronext Paris. At the date of this Report, the Euronext Paris calendar for 2019,
indicating the trading days for that market, was not yet available. In any event, this calendar
can be consulted on the www.euronext.com website, “Trading & Products - Calendars & Hours”
section.
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The holders of the new shares of the Transferee Company will be granted with the same
identical rights to those granted to the holders of the other outstanding shares of the
Transferee Company and will only be entitled to distributions made by the Transferee
Company as from the Effective Date.
On the Effective Date, any shareholder of Beni Stabili who, irrespective of any sale or
purchase of shares of the same Beni Stabili before the Effective Date, does not hold a
sufficient number of shares of the Transferor Company to receive a whole number of new
shares of the Transferee Company, will be entitled - pursuant to a procedure consistent with
applicable law - to receive, in addition to the whole number of shares of the Transferee
Company resulting from the Exchange Ratio, a cash consideration as a settlement for such
Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares, the amount of which shall be determined by
the intermediaries in accordance with applicable law.
Prior to the Effective Date, the Companies Participating in the Merger and an intermediary
or a bank participating to the relevant centralized clearing system will determine suitable
procedures for the treatment of Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares, in accordance
with applicable market practice and rules and with the provisions set forth in article L. 2286-1 and R.228-12 of the French Commercial Code, including the conditions to carry out,
upon consent of those entitled, any rounding transactions aimed at allowing the conversion
into a whole number of shares of the Transferee Company based on the Exchange Ratio.
Further information on the conditions and procedure for allocation of the Transferee
Company shares will be disclosed through a notice published on the www.benistabili.it
website, as well as on an Italian national newspaper.
Without prejudice to the foregoing, only whole shares of the Transferee Company will be
issued and allotted in connection with the Merger and the Transferee Company will deliver
only whole shares to the shareholders of Beni Stabili. Beni Stabili’s shareholders who will
hold, on the Effective Date, a number of shares of the Transferor Company not giving right
to receive a whole number of new shares of the Transferee Company, shall be deemed to
have expressly agreed to take part in the process of sale of the newly issued Transferee
Company shares corresponding to such Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares as
described hereafter.
With a view to procure the funds to settle the Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares,
it will be proposed to the Shareholders’ meeting of FdR convened to resolve on the Merger
Plan to approve a global sale of the newly issued shares of the Transferee Company which
would not have been allocated and which would correspond to the Fractional Entitlements
to Transferee Shares, upon expiry of a 30 (thirty)-day period following the latest date of
recording into the registers of the whole share(s) allocated to the relevant shareholders. The
sale of the newly issued Transferee Company’s shares shall take place on Euronext Paris
through a financial intermediary among those authorized under the laws of France, who will
be appointed to facilitate the payment of the net amount resulting from the sale of the newly
issued ordinary shares corresponding to the Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares to
the benefit of the relevant shareholders of Beni Stabili (notably, the amount shall be net of
any trading fees and any other fees which would relate to the sale of the newly issued ordinary
shares corresponding to the Fractional Entitlements to Transferee Shares). The intermediary
so appointed shall sell such newly issued shares of the Transferee Company on the regulated
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market Euronext Paris on behalf of shareholders of Beni Stabili taking part into this process,
who shall in turn receive the net profit resulting from such sale pro-rata their stake in the
mechanism.
For the avoidance of doubt, no interest shall be paid in relation to the cash payment to be
received by the relevant shareholders of Beni Stabili in accordance with this Paragraph even
in case of delays of payment of such amount.
Effective Date of the Merger and date of recording of the Transferor Company’s operations in the
Transferee Company’s accounts
For the purposes of Article L.236-31 of the French Commercial Code and of Article 15 of
the Decree 108/2008, and subject to fulfilment (or waiver, to the extent permitted under
applicable laws) of the conditions precedent of the Merger as described in Paragraph 2.1.2.1.2
above, the effectiveness of the Merger from a tax and accounting standpoint will be
postponed until 11:59 pm on 31 December 2018, to be intended as the Effective Date.
For accounting and tax purposes, the financial information with respect to the assets,
liabilities and other legal relationships of Beni Stabili will be recorded in the financial
statements of the Transferee Company as of 31 December 2018, and, as a result of the above,
the accounting effects of the Merger will be recognized in the financial statements of the
Transferee Company from that date.
Accounting treatment of the Transaction
Both Beni Stabili and FdR draw up their consolidated accounts in compliance with the IFRS
and, following the Merger, the Transferee Company will continue to draw up its consolidated
accounts in compliance with those standards.
Based on the IFRS, the Merger consists of the reorganization of existing companies, which
does not give rise to any change in control and, therefore, satisfies the definition of “business
combination involving entities or businesses under common control”, provided under the accounting
principle IFRS 3 - Business Combinations, but it is excluded from the application of the
acquisition method regulated by the abovementioned IFRS 3. As a result, the Merger will be
recorded as a transaction on net assets, at the existing carrying amounts.
As previously indicated, pursuant to French law, the accounting effects of the Merger will be
recognized in the financial statements of the Transferee Company from the Effective Date.
Relevant tax consequences of the Transaction
2.1.2.9.1 Relevant tax consequences in Italy
(A)

Introduction

This Paragraph summarises the relevant tax consequences deriving from the Merger, as well
as from the acquisition, holding and transfer of the Transferor Company’s shares.
The following summary is not an exhaustive description of all the considerations that are
relevant for the purposes of deciding whether to hold or sell FdR’s shares (such as, for
example, considerations relating to Italian inheritance and donations tax and registration tax)
and, more specifically, it does not describe the tax regulations on shares held through Italian
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permanent establishments or fixed bases through which a non-resident shareholder carries
out business or professional activities in Italy.
For the purposes of this Paragraph, “Resident Shareholder” means the beneficial owner
of Beni Stabili shares (and the income flows generated from these shares) or of the FdR
shares (and the income flows generated from these shares) who is:
-

a natural person resident in Italy, or
a company resident in Italy.

This Paragraph does not apply to shareholders subject to special rules, including:
-

non-profit organisations, foundations and associations that are not subject to
taxation;
Italian partnerships and similar entities (general partnerships, limited partnerships);
non-commercial partnerships (società semplici);
natural persons who hold shares in connection with a business activity;
Italian real estate investment funds and Italian real estate investment companies with
fixed capital (known by their Italian acronym “SICAF”).

Furthermore, where specified, this Paragraph also concerns Italian pension funds, Italian
investment funds other than real estate funds (i.e. investment funds dealing in securities),
investment companies with variable capital (known by their Italian acronym “SICAV”) and
investment companies with fixed capital (SICAFs) other than real estate SICAFs.
Always for the purposes of this Paragraph, the term “Non-Resident Shareholder”
identifies the beneficial owner of the Beni Stabili shares or the FdR shares that is not a
Resident Shareholder or an Italian permanent establishment or fixed place of business
through which a non-resident shareholder carries out a commercial activity or provides
professional services in Italy, or a partnership.
This Paragraph only deals with the taxation of Resident Shareholders and Non-Resident
Shareholders who directly hold shares that constitute and have constituted in the twelve
months preceding each sale: (i) a percentage of voting rights that in the ordinary shareholders’
meeting not exceeding 2% (two percent), since they are, both in the case of Beni Stabili and in
the case of FdR, shares listed on a regulated market; or (ii) an equity interest not exceeding
5% (five percent), since they are, both in the case of Beni Stabili and in the case of FdR,
shares listed on a regulated market.
This Paragraph is based on tax legislation, double taxation conventions and the common
practice that was in force in Italy on the Information Document Date, which can change in
the future, even retroactively. Resident Shareholders and Non-Resident Shareholders are
advised to consult their tax advisors in relation to the consequences of purchasing, holding
and selling shares in the Transferee Company in the specific case at hand.
(B)

Consequences for Beni Stabili

For Italian tax purposes, the Merger qualifies as a cross-border merger under Article 178 of
the Consolidated Income Tax Act, which implements Council Directive 90/434/EEC of 23
July 1990 on the common tax scheme to be applied to mergers, demergers, conferrals of
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assets and exchanges of shares concerning companies of different Member States
(consolidated in Council Directive 2009/133/EC of 19 October 2009, which, for the
purposes of this Paragraph, is called the “Merger Directive”).
Italian tax legislation provides for the tax neutrality of cross-border mergers in relation to
assets and liabilities that remain connected to a permanent establishment in Italy, while
envisaging that elements which do not remain connected thereto are deemed to be sold at
their fair value.
FdR intends to hold a Permanent Establishment in Italy, to which all the Beni Stabili assets
and liabilities are allocated.
FdR intends to opt for the application to the Permanent Establishment of the regime
provided for under Article 1, paragraph 141-bis, of Law No. 296 of 27 December 2006, under
which the income of the Permanent Establishment arising from real estate leasing business
will be subject to a 20% (twenty percent) substitute tax in place of the corporate income tax and
the regional tax on productive activities. FdR intends to ensure that the option for the regime
in question starts from the first tax period following the Effective Date, in continuity with
the current SIIQ regime applied by Beni Stabili, and, therefore, without the need to pay the
so-called entry tax at a 20% (twenty percent) rate, under Article 1, paragraph 126 et seq. of Law
No. 296 of 27 December 2006.
In accordance with Article 180 of the Consolidated Income Tax Act, the untaxed reserves
recorded in the Beni Stabili’s equity before the Merger must be reconstituted in the
Permanent Establishment’s free capital after the Merger, in order to preserve the said state
of tax suspension.
Under Article 181 of the Consolidated Income Tax Act, tax losses that were not generated
under the Group Taxation Regime and other Beni Stabili relevant attributes (such as nondeductible interest expenses carried forward under Article 96 of the Consolidated Income
Tax Act) can be taken over by the Permanent Establishment, in compliance with Article 172,
paragraph 7 of the Consolidated Income Tax Act, in proportion to the balance between the
Permanent Establishment’s assets and liabilities, within the limits of such balance. The same
scheme should also apply to any losses generated by the Group Taxation Regime that could
be attributed to Beni Stabili in the event of the Group Taxation Regime being interrupted.
The Merger triggers lump sum registration, mortgage and cadastral taxes amounting to EUR
200.00 (two hundred Euros).
(C)

Consequences of the Merger for the Beni Stabili Group Taxation Regime

FdR intends to file with the Italian Tax Authority a request for a ruling under Article 124,
paragraph 5 of the Consolidated Income Tax Act, in order to demonstrate the existence of
the conditions for continuing with the Group Taxation Regime currently in force between
Beni Stabili and some of its subsidiaries, by taking up, through the Permanent Establishment,
the role of consolidating company.
The Transferee Company deems that the conditions for obtaining a positive reply to this
request, whose filing is not mandatory under the law but is optional, should be met. It is also
envisaged that, in the event that there is a negative response, the ensuing interruption of the
Group Taxation Regime would not entail particularly significant adverse effects.
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(D)

Exchange of Beni Stabili shares with the Transferor Company’s shares as a result of the Merger

Under the Italian income tax regulations, the Merger does not give rise to any taxable event
for Resident Shareholders and Non-Resident Shareholders of Beni Stabili. The Transferee
Company’s shares received by such Beni Stabili shareholders on the Merger’s Completion
Date will overall have the same tax basis of the Beni Stabili shares held by the aforementioned
Italian shareholders prior to the Merger.
The Beni Stabili Resident Shareholders who exercise their right of withdrawal will be entitled
to receive a sum of money (the Redemption Price) for each Beni Stabili share in accordance
with Article 2437-ter of the Italian Civil Code.
The Beni Stabili Resident Shareholders that receive the Redemption Price in return for the
sale of their shares to other Beni Stabili shareholders or on the market will make a capital
gain or loss equal to the balance between the amount received and the tax basis of their Beni
Stabili shares.
The Beni Stabili Resident Shareholders who are natural persons and whose shares will be
cancelled and paid as a result of exercising their right of withdrawal will normally be subject
to 26% (twenty-six percent) substitute tax on the profits arising from such payment. These
profits will amount to the balance between the Redemption Price and the tax basis of their
Beni Stabili shares. Any losses are not deductible (unless the Beni Stabili shares are subject
to the Discretionary Portfolio Investment Regime, as defined later on in this Paragraph).
The corporate Beni Stabili Resident Shareholders whose shares will be cancelled and paid
out as a result of exercising their right of withdrawal, will make a capital gain or a loss equal
to the balance between the Redemption Price (or the related portion thereof) paid by way of
apportionment of the share capital and capital reserves and the tax basis of their Beni Stabili
shares, whereas the portion of the Redemption Price paid by way of allocation of the profits
or profit reserves will normally be treated as a distribution of dividends.
Under Italian income tax regulations, the Merger will not lead to any taxable event for Beni
Stabili’s Non-Resident Shareholders.
Non-Resident Shareholders who receive the Redemption Price as a consideration for the sale
of their shares to other Beni Stabili shareholders or the sale thereof on the market will not
be subject to tax in Italy.
Non-Resident Shareholders, whose Beni Stabili shares will be cancelled and redeemed as a
result of having exercised their right of withdrawal, should normally be subject to a 26%
(twenty-six percent) substitute tax on profits arising from the redemption. These profits will be
equal to the balance between the Redemption Price and the tax basis of the said shareholders’
Beni Stabili shares. A more favourable tax treatment could apply on the basis of double
taxation treaties, if applicable. A more favourable tax treatment could also be applied in case
of dividends payments made to companies or other entities (i) resident for tax purposes in a
Member State of the European Union or in a white-listed State belonging to the European
Economic Area and (ii) subject to corporate income tax in that State.
Resident Shareholders and Non-Resident Shareholders must consult their own tax advisors
with reference to the exercise of the right of withdrawal in order to take account of the
particular circumstances in which it occurs.
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(E)

Tax on financial transactions

Under Article 1, paragraphs 491 to 500 of the Law No. 228 of 24 December 2012, the
transfer of title to shares issued by companies resident in Italy, such as Beni Stabili, is subject
to the financial transaction tax (for the purposes of this Paragraph, “FTT”), regardless of
the country of residence of the parties carrying out the transfer and/or the place where the
transaction is completed.
The residence of a company for the purpose of the FTT is the place where the registered
office is located.
If a person holding Beni Stabili shares exercises his/her right of withdrawal, the Beni Stabili
shares in respect of which the aforementioned right has been exercised, must, under Italian
law, firstly be offered for sale to the holders of Beni Stabili shares that have not exercised
their right of withdrawal. Beni Stabili shareholders who purchase shares from shareholders
exercising their right of withdrawal may be subject to FTT.
FTT is applied at a 0.20% (point twenty percent) rate, reduced to 0.10 % (point ten percent) if the
transaction is executed on regulated markets or multilateral trading facilities defined by the
law.
The taxable base is normally equal to the value of the transaction, which is defined as the
consideration paid for the transfer or the value of the transactions’ net balance executed on
the same business day by the said person.
FTT is payable by the person purchasing the shares and is applied by the financial
intermediary (or other person), who, in any case, intervenes in executing the transaction.
Specific exclusions and exemptions are set by the Ministerial Decree issued on 21 February
2013 (as amended by Ministerial Decree of 16 September 2013), which also regulates in detail
other aspects of the FTT.
Specific rules concern the application of the FTT in connection with derivative financial
instruments whose underlying shares are issued by companies resident in Italy and high
frequency negotiations.
(F)

Tax consequences of holding title to the Transferee Company’s shares

Resident Shareholders
Taxation of dividends
The tax regime that is applicable to the distribution of dividends depends on the nature of
the dividend’s recipient, as summarised below.
Natural persons resident in Italy
Dividends paid by a non-resident company, such as FdR, to natural persons resident in Italy
are subject to a 26% (twenty-six percent) tax. This tax (i) can be applied by the tax payer in his
tax return or, (ii) if an Italian withholding agent takes part in collecting the dividend, it is
applied by the said withholding agent. In the latter case, the aforementioned withholding
agent will apply the Italian withholding tax on the dividend, net of any withholding taxes
applied in France. In the former case, the criteria for determining the taxable base must be
further examined.
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In the situation in which a taxpayer exercises the option for the Discretionary Portfolio
Investment Regime (as defined below, under the heading “Taxation of capital gains - Natural
persons resident in Italy”), dividends are not subject to the 26% tax, but are subject to taxation
under the aforementioned Discretionary Portfolio Investment Regime.
Companies resident in Italy
Except as indicated in the following paragraph, corporate Resident Shareholders subject to
the Italian corporate income tax could benefit, subject to certain conditions, from an
exemption on the taxable income equal to 95% (ninety five percent) of the dividend. The
remaining 5% (five percent) of the dividend is taxable for corporate income tax purposes,
whose current rate is equal to 24% (twenty-four percent), plus a surcharge of 3.5% (three point five
percent) applicable to certain credit and financial institutions, as identified by the applicable
legislation. This partial tax exemption must be further analysed to take into account the
special tax regime to which FdR is subject under French law.
In any event, dividends are taxed to their full amount in the following circumstances: (i)
dividends paid to taxpayers who adopt IAS/IFRS accounting standards in relation to shares
qualified as “held for trading” based on the relevant accounting and tax criteria; (ii) dividends
formed with profits “deriving” from companies or entities who have their tax residence in
States or territories with a privileged tax regime; (iii) dividends paid in respect of shares
acquired through repurchase agreements, securities lending agreements and similar
transactions, except for those situations in which the beneficial owner of such dividends
would in turn have benefited from the 95% (ninety five percent) exemption. In the
aforementioned situation identified under point (ii), 100% (one hundred percent) of the dividend
is subject to taxation, unless a specific ruling application is submitted to the Italian tax
authorities providing certain evidences required by the law.
For some companies operating in the financial sector, dividends are - under certain
conditions - also included in the taxable base of the regional tax on productive activities.
Considering the Transaction’s peculiarity and taking into account the tax regime to which
FdR is subject under French law, corporate Resident Shareholders are advised to consult
their tax advisors in relation to the consequences deriving from the holding of the FdR
shares.
Italian pension funds
Dividends paid to Italian pension funds (subject to the regime provided for under Article 17
of Legislative Decree No. 252 dated 5 December 2005) are not subject to withholding tax,
but must be included in the income of the relevant portfolio accrued at the end of tax period,
which is subject to a substitute tax at a 20% (twenty percent) rate.
Italian SICAV and SICAF mutual funds
Dividends paid to non-real estate investment funds, SICAVs and SICAFs are not subject to
withholding tax nor are the funds, the SICAVs or the SICAFs subject to taxation. In some
circumstances a 26% (twenty-six percent) withholding tax is applied to the distributions made
by such funds, SICAVs or SICAFs.
Taxation of capital gains
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Natural persons resident in Italy
The capital gains realised from the sale of shares and related rights by a shareholder who is
a natural person resident in Italy are subject to a substitute tax levied at the rate of 26%
(twenty-six percent).
The capital gains and losses realised during the relevant tax period must be set out in the
annual tax return (for the purposes of this Paragraph, the “Tax Return Regime”). The
excess of capital losses over capital gains may be deducted from the capital gains made in the
next four tax periods. Whereas the capital losses from 1 July 2014 can be carried forward in
full, the capital losses until 31 December 2011 could be carried forward only for 48.08%
(forty-eight point zero eight percent) of their amount, and those between 1 January 2012 and 30
June 2014 can be carried forward for 76.92% (seventy-six point ninety-two percent) of their
amount.
As an alternative to the aforementioned Tax Return Regime, the Resident Shareholders that
are natural persons may choose to be taxed according to one of the following regimes:
(i) Non-Discretionary Portfolio Investment Regime: under this regime, the separate
taxation of capital gains is permitted on the following conditions: (a) the shares and
the rights attaching to shares must be deposited with Italian banks, stock broking
firms or specific authorised financial intermediaries situated in Italy and (b) the
shareholder must expressly exercise, within the prescribed deadlines and in writing,
the option for the Non-Discretionary Portfolio Investment Regime. Under the NonDiscretionary Portfolio Investment Regime, the financial intermediary is responsible
for applying the substitute tax in relation to the capital gains made on each sale of
shares or rights attaching to shares and is required to pay the relevant amount to the
Italian tax authorities on the taxpayer’s behalf, deducting a corresponding sum from
the proceeds to be credited to the shareholder. Within the scope of the NonDiscretionary Portfolio Investment Regime, wherever a sale of shares or rights
attaching to shares gives rise to a capital loss, such capital loss can be calculated as a
deduction (up to 48.08% (forty-eight point zero eight percent) for the capital losses realised
until 31 December 2011 and up to 76.92% (seventy-six point ninety-two percent) for the
capital losses between 1 January 2012 and 30 June 2014) from the capital gains
subsequently made under the same deposit in the same tax period and in the
following ones, but no later than the fourth period. Under the Non-Discretionary
Portfolio Investment Regime, the shareholder is not required to indicate the capital
gains in his or her annual tax return;
(ii)

Discretionary Portfolio Investment Regime: under this regime, the capital gains
accrued by shareholders resident in Italy as natural persons that have entrusted the
management of their financial assets, including shares and rights attaching to shares,
to a qualified authorised intermediary situated in Italy and who have exercised the
option for the Discretionary Portfolio Investment Regime, are included in the
calculation of the accrued operating result, even though not realised, at the end of
the calendar year, subject to substitute tax, to be applied by the qualified authorised
intermediary situated in Italy, on the taxpayer’s behalf. Within the scope of the
Discretionary Portfolio Investment Regime, whenever at the end of the calendar year
the operating result is negative, the latter can be carried forward (up to 48.08% (forty-
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eight point zero eight percent) if accrued until 31 December 2011 and up to 76.92%
(seventy-six point ninety-two percent) if accrued between 1 January 2012 and 30 June 2014)
and calculated as deduction from the increases in value of the managed assets that
accrue in the subsequent four tax periods. Within the scope of the Discretionary
Portfolio Investment Regime, the shareholder is not required to indicate the capital
gains in his or her annual tax return.
Companies resident in Italy
The capital gains made through the sale of FdR shares by corporate Resident Shareholders
subject to the Italian corporate income tax might, as a matter of principle, benefit from a
95% (ninety-five percent) exemption (the “Participation Exemption Regime”), where the
following conditions are met:
(i)

the shares have been uninterruptedly held from the first day of the twelfth month
preceding that of the sale, considering as having been sold first the shares acquired
on the most recent date;

(ii)

the shares have been classified as fixed financial assets in the first financial year ended
after the acquisition of the shares (as regards the companies that adopt the IAS/IFRS
accounting principles, the shares different from those qualified as “held for trading”
are deemed fixed financial assets);

(iii)

FdR is not resident in a State or territory with a privileged tax regime referred to in
Article 167(4) of the Consolidated Income Tax Act or, alternatively, proof has been
provided, even as a result of exercising the request for a ruling referred to in the same
Article 167(5) of the Consolidated Income Tax Act, of the fact that the equity
investments have not given rise, from the beginning of the period of possession, to
the effect of localising the income in States or territories with a privileged tax regime;

(iv)

FdR carries out a commercial activity as per the definition of Article 55 of the
Consolidated Income Tax Act. Without possibility of contrary proof, it is presumed
that this requirement does not subsist with regard to equity investments in companies
the value of whose assets mainly consists of immovable assets other than the real
estate to whose production or to whose exchange the business activity is directed
and other from the plants and from the buildings directly used in the corporate
business. The immovable properties granted under finance leases and the plots of
land on which the investee company undertakes agricultural activity are considered
to be directly used in the commercial activity.

The requirements set out under points (iii) and (iv) must be met uninterruptedly, at the time
of realisation, at least from the start of the third tax period prior to the realisation itself.
Without derogating from those set out under letters (i), (ii) and (iii), the requirement set out
under point (iv) does not apply to the equity investments in companies whose securities are
traded on regulated markets.
As regards the equity investments in companies whose activity exclusively or mainly consists
in the acquisition of shareholdings, the requirements set out under points (iii) and (iv) relate
to the indirect investee companies and is met when such requirements subsist in respect of
the investee companies that make up the majority of the participant’s company assets.
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The entitlement to the partial exemption under examination must be analysed further in
order to take account of the special tax regime FdR is subject to under French law.
In the event of application of the Participation Exemption Regime, the remaining 5% (five
percent) of the amount of the capital gain is included in the overall income of the shareholder
company resident in Italy and subject to taxation under the ordinary rules and rates of the
Italian corporate income tax.
Wherever the conditions exist for applying the Participation Exemption Regime, the capital
losses arising from the sale of equity investments made by corporate shareholders resident
in Italy are not deductible from the company’s taxable income.
The capital gains and losses made during the sale of equity investments that do not fulfil one
or more of the aforementioned requirements for application of the Participation Exemption
Regime are, respectively, included in full in the overall taxable income and fully deductible
from the same overall taxable income, taxed pursuant to the ordinary rules and rates of the
Italian corporate income tax. If, however, capital gains are made through the sale of assets
recorded as fixed financial assets in the last three financial years, at the taxpayer’s discretion
the capital gain can be taxed in equal instalments in the realisation tax period and in the
following ones, but no later than the subsequent fourth period.
The possibility of using capital losses as reduction of the income can be subject to limitations,
inclusive of the “anti-dividend washing” provisions. Moreover, some disclosure obligations
apply, such as in respect of the realisation of capital losses exceeding EUR 50,000.00 (fifty
thousand).
Companies resident in Italy that realise capital losses must consult their own tax advisors
with regard to the tax consequences of the realisation of such capital losses.
For some companies operating in the financial sector and on certain conditions, the capital
gains are included in the taxable base for the purposes of the regional tax on productive
activities.
Given the peculiarity of the Transaction and considering the tax regime FdR is subject to
under French law, corporate Resident Shareholders are invited to consult their own tax
advisors in relation to the consequences arising from the purchase and sale of the shares of
the Transferee Company.
Italian pension funds
The capital gains made by Italian pension funds subject to the regime referred to in Article
17 of Legislative Decree No. 252 of 5 December 2005 are not subject to any withholding tax
or substitute tax. The capital gains and losses must be included in the result of the relevant
portfolio accrued at the end of the tax period, which is subject to a substitute tax of 20%
(twenty percent).
Italian investment funds, SICAV and SICAF
The capital gains realised by non-real estate investment funds, SICAVs and SICAFs are not
subject to any withholding tax or substitute tax. The capital gains and losses must be included
in the annual result of the fund, SICAV or SICAF, which is not subject to taxation in their
hands. Under certain circumstances, a 26% (twenty-six percent) withholding tax is applicable in
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relation to the distributions carried out by such funds, SICAVs or SICAFs.
Stamp duty
Under Article 19 of Law Decree No. 201 of 6 December 2011 (for the purposes of this
Paragraph, the “Decree No. 201/2011”), converted, with amendments, by Law No. 214 of
22 December 2011, a proportional stamp duty is generally applied on an annual basis to the
Resident and Non-Resident Shareholders in relation to the market value of financial products
and instruments with a 0.2% rate (zero point two percent).
For shareholders other than natural persons, the tax in question cannot exceed the amount
of EUR 14,000.00 (fourteen thousand).
The stamp duty applies to all the Resident Shareholders (other than banks, insurance
companies, investment funds and pension funds and some other financial intermediaries)
and to all the Non-Resident Shareholders to the extent that the shares are held through a
banking or financial intermediary or insurance company situated in Italy.
IVAFE – Tax on the value of financial products held abroad
Under Article 19 of Decree No. 201/2011, natural persons resident in Italy who hold
financial assets, including shares, outside of Italy are required to pay a special tax (IVAFE)
with a 0.2% (zero point two percent) rate. The tax is generally calculated on the market value of
such financial assets as recorded at the end of each calendar year. The taxpayers can deduct
from the tax owed a tax credit equal to the amount of any capital tax paid in the reference
year in the State where the financial assets are held (up to the full amount of the Italian tax
due).
Tax monitoring obligations
Under Law Decree No. 167 of 28 June 1990, converted with amendments by Law No. 227
of 4 August 1990, as currently in force following the amendments made, the natural persons,
the non-commercial entities, the simple partnership and similar entities, who are resident for
tax purposes in Italy, are required – subject to some conditions – to set out in the “RW Form”
of the annual tax return the amount of the financial investments and assets (including any
shares) held abroad in the tax period that could produce taxable income in Italy. Likewise,
subject to such obligations are the entities belonging to the abovementioned categories that,
while not being direct holders of the financial investments and assets abroad, are the
beneficial owners of the investment under Legislative Decree No. 231 of 21 November 2007.
With regard to shares, such monitoring obligations are not applicable if the shares are not
held abroad and, in any event, if the same are entrusted under management or administration
to resident financial intermediaries and in respect of contracts in any case concluded through
their intervention wherever the financial flows and the income arising from the shares are
subject to withholding tax or substitute tax by the intermediary itself.
Non-Resident Shareholders
Taxation of dividends
The distribution of dividends carried out by FdR in favour of Non-Resident Shareholders
does not trigger taxation for Italian income tax purposes.
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Taxation of capital gains
The capital gains realised by Non-Resident Shareholders in respect of FdR shares are not
subject to taxation in Italy.
2.1.2.9.2 Main French tax consequences
(A)

Introduction

The following is a summary limited to certain tax considerations in France relating to the
Merger and the holding or disposing of the shares of FdR and is included herein solely for
information purposes.
It specifically contains information that may apply to the beneficial owners of the shares of
the Transferee Company (and of any income on such shares) ) who (i) are not French resident
under French tax law, (ii) are not an international organization, a sovereign State or the central
bank of a sovereign State, (iii) will not hold or dispose of their shares of FdR through a fixed
base or a permanent establishment located in France or in connection with a complete
business cycle (cycle commercial complet) completed in France or a business or a profession
conducted in France, (iv) will hold directly or indirectly less than 5% of the share capital and
voting rights of FdR, (v) will not be incorporated, established, domiciled or acting through
an office situated in a non-cooperative State or territory (Etat ou territoire non-coopératif) as set
out in the list referred to in the Article 238-0 A of the French Tax Code (Code général des
impôts) as such list may be amended from time to time by ministerial decree (arrêté ministériel)
(a “Non-Cooperative Jurisdiction”), and (vi) will not receive any income on the shares of
FdR through an account opened in a financial institution situated in a Non-Cooperative
Jurisdiction (the “Non-Resident Shareholders”).
This Paragraph is based on the laws in force in France as of the Date of this Information
Document and is not subject to any changes in law or in their interpretation made after such
date, regardless of any retroactive effect thereof. It does not purport to be a comprehensive
description of all the tax considerations which may be relevant to owning or disposing of the
shares of FdR.
Non-Resident Shareholders are urged to consult their own tax advisor as to the tax
consequences of the ownership and disposition of the shares of FdR and must in any event
also comply with the tax legislation in force in their State of residence, as modified, as the
case may be, by the international tax agreement signed by France and that State.
(B)

Tax consequences of the Merger

For French corporate income tax purposes, the Merger should be eligible to the tax deferral
regime applicable to reorganizations set forth in Articles 210-0 A et seq. of the French Tax
Code, subject to the undertaking by FdR in the Merger Deed to fulfil all the conditions set
forth in Article 210 A of the French Tax Code.
(C)

Tax consequences for the Non-Resident Shareholders

Taxation of dividends
Individuals
Subject to the more favourable provisions of any applicable international tax agreement,
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dividends paid by FdR to Non- Resident Shareholders who are individuals will be subject to
the withholding tax set forth in Article 119 bis 2. of the French Tax Code at a rate of 12.8%.
Certain collective investment undertakings
According to Article 119 bis 2. of the French Tax Code, Non- Resident Shareholders who
are collective investment undertakings may qualify as Qualifying Foreign Collective
Investment Undertakings (as this term is defined below) to the extent they are organized
under the laws of another member State of the European Union or in a State or territory
having concluded with France an assistance agreement to prevent fiscal fraud and evasion
and satisfy the following conditions:
(i)
(ii)

they are raising capital from a number of investors, with a view to investing it in
accordance with a defined investment policy for the benefit of those investors; and
they have similar features as those of French undertakings for collective investments
in transferable securities or alternative investment funds governed by section 1,
paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 of sub-section 2, sub-section 3 or sub-section 4 of Section
2 of Chapter IV of the 1st Title of the 2nd Volume of the French monetary and
financial code (Code monétaire et financier),

the “Qualifying Foreign Collective Investment Undertakings”.
Subject to the more favourable provisions of any applicable international tax agreement,
dividends paid by FdR to Non- Resident Shareholders who are Qualifying Foreign Collective
Investment Undertakings will be subject to the withholding tax set forth in Article 119 bis 2.
of the French Tax Code at a rate of:
-

0% to the extent such dividends are paid by FdR out of its profits subject to French
corporate income tax; and

-

15% to the extent such dividends are paid FdR out of its profits that are exempt from
French corporate income tax pursuant to the regime applicable to real estate listed
companies (sociétés d’investissements immobiliers cotées) (SIIC) pursuant to Article 208 C of
the French Tax Code and for which FdR has opted.

Non- Resident Shareholders who are collective investment undertakings are urged to consult
their own tax advisors with respect to their particular circumstances.
Certain non-profit organizations
According to Article 187 of the French Tax Code, Non Resident Shareholders who are nonprofit organizations may qualify as Qualifying Foreign Non-Profit Organizations (as this
term is defined below) to the extent (i) they have their seat in (x) another member State of
the European Union or (z) in another State of the European Economic Area having
concluded with France an assistance agreement to prevent fiscal fraud and evasion, and (ii)
had their seats been in France, they would only have been subject to French corporate
income tax on their investment income (revenus patrimoniaux) not attributable to their forprofit activities (if any) pursuant to Article 206 5. of the French Tax Code (the “Qualifying
Foreign Non-Profit Organizations”).
Subject to the more favourable provisions of any applicable international tax agreement,
dividends paid by FdR to Non- Resident Shareholders who are Qualifying Foreign Non-
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Profit Organizations will be subject to the withholding tax set forth in Article 119 bis 2. of
the French Tax Code at a rate of 15%.
Non- Resident Shareholders who are non-profit organizations are urged to consult their own
tax advisors with respect to their particular circumstances.
Other Non-Resident Shareholders
Subject to the more favourable provisions of any applicable international tax agreement,
dividends paid by FdR to Non- Resident Shareholders who are neither individuals,
Qualifying Foreign Collective Investment Undertakings or Qualifying Foreign Non-Profit
Organizations will be subject to the withholding tax set forth in Article 119 bis 2. of the
French Tax Code at a rate of 30%.
Taxation of capital gains
Although not explicitly confirmed by the French tax authorities in their published guidelines,
capital gains derived by Non- Resident Shareholders upon disposal of their Shares of FdR
should not be taxable in France pursuant to Article 244 bis C of the French Tax Code.
Non-Resident Shareholders are urged to consult their own tax advisors as to the French tax
consequences associated with a disposal of Shares of FdR in light of their particular
circumstances.
Financial transaction tax
Pursuant to Article 235 ter ZD of the French Tax Code and subject to certain exceptions, a
0.3% tax on financial transactions (taxe sur les transactions financières) is applicable to any
acquisition in exchange for consideration giving rise to the transfer of ownership of equity
instruments or other assimilated instruments insofar as such instruments (i) are listed on a
regulated market, and (ii) have been issued by a corporation having its corporate seat in
France and a market capitalization in excess of EUR 1 billion as of December 1st of the year
preceding that of the acquisition (which is the case of FdR) (the “French FTT”).
Provided that the shares issued by FdR as part of the Merger are newly issued shares, the
French FTT should not be applicable on the shares so received by the Non Resident
Shareholders.
Forecasted ownership structure of the Transferee Company following the completion of the
Transaction
As of the date of the Merger Plan Report, as indicated therein, FdR held an interest in the
corporate capital of Beni Stabili representing approximately 59.87%. Therefore, the
Transferee Company exercises de jure control over the Transferor Company. Moreover, FdR
exercises direction and coordination activity on Beni Stabili, pursuant to Articles 2497 et seq.
of the Italian Civil Code.
Based on communication received pursuant to Article 120 of the Italian Legislative Decree
no. 58 of 24 February 1998, and of the additional information held by the Issuer, in addition
to FdR, the following shareholders appear to have an interest in the corporate capital of Beni
Stabili above 5%:
Declarant

Direct shareholder

% on the share capital
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Credit Agricole S.A.

Predica S.A.

5.697

It also appears that Delfin S.àr.l. holds an interest in the share capital of Beni Stabili of
approximately 3.4%.
As at the same date, on the basis of publicly available information communicated by FdR
and based on additional information publicly available on the website of the French financial
markets authority (Autorité des marchés financiers), the following shareholders appear to hold an
interest in the share capital of the Transferee Company above 5%:
Shareholder

% on the share capital

Group Delfin S.àr.l.

28.3%

Group Assurances du Crédit Mutuel

8.3%

Group Covéa

7.8%

Group Crédit Agricole Assurances

7.4%

Taking into account the Exchange Ratio and assuming that no withdrawal rights are
exercised, the estimated percentage of shareholding in the Transferee Company after the
Merger are provided in the following table:
Shareholder

% on the share capital

Group Delfin S.àr.l.

26.4%

Group Crédit Agricole Assurances

8.1%

Assurances du Crédit Mutuel

7.6%

Group Covéa

7.0%

Floating capital

50.8%

Treasury shares

0.1%

Merger’s effects on shareholders’ agreements
Based on the publicly known information, at the date of this Report no shareholders’
agreements had been concluded pursuant to Article 122 of the Italian Legislative Decree no.
58 of 24 February 1998, relating to the shares of FdR and/or the shares of Beni Stabili.
Reasons and objectives of the Transaction
Reasons for the Merger with a focus on management targets
The Merger is an important step towards simplifying the FdR Group and towards improving
the synergic relationship between its various divisions and business areas that is in line with
an international trend and that seems to be increasingly popular (and which is characterized
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by the sector’s concentration and the creation of large groups capable of competing more
effectively on the European scene).
More specifically, it is believed that, through the Merger, the FdR Group can become even
more proactive in Italy and pursue more effectively the implementation of its real estate
strategy, which was announced in 2015 and which aimed to refocus its activities in the Milan
“prime” office sector, by rotating its portfolio and getting actively involved in developing and
redeveloping properties and areas located in the Municipality of Milan, while continuing to
offer quality services to its customers.
It is believed, in particular, that, through the proposed Merger, Beni Stabili shareholders,
who will acquire shares in the Transferee Company, will gain access to one of the largest
listed real estate groups (so-called REITs) in Europe, which are characterised by:
(A) Unique exposure to real estate markets and sub-segments in Europe growing on a continuous basis
In this regard, FdR and Beni Stabili respectively had, on a “group share” basis, portfolios of
approximately EUR 13.4 billion and approximately EUR 3.6 billion as of 30 June 2018. The
company arising from the Merger would, therefore, have assets of approximately EUR 15
billion.
Furthermore, the FdR Group operates in the main European metropolitan cities (such as
Paris, Berlin and Milan), and also operates in diversified business sectors such as offices,
hotels and residential properties. The FdR Group is also able to offer opportunities in the
framework of a pipeline of significant property development projects (amounting to over EUR
5 billion). As a result thereof, the proposed Merger would allow Beni Stabili’s shareholders
to benefit from greater risk diversification, while at the same time strengthening the ability
to seize the new growth opportunities offered by the various European markets in which
FdR operates. It is also believed that Beni Stabili’s full integration into one of the largest
groups at European level can contribute to further strengthening its industrial and financial
position, acquiring new management skills and benefiting from the wealth of experience,
knowledge and skills developed by FdR in the most advanced markets in the European real
estate business sector.
(B) Broad access and visibility in international capital markets, through a significant increase in the size of
the market capitalisation, the working capital and, more generally, share liquidity
On 19 April 2018 (i.e., the day before Beni Stabili announced the fact that it had received
the Merger proposal from FdR), the Companies Participating in the Merger had a market
capitalization of approximately EUR 6.6 billion (as far as FdR was concerned) and EUR 1.7
billion (as far as Beni Stabili FdR was concerned).
The combination of the two Companies Participating in the Merger would allow to enhance
the capital market visibility of the Transferee Company resulting from the Merger and
increase its liquidity. The Transferee Company would see an increase in the market
capitalization (based on FdR 19 April 2018 figures) of approximately EUR 700 million,
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coupled to an enlarged free float increasing by approximately EUR 500 million thus reaching
50.8% (18).
(C) Improved creditworthiness, with the ensuing possibility of having access to greater financial resources at
more attractive terms and conditions
As a result of the Merger, the future company is expected to be more financially sound, when
compared with the current Transferor Company and it is expected to have a greater ability
to gain access to financial markets.
On the date of this Information Document, FdR benefits from a rating assigned by Standard
& Poor’s amounting to “BBB” (with a positive outlook), whereas Beni Stabili has a rating
awarded by the same agency, amounting to “BBB-” (with a positive outlook).
(D) High profitability
On the basis of the proposed conditions and also taking into account the synergies that are
assumed will take place, the Transaction is expected to have a positive impact on future
economic results, when compared with those already achieved by Beni Stabili.
Furthermore, considering the last dividend distributed per share by the Companies
Participating in the Merger (19), the Transaction’s impact on the current Beni Stabili dividend
would be that of an increase of approximately 16%.
The programs with a focus on the business opportunities as well as any restructuring and/or
reorganisation
For a description of the target programs with a focus on the business opportunities for the
FdR Group, please refer to Paragraph 2.2.1 above.
No material effects on the employees are expected by virtue of the Merger. Since the
Transferor Company and the Transferee Company are neither subject to rules concerning
employee participation in the Member States where they have their registered offices
respectively, nor operating under an employee participation system, the provisions of Article
133 of Directive (EU) 2017/1132 of the European Parliament and Council of 14 June 2017
relating to certain aspects of company law shall not apply. Likewise, conditions provided
under Article 19 of the Decree 108/2008 in relation to participation of employees will not
apply since Beni Stabili is not managed under the regime of participation of the employees.
The Companies Participating in the Merger will start the consultation and information
procedure with the workers trade unions provided under Article 47 of Law no. 428/1990
under Italian law, that will be completed prior to the Effective Date.
As previously indicated, as per the Merger Plan, starting from the Effective Date the
Transferee Company shall have a Permanent Establishment in Italy, to which Beni Stabili’s
current assets and liabilities will be attributed, including its shareholdings in controlled
companies, such as Central SICAF S.p.A. The Permanent Establishment, which will benefit
(18)
(19)

Assuming that no withdrawal right is exercised by the Transferor Company’s shareholders (see
Paragraph 2.1.2.1.5 above).
Based on the 2017 FdR dividend (EUR 4.50 per share) and Beni Stabili dividend (EUR 0.033 per share).
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from the special regime provided under the SIIQ (Società di Investimento Immobiliare Quotate i.e. Listed Real Estate Investment Companies) regulations, will continue without interruption to
carry out the same activities carried out by the Transferor Company until the Effective Date,
using the employees currently employed by the latter.
The employees of Beni Stabili will be granted the same economic and legal treatment
applicable prior to the Merger, especially in relation to the length of their service.
Documents available to the public
The following documents are published, in accordance with the applicable laws and
regulations, on www.benistabili.it under “Governance – Shareholders’ Meeting – Extraordinary
Shareholders’ Meeting 5 September 2018” and “Investor relations – Merger Plan with
Foncière des Régions”, filed and made available at the registered office of Beni Stabili in Rome,
via Piemonte No. 38, so as to allow all those entitled to read them:

3

(i)

this Information Document;

(ii)

the Merger Plan;

(iii)

the explanatory report drawn up by the directors of Beni Stabili under Article
2501-quinquies of the Italian Civil Code, Article 8 of Decree 108/2008 and Article
70, paragraph 2 of the Issuers’ Regulation;

(iv)

the explanatory report drawn up by the directors of FdR pursuant to Articles L.
236-27 and R. 236-16 of the French Commercial Code, together with a courtesy
translation into English;

(v)

the report drawn up by EY S.p.A. in its capacity as Italian Independent Expert,
under Article 2501-sexies of the Italian Civil Code and Article 9 of Decree
108/2008;

(vi)

the reports drawn up by Michel Léger, in his capacity as French Independent
Expert under Articles L.236-25 and L.236-10 of the French Commercial Code,
together with a courtesy translation into English;

(vii)

Beni Stabili’s balance sheet as at 30 June 2018, under Article 2501-quarter of the
Italian Civil Code;

(viii)

FdR’s balance sheet as at 30 June 2018, under Article R. 236-1 of the French
Commercial Code; and

(ix)

the consolidated and separate financial statements of Beni Stabili and FdR (with
reference to FdR, the financial statements are in English) for 2015, 2016 and
2017, together with the related management reports and reports by the
independent auditing companies.

SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS OF THE TRANSACTION
Description of significant effects of the Merger on the key factors that influence
and characterise the Issuers’ activity and of the Transferee Company as well as
the type of business carried out by the Issuer and the Transferee Company

Without prejudice to what is described in Paragraphs 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 above, the Merger shall
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not have significant effects on the key factors that characterise the activity of the Transferee
Company, given that the Companies Participating in the Merger carry out their business in
the same sectors and it is envisaged that the company surviving the Merger shall continue
the business it currently provides.
Implications of the Merger on the strategies concerning commercial and
financial relations and the centralised supply of services between the
companies of the FdR Group
Without prejudice to Paragraphs 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the Merger shall not affect any of the
commercial and financial relations and the centralised supply of services between the
companies of the FdR Group.
4

ECONOMIC, EQUITY AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The financial information included in this Paragraph as of and for the years ended December
31, 2017 and 2016, has been prepared in accordance with IFRS and has been extracted from
the consolidated financial statements of the FdR Group as at December 31, 2017 and 2016
approved by its Board of Directors on February 14, 2018 and February 15, 2017, respectively.
Consolidated Balance Sheet and Income Statement of the FdR Group for
financial years ending 31 December 2017 and 2016
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position as of December 31, 2017 and 2016
As of December 31,
(In Euro thousand)

2017

2016

INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Goodwill
Other intangible fixed assets

1,572

1,572

24,592

24,410

176,262

66,810

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Operating properties
Other tangible fixed assets
Fixed assets in progress
Investment properties

8,399

8,970

19,120

74,761

18,417,648

16,763,445

Non-current financial assets

355,064

255,092

Investments in equity affiliates

368,901

345,392

Deferred tax assets

5,939

10,990

30,763

24,322

19,408,261

17,575,764

519,891

297,894

Loans and finance lease receivables

34,441

17,851

Inventories and work-in-progress

43,237

34,683

Short-term derivatives

17,415

16,370

279,298

270,596

13,280

5,098

Other receivables

108,024

117,841

Accrued expenses

12,505

12,148

Long-term derivatives
Total non-current assets
Assets held for sale

Trade receivables
Tax receivables
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Cash and cash equivalents

1,296,636

Discontinued operations
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
Share capital
Share premium account

1,082,793

-

69,391

2,324,727

1,924,665

21,732,988

19,500,429

224,490

206,274

2,853,696

2,480,609

Own shares

(4,743)

(7,496)

2,375,752

1,840,211

914,112

782,774

Total shareholders' equity, group share

6,363,307

5,302,372

Non-controlling interests

3,804,352

3,165,604

Consolidated reserves
Net income

Total shareholders' equity

10,167,659

8,467,976

Long-term borrowings

8,596,316

8,384,176

Long-term derivatives

261,432

361,037

Deferred tax liabilities

551,030

410,044

Pension plan and other employee benefit

47,508

49,597

Other long-term liabilities

14,062

8,943

9,470,348

9,213,797

Total non-current liabilities
Trade payables

167,624

114,100

Short-term borrowings

1,524,243

1,353,105

Short-term derivatives

61,424

67,833

5,161

5,074

166,062

159,329

Guarantee deposits
Advances and pre-payments
Short-term provisions

10,909

9,599

Current taxes

22,982

14,374

117,759

53,035

18,817

14,819

Other short-term liabilities
Pre-booked income
Discontinued operations

-

27,388

Total current liabilities

2,094,981

1,818,656

TOTAL LIABILITIES

21,732,988

19,500,429

Consolidated Statement of Income for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016
For the year ended December 31,
2017

(In Euro thousand)
Rental income

2016

927,410

892,734

Unrecovered rental costs

(43,225)

(42,071)

Expenses on properties

(30,509)

(31,128)

Net losses on unrecoverable receivables
Net rental income
Management and administration income
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(3,658)

(4,112)

850,018

815,423

20,986

16,904

Business expenses
Overhead
Development costs (not capitalised)
Net cost of operations

(7,310)

(5,964)

(110,929)

(103,478)

(4,102)

(1,038)

(101,355)

(93,576)

Income from other activities

27,979

25,893

Expenses of other activities

(21,770)

(12,812)

Income from other activities

6,209

13,081

Depreciation of operating assets

(9,905)

(8,546)

Net allowances to provisions and other

(5,976)

(9,136)

738,991

717,246

Operating profit
Proceeds from disposals of trading properties
Exit value and/or amortizations of trading properties
Net income from inventory properties
Income from disposals of investment properties and other assets
Carrying value of investment properties sold
Income from assets disposals

6,069

5,405

(10,482)

(10,972)

(4,413)

(5,567)

1,055,672

1,258,782

(1,011,971)

(1,186,362)

43,701

72,420

Gains in value of investment properties

1,076,102

777,819

Losses in value of investment properties

(160,247)

(133,272)

Net valuations gains and losses

915,855

644,547

Income from disposal of securities

(4,139)

17,748

Income from changes in scope

(3,326)

(17,553)

1,686,669

1,428,841

-

(1)

(236,915)

(236,270)

122

27,343

Operating profit (loss) after valuation impact and disposals
Income from non-consolidated companies
Cost of net financial debt
Fair value adjustment on derivatives
Discounting of liabilities and receivables

(6,808)

(3,619)

(23,273)

(52,801)

43,238

27,374

Pre-tax net income

1,463,033

1,190,867

Deferred tax liabilities

(98,438)

(56,868)

Corporate income tax

(12,014)

(10,748)

1,352,581

1,123,251

-

(4,197)

Net income (loss) for the year

1,352,581

1,119,054

Net income from non-controlling interests

(438,469)

(336,280)

914,112

782,774

Group net income per share (€)

12.4

11.6

Group diluted net income per share (€)

12.3

11.5

Net change in financial and other provisions
Share in income of equity affiliates

Net income (loss) for the year from continuing operations
Net income (loss) from discontinued operations

NET INCOME (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR - GROUP SHARE

Summary notes to the consolidated financial statements
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Basis of preparation and general information
The consolidated financial statements of the FdR Group as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2017 were prepared in accordance with the international accounting standards
(International Accounting Standards – IAS e International Financial Reporting Standards IFRS) and integrated by their interpretations (Standing Interpretations Committee - SIC e
International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee – IFRIC) issued by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and adopted by the European Union.
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the historic cost convention,
with the exception of investment properties, properties held for sale and properties under
development and certain financial instruments, which were recognized in accordance with
the fair value to the income statement and/or shareholders’ equity.
In accordance with the conceptual framework for IFRS, preparation of the financial
statements requires making estimates and using assumptions that affect the amounts shown
in these financial statements. The significant estimates made by the FdR Group in preparing
the financial statements mainly relate to:
-

the valuations used for testing impairment, in particular assessing the recoverable
value of goodwill and intangible fixed assets;

-

measurement of the fair value of investment properties;

-

assessment of the fair value of derivative financial instruments;

-

measurement of provisions.
Basis of consolidation

Financial Statements of the FdR Group include the financial statements of FdR and the
financial statements of its subsidiaries.
Consolidated subsidiaries – IFRS 10
According to the provisions of IFRS 10, there is control over an entity (subsidiary) if and
only if, at the same time, an entity:
-

has power over the issuing entity;

-

has the ability to exercise its power in such as manner as to affect the amount of
returns that it receives;

-

the profitability (positive or negative) of its investment is subject to the variation of
the profitability of the subsidiary.

Equity affiliates – IAS 28
In compliance with IAS 28, an equity affiliate is an entity in which the group has significant
control. Significant control is the power to participate in decisions relating to the financial
and operational policy of an issuing entity without, however, exercising control or joint
control on these policies.
The results and the assets and liabilities of equity affiliates are recognized in the consolidated
financial statements of the FdR Group according to the equity method.
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Partnerships (joint control) – IFRS 11
In compliance with IFRS 11, a joint venture is a partnership in which the parties which
exercise joint control over the entity have rights to its net assets.
Joint control means the contractual agreement to share the control exercised over a company,
which only exists in the event where the decisions concerning relevant business activities
require the unanimous consent of the parties sharing the control.
The results and the assets and liabilities of joint ventures are recognized in consolidated
financial statements of the FdR Group according to the equity method.
Accounting principles applicable to the main items of the consolidated financial statements
Intangible fixed assets
Identifiable intangible fixed assets are amortized on a straight-line basis over their expected
useful lives. Intangible fixed assets acquired are recorded on the balance sheet at acquisition
cost. They primarily include entry fees (long-term leases conferring ad rem rights and
occupancy rights for car parks) and computer software.
Intangible fixed assets are amortized on a straight-line basis, as follows:
-

Software: over a period of one to three years;

-

Occupancy rights: 30 years.

Investment properties (IAS 40)
In accordance with IAS 40, investment properties are assessed at their fair value and changes
in fair value are recorded in the income statement. Investment properties are not depreciated.
Valuations are carried out in accordance with the Code of Conduct applicable to SIICs and
the Charter of Property Valuation Expertise, the recommendations of the COB/CNCC
working group chaired by Mr Barthès de Ruyter and the International Plan in accordance
with European TEGoVA standards and those of the Red Book of the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS).
The real estate portfolio directly held by the FdR Group was appraised in full on December
31, 2017 by independent real estate experts including BNP Real Estate, JLL, DTZ, CBRE,
Cushman, Yard Valltech, CFE, MKG, VIF, REAG and Christie & Co.
The assets were estimated at values excluding and/or including duties, and rents at market
value.
Estimates were made using the comparative method, the rent capitalization method and the
discounted future cash flows method.
The assets are recognized at their net market value.
Investment properties represent the majority of the FdR Group’s portfolio.
The buildings occupied by the FdR Group are recognised as operating properties (corporate
headquarters, office buildings occupied by employees and spaces operated for its own
account as co-working spaces.).
Assets under development
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In accordance with amended IAS 40, assets under construction are recognised according to
the general fair-value principle, except where it is not possible to determine this fair value on
a reliable and ongoing basis. In such cases, the asset is carried at cost.
As a result, development programmes and extensions or remodelling of existing assets that
are not yet commissioned are recognised at their fair value, and are treated as investment
properties whenever the administrative and technical fair-value reliability criteria – i.e.
administrative, technical and commercial criteria – are met.
In accordance with revised IAS 23, the borrowing cost during a period of construction and
renovation is included in the cost of the assets. The capitalised amount is determined on the
basis of fees paid for specific borrowings and, where applicable, for financing from general
borrowings based on the weighted average rate of the particular debt.
Other financial assets
Other financial assets consist of investment-fund holdings, which cannot be classified as cash
or cash equivalents.
These securities are recognised upon acquisition at cost plus transaction costs. They are then
recognised at fair value in the income statement on the reporting date. The fair value is
arrived at on the basis of recognised valuation techniques (reference to recent transactions,
discounted cash flows, etc.). Some securities that cannot be reliably measured at fair value
are recognised at acquisition cost.
Securities available for sale of listed and not consolidated companies are recorded at their
stock-market price with an offsetting entry in share-holders’ equity in accordance with IAS
39.
Dividends received are recognised when they have been approved by vote.
Loans
At each reporting date, loans are recorded at their amortised cost. Moreover, impairment is
recognised and recorded on the income statement when there is an objective indication of
impairment as a result of an event occurring after the initial recognition of the asset.
Inventories and work-in-progress
The inventories held by the FdR Group relate mainly to Beni Stabili’s “Trading portfolio” and
the Germany Residential segment. They are intended to be sold during the normal course of
business. They are recorded at acquisition price and, as applicable, are depreciated in relation
to the sale value (independent appraisal value).
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash, short-term deposits, and money-market funds. These
are short-term, highly liquid assets that are easily convertible into a known cash amount, and
for which the risk of a change in value is negligible.
Financial Liabilities
At initial recognition, financial liabilities are measured at fair value, minus the transaction
costs directly attributable to the issue of the liability. They are then recognised at amortised
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cost based on the effective interest rate. The effective rate includes the nominal rate and
actuarial amortisation of issue expenses and issue and redemption premiums.
Derivatives and hedging instruments
The FdR Group uses derivatives to hedge its floating rate debt against interest rate risk
(hedging of future cash flows).
Derivative financial instruments are recorded on the balance sheet at fair value. The fair value
is calculated using valuation techniques that use mathematical calculations based on
recognised financial theories and parameters that incorporate the prices of market-traded
instruments. This valuation is carried out by an external service provider.
The FdR Group has been applying IFRS 13. This standard requires accounting for
counterparty risk (i.e. the risk of a counterparty defaulting on its commitments) in the
assessment of the fair value of financial assets and liabilities.
The majority of the financial instruments in the Italy Offices segment qualify for hedge
accounting as defined by IAS 39. In this case, changes in the fair value of the effective portion
of the hedge are recognised net of tax in shareholders’ equity until the hedged transaction
occurs. The ineffective portion is recorded in the income statement.
Only Beni Stabili used hedge accounting as at December 31, 2017. In other cases, given the
characteristics of its debt the FdR group no longer qualifies for hedge accounting under IAS
39. All derivative instruments are therefore recognised at their fair value, and changes are
reflected in the income statement.
Rental income
According to the presentation of the income statement, rental income is treated as revenues.
Car park receipts, disposals of assets in inventory and service charges are now shown in
specific lines of the income statement below net rental income.
As a general rule, invoicing is quarterly. The rental income of investment properties is
recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the ongoing leases. Any benefits granted
to tenants (rent-free periods, step rental leases) are amortised on a straight-line basis over the
duration of the lease agreement, in compliance with SIC 15.
Notes to the consolidated statement of financial position
The following notes set forth our summary of consolidated statement of financial position
for the FdR Group.
Tangible and intangible fixed assets
The tables below set forth composition and changes of tangible and intangible fixed assets
for the FdR Group for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016.
As of
December
31, 2016
(In Euro thousand)
Goodwill

1,572

Change
in
scope Increase/ Disposal/
and Allocation Recovery
interest
rates
0
0
0
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Change
in
fair
value
0

As of
Transfers December
31, 2017
0

1,572

Intangible fixed assets

24,410

0

(1,381)

(97)

0

1,660

24,592

Gross amounts

97,079

29

2,186

(7,477)

0

4,320

96,137

Amortization

(72,669)

(29)

(3,567)

7,380

0

(2,660)

(71,545)

150,541

486

16,366

(2,547)

0

38,935

203,781
176,262

Tangible fixed assets
Operating properties

66,810

(1)

(2,495)

(1,336)

0

113,284

Gross amounts

84,714

(1)

582

(2,612)

0

120,247

202,930

Depreciation

(17,904)

0

(3,077)

1,276

0

(6,963)

(26,668)

Other tangible fixed assets

8,970

116

(138)

(1,219)

0

670

8,399

Gross amounts

22,164

130

3,121

(1,668)

0

(2,967)

20,780

Depreciation

(13,194)

(14)

(3,259)

449

0

3,637

(12,381)

74,761

371

18,999

8

0

(75,019)

19,120

74,761

371

18,999

8

0

(75,019)

19,120

0

Fixed assets in progress
Gross amounts

0

0

0

0

0

0

Investment properties

Depreciation

16,763,445

780,229

1,152,054

(13,000)

899,860 (1,164,940)

18,417,648

Operating properties

15,859,637

780,229

846,021

(12,205)

755,869

(496,783)

17,732,768

Properties under development

903,808

0

306,033

(795)

143,991

(668,157)

684,880

Assets held for sale

297,894

0

1,713

(970,863)

15,995

1,175,152

519,891

Assets held for sale

297,894

0

1,713

(970,863)

15,995

1,175,152

519,891

17,237,862

780,715

1,168,752

(986,507)

915,855

50,807

19,167,484

Total

Intangible fixed assets except for Goodwill, amounting to EUR 24.6 million as of December
31, 2017, primarily include occupancy rights for car parks.
Operating properties, amounting to EUR 176.3 million as of December 31, 2017, increased
by EUR 109.5 million compared to December 2016, mainly due to investment property
transferred into operating property following the decision to operate as own spaces for coworking (The Line and Art&Co).
Fixed assets in progress, amounting to EUR 19.1 million as of December 31, 2017, decreased
by 74.4% compared to EUR 74.8 million as of December 31, 2016. More specifically:
-

an increase of EUR 19.0 million, due inter alia works done on the co-working asset
and on an operating, instalments on a call option to purchase a hotel in Berlin and
on asset acquisitions in Germany;

-

a decrease of EUR 75.0 million, among use of EUR 58.1 million advance payment
following the exercise of purchase options on 5 NH hotels, EUR 9 million following
the acquisition of buildings in Germany and EUR 5 million following the acquisition
of the asset located in Milan on Via Principe Amedeo.

Investment properties, amounting to EUR 18,417.6 million as of December 31, 2017,
increased by 9.9% compared to EUR 16,763.4 million as of December 31, 2016. The
increasing includes:
-

EUR 780.2 million relating to “Share deals” transactions, of which in detail: EUR
488.9 million for the acquisition of companies that own assets located in Berlin,
Potsdam and Leipzig, EUR 204.9 million for the he acquisition of companies Trade
Centre Hotel and Bardiomar owning 2 hotels in Spain Gran Marina and AC Forum;
EUR 86.4 million for the full consolidation of the Dassault Systèmes extension.
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-

EUR 846 million for the acquisitions of company branches and works including:
 For the “France Offices” segment EUR 38.4 million for the VTA Orange office
located in Paris (including capex);
 For the “Italy Offices” segment EUR 159.7 million (including capex);
 For the “Hotels in Europe” segment EUR 485.1 million;
 For the “Germany Residential” segment EUR 162.0 million (including capex).

Assets held for sale, amounting to EUR 519.9 million as of December 31, 2017, increased
by 74.5% compared to EUR 297.9 million as of December 31, 2016. Specifically, disposal of
assets amounted to EUR 970.9 million and it includes:
-

For the “France Offices” segment EUR 286.7 million;

-

For the “Italy Offices” segment EUR 189.9 million;

-

For the “Germany Residential/ Hotel Europa” segment EUR 347,3 million.

Non-current financial assets
The tables below set forth composition and changes of non-current financial assets for the
FdR Group for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016.

(In Euro thousand)
Ordinary loans
Total loans and current accounts
Advances and pre-payments on acquisition
of shares
Securities at historic cost

As of
Decem
ber 31,
2016

Increas
e

Change Change
Transfe
in
in
rs
fair consoli
value dation
(27,329)
0 (18,507)
6,749
Decrea
se

192,653

8,553

192,653

8,553 (27,329)

As of
Decem
ber 31,
2017
162,119

0 (18,507)

6,749

162,119

0 (13,400)

0

147,120

139

43,651

13,400

147,120

0

44,154

200

(842)

0

0

Subscribed capital not paid up

20,160

0

(120)

0

0

0

20,040

Total other financial assets

77,714

147,320

(962)

0 (13,400)

139

210,811

Finance-lease receivables

2

0

(2,042)

0

0

2,040

0

Total finance-lease receivables

2

0

(2,042)

0

0

2,040

0

13,765

11

(916)

0

0

0

12,860

11

(916)

0

Receivables on financial assets
Total receivables on financial assets

13,765

Total

284,134

Depreciation and amortisation
Net total non-current financial assets

(29,042)
255,092

155,884 (31,249)
(2,541)

997

153,343 (30,252)

0

0

12,860

0 (31,907)

8,928

385,790

0

(1)

(139)

(30,726)

0 (31,908)

8,789

355,064

Non-current financial assets include:
-

Ordinary loans amounting to EUR 162.1 million as of December 31, 2017;

-

Other financial assets, including:
 advances and pre-payments on acquisition of shares, amounting to EUR 147.1
million as of December 31, 2017;
 securities at historic cost amounting to EUR 43.6 million as of December 31,
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2017, including investments held by Beni Stabili in property funds to EUR 30.5
million. Potential impairments are recorded in the income statement.
 Share capital of Foncière Développement Tourisme subscribed by the Caisse des
Dépôts et Consignations and to EUR 20 million December 31, 2017.
Investments in equity affiliates and joint ventures

% held

(In Euro thousand)
Latécoère 2 (DS Campus
extension) *

50.10%

SCI Factor E and SCI
Orianz

34.69%

Lenovilla (New Vélizy)

50.10%

Euromarseille (Euromed)

50.00%

Cœur d’Orly (Askia)

25.00%

Investire Immobiliare and
others
Iris Holding France

19.90%

OPCI IRIS Invest 2010

19.90%

OPCI Camp Invest

19.90%

Dahlia

20.00%

SCI Porte Dorée

50.00%

FDM Management

40.70%

As of
As of
Operati
Decemb Decemb
Country
ng
er 31,
er 31,
segment
2016
2017
France
France
Offices
France
Offices
(Properti
France
es under
develop
ment)
France
France
Offices
France
France
Offices
France
France
Offices
Italy
Italy
Offices
Hotels
Belgium,
in
Germany
Europe
Hotels
in
France
Europe
Hotels
in
France
Europe
Hotels
in
France
Europe
Hotels in
Europe
(Assets
France
under
develop
ment)
France
Hotels in
and
Europe
Germany

Total

Change

Of
which
Of
distribut
which
ion
share of
and
net
change
income
in
scope

1,528

0

(1,528)

2,743

(4,272)

2,073

5,194

3,120

3,120

0

59,579

71,236

11,656

11,656

0

41,219

39,325

(1,894)

10,606

(12,500)

(597)

2,883

3,480

(1,705)

5,184

19,042

17,762

(1,280)

(693)

(587)

11,933

14,141

2,208

2,647

(439)

27,423

28,226

804

2,171

(1,368)

18,919

19,951

1,032

2,148

(1,116)

15,842

16,784

942

1,703

(761)

5,933

10,328

4,395

4,395

0

142,498

143,072

574

4,446

(3,871)

345,392

368,901

23,509

43,238

(19,729)

Investments in equity affiliates, amounting to EUR 368.9 million as of December 31, 2017,
increased by 6.8% compared to EUR 345.4 million as of December 31, 2016. The change
over the period of EUR 23.5 million was the result of the net income of the period amounting
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to EUR 43.2 million, the allocation of Coeur d’Orly losses to the partners amounting to EUR
5.2 million and dividend distributions amounting to EUR 24.9 million.
Trade receivables
The tables below set forth composition and changes of trade receivable for the FdR Group
at December 31, 2017 and 2016.
As of December 31,
(In Euro thousand)

2017

2016

Change

%

Expenses to be re-invoiced to tenants

141,028

126,551

14,477

11.4%

Rent-free periods

110,717

117,622

(6,905)

-5.9%

Trade receivables

54,179

54,166

13

0.0%

Total trade receivables

305,924

298,339

7,585

2.5%

Impairment of receivables

(26,626)

(27,743)

1,117

-4.0%

Net total trade receivables

279,298

270,596

8,702

3.2%

Net total trade receivables, amounting to EUR 279.3 million as of December 31, 2017
increased by 3.2% compared to EUR 270.6 million as of December 31, 2016. More
specifically, the item includes:
-

expenses to be re-invoiced to tenants amounting to EUR 141 million, to be invoiced
to tenants;

-

rent-free periods amounting to EUR 110.7 million.

Other receivables
The tables below set forth composition and changes of other receivables for the FdR Group
for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016.
As of December 31,
(In Euro thousand)

2017

2016

Change

%

Government receivables

71,951

67,822

4,129

6.1%

Other receivables

26,216

15,791

10,425

66.0%

Security deposits received

5,281

29,800

(24,519)

-82.3%

Current accounts

4,576

4,428

148

3.3%

108,024

117,841

(9,817)

-8.3%

Total other receivables

Other receivables, amounting to EUR 108.0 million as of December 31, 2017, decreased by
EUR 9.8 million compared to December 31, 2016. More specifically, the item includes:
-

Government receivables amounting to EUR 71.9 million, comprise EUR 35.6
million for France Office, EUR 18.9 million for Italy Offices, EUR 15.1 million for
Hotels in Europe and EUR 1.6 million for Corporate. The receivables are mainly
VAT and government receivables following the payment of tax adjustments
recognised and for which no provision is recorded, amounting to EUR 34.7 million;
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-

Security deposits received, amounting to EUR 5.3 million as of December 31, 2017,
decreased by EUR 24.5 million compared to December 31, 2016 and it’s attributable
to “France Residential” segment for EUR 19.7 million, “Germany Residential” for
EUR 2 million, “France Offices” for EUR 2 million and “Car Parks” for EUR 0.8
million.

Cash and cash equivalents
The tables below set forth composition and changes of cash and cash equivalents for the
FdR Group at December 31, 2017 and 2016.
As of December 31,
(In Euro thousand)
Money-market securities available for sale

2017

2016

Change

732,582

875,790

(143,208)

-16.4%

Cash at bank

564,054

207,003

357,051

172.5%

1,296,636

1,082,793

213,843

19.7%

Total cash and cash equivalents

%

Total cash and cash equivalents amounted to EUR 1,296.6 million as of December 31, 2017
and consisted of:
- cash at bank for EUR 564.1 million;
- money-market securities available for sale for EUR 732.6 million. As of December
31, 2017, the portfolio of money market securities available for sale consisted mainly
of traditional money market funds (Level 2).
Shareholders’ equity
The tables below set forth composition of shareholders’ equity for the FdR Group at
December 31, 2017 and 2016.
As of December 31,
2017

(In Euro thousand)
Share capital
Share premium account
Own shares

2016
224,490

206,274

2,853,696

2,480,609

(4,743)

(7,496)

2,375,752

1,840,211

914,112

782,774

Total shareholders' equity, group share

6,363,307

5,302,372

Non-controlling interests

3,804,352

3,165,604

10,167,659

8,467,976

Consolidated reserves
Net income

Total shareholders' equity

Debt
The tables below set forth composition of debt for the FdR Group for the years ended
December 31, 2017 and 2016.
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As of
December
31, 2016
5,158,577

(In Euro thousand)
Bank borrowings
Other borrowings
Treasury bills
Securitised loans
Non-convertible bonds
Convertible bonds (1)
Subtotal interest-bearing loans
Accrued interest
Deferral of loan expenses

120,965

(3,537)

22,588

0

117,998

1,035,400

47,000

(305,000)

0

0

777,400

3,978

0

0

0

0

3,978

2,559,129

800,927

(275,716)

0

0

3,084,340

894,695

0

(349,695)

0

0

545,000

2,461,858 (2,226,821)

9,727,494

143,553

0

10,106,084

60,950

63,144

(60,935)

156

41

63,356

(66,960)

21,410

(28,324)

(1,002)

(678)

(75,554)

15,797

0

0

0

10,876

26,673

2,546,412 (2,316,080)

142,707

10,239

10,120,559

8,384,176

8,596,316
1,524,243

340,160

0

0

1,509

(155,657)

186,012

48,018

0

0

0

40,648

88,666

1,509

(115,009)

388,178
of which Liabilities

Total bank debt

As of
December
31, 2017
0
5,577,368

(1,292,873)

1,353,105

of which Assets

Other
changes

23,232

of which Short-term

Total derivatives

Change in
scope

1,590,699

9,737,281

Convertible bond derivatives

Decrease

75,715

Creditor banks
Total borrowings (LT/ST) excl.
FV of ORNANE-type bonds
of which Long-term
Valuation of financial instruments

Increase

(40,692)
428,870
10,125,459

274,678
(48,178)
322,856

2,546,412 (2,316,080)

144,216

(104,770)

10,395,237

Other short-term liabilities
As of December 31,
(In Euro thousand)
Social debt

2017
20,733

2016
19,660

Change
1,073

%
5.5%

Tax debt

19,028

15,172

3,856

25.4%

8,569

3,230

5,339

165.3%

0

0

-

-

Current accounts – liabilities
Dividends to be paid
Other debt
Total other short-term liabilities

69,429

14,973

54,456

363.7%

117,759

53,035

64,724

122.0%

Other short-term liabilities, amounting to EUR 117.8 million as of December 31, 2017,
increased by EUR 64.7 million compared to December 31, 2016. The change includes:
-

EUR 55 million of deferred payment on the acquisition of hotels in Spain, for which
payment is planned late in 2018;

-

Increasing of tax liabilities for EUR 3.9 million (including EUR 2.7 million of change
for Hotels in Europe, EUR 0.7 million for Offices France and EUR 0.5 million for
Offices Italy).
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Notes to the consolidated statement of income
Rental income
The rental income consists of rental and similar income (e.g. occupancy fees and entry rights)
invoiced for investment properties during the period. Rent exemptions, step rental schemes
and entry rights are spread out over the fixed term of the lease.
The table below sets forth rental income of FdR Group for the years ended December 31,
2017 and 2016.
(In Euro thousand)
France Offices

2017

2016

Change

%

272,131

274,847

(2,716)

-1.0%

Italy Offices

204,837

199,651

5,186

2.6%

Total Offices rental income

476,968

474,498

2,470

0.5%

Hotels in Europe

208,847

190,548

18,299

9.6%

Germany Residential

230,154

212,501

17,653

8.3%

11,441

15,187

(3,746)

-24.7%

927,410

892,734

34,676

3.9%

France Residential
Total rental income

Total rental income amounted to EUR 927.4 million for the year ended December 31, 2017,
compared to EUR 892.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2016, increasing by EUR
34.7 million. This increasing is attributable to the following effects:
-

a decrease by 1% in rental income at France Offices attributable primarily to the
effect of asset disposals;

-

an increase by 2.6% in Italy Offices rents, due primarily to acquisitions (note that the
tenant Telecom Italia accounts for 48% of total revenues in the Italy Offices segment
for EUR 98.9 million);

-

an increase by 9.6% in rental income at Hotels in Europe, principally as a result of
acquisitions, increased rents at AccorHotels and the deliveries of assets under
development in France and Germany;

-

an increase by 8.3% in rental income from the Germany Residential segment,
principally as a result of acquisitions;

-

a decrease by 24.7% in the France Residential segment due to disposals and assets
made vacant for their disposal.

Net cost of operations
Net cost of operations amounted to negative EUR 101.4 million for the year ended
December 31, 2017, compared to negative EUR 93.6 million for the year ended December
31, 2016.
The table below sets forth net cost of operations, consist of head office expenses and
operating costs net of revenues from management and administration activities.
(In Euro thousand)
Management and administration income
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2017

2016

Change

%

20,986

16,904

4,082

24.1%

Business expenses
Overhead
Development costs (not capitalised)
Total net operating costs

(7,310)

(5,964)

(1,346)

22.6%

(110,929)

(103,478)

(7,451)

7.2%

(4,102)

(1,038)

(3,064)

n.a.

(101,355)

(93,576)

(7,779)

8.3%

-

Management and administration income, amounting to EUR 21.0 million for the year
ended December 31, 2017, increased by EUR 4.1 million, due primarily to
consolidation of Revalo in Italy, a company specialized in the management of real
estate portfolios;

-

overheads, amounting to EUR 110.9 million for the year ended December 31, 2017,
increased by EUR 7.5 million, particularly for payroll following the increase in
headcount in Italy (Revalo) and Germany;

-

development costs amounting to EUR 4.1 million for the year ended December 31,
2017 relate to various discontinued projects in the France Offices segment and
Germany Residential segment.

Change in the fair value of assets
2017

2016

Change

250,578

277,489

(26,911)

-9.7%

63,188

74,292

(11,104)

-14.9%

Hotels in Europe

100,161

34,838

65,323

187.5%

Germayn Residential

502,222

259,019

243,203

93.9%

(294)

(1,091)

797

-73.1%

915,855

644,547

271,308

42.1%

(In Euro thousand)
France Offices
Italy Offices

France Residential
Total change in fair value of properties

%

-

At France Offices, the fair value is driven by creating value in the assets delivered in
2017 (increasing by 28% on average).

-

In Hotels in Europe, value creation depends largely on the acquisition of the Spanish
portfolio acquisition in early 2017 (increasing by 7.2%).

-

At Germany Residential, the asset values benefited from indexing and the
compression of present-value discount rates.

Income from changes in consolidation
For the year ended December 31, 2017, a loss of EUR 3.3 million was recognised under
income from changes in consolidation scope, primarily due to acquisitions of shares in the
Germany Residential segment.
Costs of the net financial debt
Costs of the net financial debt amounted to EUR 236.9 million for the year ended December
31, 2017, essentially stable compared to EUR 236.3 million for the year ended December 31,
2016.
The table below sets forth the compositions of this item:
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(In Euro thousand)
Interest income on cash transactions

2017
13,286

13,255

31

0.2%

Interest expense on financing operations

(201,395)

(198,051)

(3,344)

1.7%

Net expenses on hedges
Net Financing Cost

2016

Change

%

(48,806)

(51,474)

2,668

-5.2%

(236,915)

(236,270)

(645)

0.3%

Net financial income
Net financial income amounted to negative EUR 266.9 million for the year ended December
31, 2017, compared to negative EUR 265.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2016.
The table below sets forth the composition of this item:
(In Euro thousand)
Cost of net financial debt

2017

2016

Change

%

(236,915)

(236,270)

(645)

0.3%
-51.5%

Positive changes in the fair value of financial instruments

59,435

122,566

(63,131)

Negative changes in the fair value of financial instruments

(59,313)

(95,223)

35,910

-37.7%

122

27,343

(27,221)

-99.6%

Changes in the fair value of financial instruments
Financial income from discounting

1,871

2,216

(345)

-15.6%

Financial expenses from discounting

(8,679)

(5,835)

(2,844)

48.7%

Discounting

(6,808)

(3,619)

(3,189)

88.1%

Impact of discounting and changes in fair value

(6,686)

23,724

(30,410)

-128.2%

Expenses net of financial provisions and other
Total net financial income

(23,273)

(52,801)

29,528

-55.9%

(266,874)

(265,347)

(1,527)

0.6%

Audit by the Auditing Company
The consolidated financial statements of FdR Group as of and for the years ended December
31, 2017 and 2016 have been audited by independent joint auditors Ernst & Young et Autres
and Mazars, who issued their audit reports thereto, respectively on February 28, 2018 and
February 28, 2017.
The independent joint auditors issued unmodified audit reports on the consolidated financial
statements of FdR mentioned above. The auditors’ reports are available on the FdR’s website
(www.covivio.eu).
Statement of cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016
(In Euro thousand)

For the year ended
December 31,
2017
2016

Total consolidated net income of continuing operations

1,352,581

Total consolidated net income of discontinued operations
Net consolidated income (including minority interests)
Net amortisation, depreciation and provisions (excluding provisions relating to current
assets)
Unrealised gains and losses relating to changes in fair value
Income and expenses calculated on stock options and related share-based payments
Other calculated income and expenses

100

1,123,251

-

(4,197)

1,352,581

1,119,054

17,785

25,801

(915,978)

(670,248)

6,672

5,457

26,184

33,658

Gains or losses on disposals
Gains or losses from dilution and accretion

(46,533)

(92,240)

(18)

(61,355)

Share of income from companies accounted for under the equity method

(43,238)

(27,374)

Cash flow from continuing operations after tax and cost of net financial debt

397,455

336,950

Cash flow from discontinued operations after tax and cost of net financial debt

-

4,788

Cash flow after tax and cost of net financial debt

397,455

341,738

Cost of net financial debt

236,915

236,270

Income tax expense

110,452

67,616

Cash flow from continuing operations before tax and cost of net financial debt

744,822

640,836

-

10,175

Cash flow from discontinued operations before tax and cost of net financial debt
Cash flow before tax and cost of net financial debt
Taxes paid
Change in working capital requirements on continuing operations (including employee
benefits liabilities)
NET CASH FLOW PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES OF
CONTINUING OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES OF
DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
NET CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Impact of changes in the scope of consolidation
Disbursements related to acquisition of tangible and intangible fixed assets
Proceeds relating to the disposal of tangible and intangible fixed assets
Disbursements relating to acquisition of financial assets (non-consolidated securities)
Proceeds relating to the disposal of financial assets (non-consolidated securities)
Dividends received (companies accounted for under the equity method, non-consolidated
securities)
Change in loans and advances granted
Other cash flow from investment activities
NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES OF CONTINUING
OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES OF DISCONTINUED
OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
Impact of changes in the scope of consolidation

744,822

651,011

(7,280)

(63,705)

719

(143,369)

738,261

433,762

-

62,849

738,261

496,611

(667,541)

80,974

(1,114,261)

(845,178)

1,066,653

1,246,888

(200)

(140)

828

5,191

21,465

109,004

(3,305)

(39,642)

(6,365)

(1,803)

(702,726)

555,294

-

61,841

(702,726)

617,135

272,147

(191,820)

468,876

178,659

Amounts received from shareholders in connection with capital increases:
Paid by parent company shareholders
Paid by minority shareholders of consolidated companies

66,326

-

2,066

(3,182)

Dividends paid to parent company shareholders

(324,733)

(286,566)

Dividends paid to non-controlling interests of consolidated companies

(169,385)

(151,712)

Proceeds related to new borrowings

2,432,607

Purchases and sales of treasury shares
Dividends paid during the reporting period:

Net interest paid (including finance lease agreements)

(235,974)

3,192,763
(3,219,798
)
(244,239)

Other cash flow from financing activities

(124,043)

(89,923)

Repayments of borrowings (including finance lease agreements)
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(2,226,821)

NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES OF CONTINUING
OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES OF DISCONTINUED
OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

161,066

(815,818)

0

(128,335)

161,066

(944,153)

Impact of changes in accounting policies
CHANGE IN NET CASH OF CONTINUING OPERATIONS

-

-

196,601

173,238

CHANGE IN NET CASH OF DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

-

(3,645)

196,601

169,593

Opening cash position

1,060,137

890,544

Closing cash position

1,256,738

1,060,137

196,601

169,593

CHANGE IN NET CASH

Change in cash and cash equivalents

Consolidated net financial position
As at 31st December
(in Euro thousands)

2017

Bank debt

2016
10,121

9,737

Cash and cash equivalents

1,297

1,083

Net debt

8,824

8,654

5

UNAUDITED PRO-FORMA CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Introduction
The unaudited pro-forma consolidated financial information of the Beni Stabili Group
consists of the pro-forma consolidated statement of financial position, the pro-forma
consolidated statement of profit and loss and consolidated statement of cash flows as of and
for the years ended December 31, 2017 (the “Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated
Financial Information”). The Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Financial Information
has been prepared in accordance with CONSOB communication No. DEM/1052803 of
July 5, 2001 solely for information purposes, in order to reflect retroactively, on the historical
consolidated data of the Beni Stabili Group, the significant effects of the Transaction. The
Transaction is described in Paragraph 2.1 above.
In particular, the Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Financial Information was prepared to
reflect the effects of the Transaction as if it had occurred, with regard to the impact on the
Statement of Financial Position on December 31, 2017, and with regard to the Statement of
Profit and Loss and Statement of Cash Flows, on January 1, 2017.
The Transaction, which consists of operations that will take place substantially at the same
time, includes the cross-border merger between Beni Stabili and FdR through the assignment
to the shareholders of Beni Stabili of 8.5 shares of the Transferee Company (each with a
nominal value of EUR 3.00) for every 1,000 ordinary shares of the Transferor Company
held. Starting from the date on which the Transaction is completed, the shareholders of Beni
Stabili will no longer be holders of Beni Stabili shares and will, instead, hold shares in FdR,
which is expected to take the name of “Covivio S.A.”.
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For a proper understanding of the information contained in the Unaudited Pro-Forma
Consolidated Financial Information, it should be noted that:
(i)

since these representations are based on assumptions, if the Merger had actually
occurred on such dates, the results that are presented therein would not be necessarily
the same;

(ii)

the pro-forma adjustments represent the main effects on assets, economic and
financial items, directly connected with the Merger;

(iii)

the consolidated pro-forma data does not reflect projected figures and is not
intended, in any way, to represent a forecast of the future asset and liabilities, and of
the economic and financial situation of the Group post Merger;

(iv)

in consideration of the different purposes of the pro-forma consolidated data as
compared to historical figures, and in consideration of the various criteria used to
prepare the pro-forma adjustments made to the Beni Stabili Group’s consolidated
financial statements, the pro-forma consolidated Statement of Financial Position and
the Pro-Forma Consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss and Consolidated
Statement of Cash Flows have to be analysed and interpreted separately, without
attempting to find accounting connections between them.

Finally, pursuant to Annex II of the Regulation 809/2004/EC, all the adjustments reflected
in the pro-forma consolidated data are considered to have a permanent effect, with the
exception of those indicated at the bottom of the Pro-Forma Consolidated Statement of
Profit and Loss that are also commented in the explanatory notes.
The Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Financial Information presented in this Information
Document have been examined by the Auditing Company that issued its examination report
on 2 August 2018, attached as Annex 10.
Unaudited Pro-Forma Consolidated Financial Information as of and for the
years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016
The Unaudited Pro-Forma Consolidated Financial Information have been prepared on the
basis of the consolidated financial statement of Beni Stabili Group as of and for the year
ended December 31, 2017, prepared in accordance with IFRS and audited by the Auditing
Company, who issued its report on March 16, 2018.
The purposes of presenting consolidated pro-forma data, the basic assumptions for their
preparation, the definition of the financial information of the Beni Stabili Group post-Merger
and the pro-forma adjustments are described in the following paragraphs herein.
The Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Financial Information is presented in a statement
with seven columns, as follows:
(i)

Beni Stabili Group’s historical data extracted from the 2017 consolidated financial
statement, reclassified in accordance with presentation schemes of FdR Group
(column A);

(ii)

the effects arising from the consolidation in FdR Group of those activities, different
from Beni Stabili Group ones (column B);
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(iii)

the consolidated financial statement of FdR Group as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2017, audited by independent joint auditors Ernst & Young et Autres
e Mazars, who issued their audit reports on February 28, 2018 (column C);

(iv)

the effects arising from the merger by incorporation of Beni Stabili into FdR through
the assignment Beni Stabili shareholders of 8.5 ordinary shares of the Transferee
Company (each with a nominal value of EUR 3) for every 1,000 ordinary shares of
the Transferor Company held (column D);

(v)

the effect arising from the application to the income of the Permanent Establishment
deriving from the real estate leasing business of a substitute tax, levied at the rate of
20%, in place of the corporate income tax and of the regional tax on productive
activities (column E);

(vi)

other pro-forma adjustments applied to Post-Merger data to reflect the effects of
significant transactions related to the Transactions (column F);

(vii)

Pro-forma of Beni Stabili Group post-merger (column G).

The data are shown, unless otherwise indicated, in EUR thousand.
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Unaudited Pro-Forma Consolidated Statement of Financial Position as of December 31, 2017
(In Euro thousand)

COLUMN A
BENI
STABILI
GROUP at
December 31,
2017

COLUMN B

Consolidation into
FDR of other FDR
subsidiaries

HISTORICAL
ASSETS
INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
- Goodwill
- Other intangible fixed assets
TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
- Operating properties
- Other tangible fixed assets
- Fixed assets in progress
Investment properties
Non-current financial assets
Investments in equity affiliates
Deferred tax assets
Long-term derivatives
Total non-current assets
Assets held for sale
Loans and finance lease receivables
Inventories and work-in-progress
Short-term derivatives
Trade receivables
Tax receivables
Other receivables
Accrued expenses
Cash and cash equivalents
Discontinued operations

COLUMN C

COLUMN D

COLUMN E

COLUMN F COLUMN G

Pro-forma
Deferred tax assets
adjustments
and liabilities from
Other Proto
supervening taxation
Forma
Equity/result
of Italian SIIQ
adjustments
due to the
HISTORICAL
activities
Merger
FDR GROUP
at December
31, 2017

BENI
STABILI
GROUP at
December,
31, 2017
PROFORMA

1,842
240

(270)
24,352

1,572
24,592

1,572
24,592

18,086
1,508
4,167,369
44,604
18,392
2,215
8,306
4,262,562
22,453
22,560
14,492
3,304
501
9,568
310,404
-

158,176
6,891
19,120
14,250,279
310,460
350,509
3,724
22,457
15,145,699
497,438
34,441
20,677
17,415
264,806
9,976
107,523
2,937
986,232
-

176,262
8,399
19,120
18,417,648
355,064
368,901
5,939
30,763
19,408,261
519,891
34,441
43,237
17,415
279,298
13,280
108,024
12,505
1,296,636
-

176,262
8,399
19,120
18,417,648
355,064
368,902
54,613
30,763
19,456,935
519,891
34,441
43,237
17,415
279,298
13,280
108,024
12,505
1,296,636
-

48,674
-

48,674

-

Total current assets

383,282

1,941,445

2,324,727

-

-

-

2,324,727

TOTAL ASSETS

4,645,844

17,087,144

21,732,988

-

48,674

-

21,781,662

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY – GROUP
SHARE
NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS

1,876,825

4,486,482

6,363,307

901,577

6,785

-

7,271,669

320,176

3,484,176

3,804,352

(901,577)

-

-

2,902,775

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY

2,197,001

7,970,658

10,167,659

-

6,785

-

10,174,444

Long-term borrowings
Long-term derivatives
Deferred tax liabilities
Pension plan and other employee benefit
Other long-term liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Liabilities assets held for sales
Trade payables
Short-term borrowings
Short-term derivatives
Guarantee deposits
Advances and pre-payments
Short-term provisions
Current taxes
Other short-term liabilities
Pre-booked income
Discontinued operations
Total current liabilities

1,953,774
22,761
2,669
774
1,979,978
50,103
389,696
4,069
1,350
8,380
3,318
11,876
73
468,865

6,642,542
238,671
548,361
46,734
14,062
7,490,370
117,521
1,134,547
61,424
1,092
164,712
2,529
19,664
105,883
18,744
1,626,116

8,596,316
261,432
551,030
47,508
14,062
9,470,348
167,624
1,524,243
61,424
5,161
166,062
10,909
22,982
117,759
18,817
2,094,981

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

4,645,844

17,087,144

21,732,988
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41,889

-

-

-

-

8,596,316
261,432
592,919
47,508
14,062
9,512,237
167,624
1,524,243
61,424
5,161
166,062
10,909
22,982
117,759
18,817
2,094,981

-

48,674

-

21,781,662

41,889

-
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Unaudited Pro-Forma Consolidated Statement of Income for the year ended December 31, 2017
(In Euro thousand)

COLUM
NA
BENI
STABILI
GROUP
at
Decembe
r 31, 2017
HISTOR
ICAL

COLUMN B

Consolidation
into FDR of
other FDR
subsidiaries

COLUMN
C
FDR
GROUP at
December
31, 2017
HISTORI
CAL

Rental income
Unrecovered rental costs
Expenses on properties
Net losses on unrecoverable receivables
Net Rental Income
Management and administration income
Business expenses
Overhead
Development costs (not capitalised)
Net cost of operations
Income from other activities
Expenses of other activities
Income from other activities
Depreciation of operating assets
Net allowances to provisions and other

204,837
(16,717)
(14,530)
(788)
172,802
4,882
(2,849)
(28,662)
(26,629)
(2,631)
(8,272)

722,573
(26,508)
(15,979)
(2,870)
677,216
16,104
(4,461)
(82,267)
(4,102)
(74,726)
27,979
(21,770)
6,209
(7,274)
2,296

927,410
(43,225)
(30,509)
(3,658)
850,018
20,986
(7,310)
(110,929)
(4,102)
(101,355)
27,979
(21,770)
6,209
(9,905)
(5,976)

Operating profit
Proceeds from disposals of trading properties
Exit value and/or amortisations of trading properties
Net income from inventory properties
Income from disposals of investment properties and other assets

135,270
2
(5,833)
(5,831)
205,596

603,721
6,067
(4,649)
1,418
850,076

738,991
6,069
(10,482)
(4,413)
1,055,672

(205,831)

(806,140)

(1,011,971)

(235)
143,810

43,936
932,292

43,701
1,076,102

Carrying value of investment properties sold
Income from assets disposals
Gains in value of investment properties

COLUMN D

COLUMN E

COLUM
NF

Pro-forma
adjustments
to
Equity/resul
t due to the
Merger

Deferred tax
assets and
liabilities
from
supervening
taxation of
Italian SIIQ
activities

Other
ProForma
adjustm
ents

-

-

-

2,029
-

-

2,029

-

-

-

-

-

2,029

-

-

-

-

COLUM
NG
BENI
STABILI
GROUP
at
Decembe
r, 31, 2017
PROFORMA
927,410
(43,225)
(30,509)
(3,658)
850,018
20,986
(7,310)
(108,900)
(4,102)
(99,326)
27,979
(21,770)
6,209
(9,905)
(5,976)

741,020
6,069
(10,482)
(4,413)
1,055,672
(1,011,971
)
43,701
1,076,102

Losses in value of investments properties
Net valuation gains and losses
Income from disposals of securities
Income from changes in scope
OPERATING PROFIT(LOSS) AFTER VALUATIONS IMPACT
AND DISPOSALS
Income from non-consolidated companies
Cost of net financial debt
Fair value adjustment in derivatives
Discontinuing of liabilities and receivables
Net changes in financial and other provisions
Share in income of equity affiliates

(80,608)
63,202
-

(79,639)
852,653
(4,139)
(3,326)

192,406
(39,317)
(31,901)
(18,331)
(680)

1,494,263
(197,598)
32,023
(6,808)
(4,942)
43,918

PRE-TAX NET INCOME (LOSS)
Deferred tax liabilities
Corporate income tax
NET INCOME (LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD FROM
CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Profit(loss) after tax of discontinued operations
Net income from discontinued operations

102,177
3,229
(3,893)

1,360,856
(101,667)
(8,121)

101,513
-

1,251,068
-

NET INCOME (LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD

101,513
(15,879)

Net income from-non controlling interests
NET INCOME (LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD – GROUP SHARE
Of which non-recurring
INCOME (LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD - GROUP - NET OF
NON-RECURRING COMPONENTS

(160,247)
915,855
(4,139)
(3,326)

-

-

-

(160,247)
915,855
(4,139)
(3,326)

1,686,669

-

-

2,029

1,688,698

(236,915)
122
(6,808)
(23,273)
43,238

(236,915)
122
(6,808)
(23,273)
43,238
6,785
(2,590)

2,029
(406)

1,465,062
(91,653)
(15,010)

-

4,195

1,623

1,358,398

-

-

-

-

-

1,251,068
(422,590)

1,352,581

-

4,195

1,623

1,358,398

(438,469)

40,786

85,634

828,478

914,112

40,786

4,195

1,623

960,715

-

-

-

-

33,364

-

33,364

85,634

828,478

914,112

40,786

(29,170)

1,623

927,351
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1,463,033
(98,438)
(12,014)

-

1,352,581

(397,683)

Unaudited Pro-Forma Consolidated Cash Flow Statement for the year ended December 31, 2017
COL
COLUMN
UMN
C
D
BENI
ProSTABILI
form
GROUP
a
at
adjus
Decembe Consolida
FDR
tmen
r 31, 2017 tion into GROUP at
ts
FDR of
December
to
other
31, 2017
Equi
FDR
ty/re
subsidiari HISTORI sult
HISTOR
es
CAL
due
ICAL
to
the
Merg
er
COLUM
NA

(In Euro thousand)

Total consolidated net income of continuing operations
Total consolidated net income of discontinued operations

COLUMN
B

101,513
-

Net consolidated income (including minority interests)
Net amortisation, depreciation and provisions (excluding provisions relating to current assets)
Unrealised gains and losses relating to changes in fair value
Income and expenses calculated on stock options and related share-based payments
Other calculated income and expenses
Gains or losses on disposals
Gains or losses from dilution and accretion
Share of income from companies accounted for under the equity method
Dividends (non-consolidated securities)
Cash flow from continuing operations after tax and cost of net financial debt
Cash flow from discontinued operations after tax and cost of net financial debt
Cash flow after tax and cost of net financial debt
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1,251,068
-

1,352,581

-

COLU
MN E

COLU
MN F

Deferr
ed tax
assets
and
liabiliti
es
from
superv
ening
taxatio
n of
Italian
SIIQ
activiti
es

Other
ProForma
adjust
ments

4,195

1,623

-

COLUMN
G
BENI
STABILI
GROUP at
December,
31, 2017

PROFORMA

1,358,398
-

101,513
7,935
(57,371)
(3,500)
1,246

1,251,068
9,850
(858,607)
6,672
26,184
(43,033)
(18)
(44,484)

1,352,581
17,785
(915,978)
6,672
26,184
(46,533)
(18)
(43,238)
-

-

4,195

1,623

1,358,398
17,785
(915,978)
6,672
26,184
(46,533)
(18)
(43,238)
-

49,823

347,632

397,455

-

4,195

1,623

403,272

-

4,195

1,623

403,272

-

-

-

49,823

347,632

397,455

-

Cost of net financial debt
Income tax expense
Cash flow from continuing operations before tax and cost of net financial debt
Cash flow from discontinued operations before tax and cost of net financial debt
Cash flow before tax and cost of net financial debt
Taxes paid
Change in working capital requirements on continuing operations (including employee benefits
liabilities)
NET CASH FLOW PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES OF
CONTINUING OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES OF
DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Impact of changes in the scope of consolidation
Disbursements related to acquisition of tangible and intangible fixed assets
Proceeds relating to the disposal of tangible and intangible fixed assets
Disbursements relating to acquisition of financial assets (non-consolidated securities)
Proceeds relating to the disposal of financial assets (non-consolidated securities)
Dividends received (companies accounted for under the equity method, non-consolidated
securities)
Change in loans and advances granted
Investment grants received
Other cash flow from investment activities
NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES OF CONTINUING
OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES OF DISCONTINUED
OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Impact of changes in the scope of consolidation
Amounts received from shareholders in connection with capital increases:
Paid by parent company shareholders
Paid by minority shareholders of consolidated companies
Purchases and sales of treasury shares
Dividends paid during the reporting period:
Dividends paid to parent company shareholders
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88,983
(3,230)

147,932
113,682

236,915
110,452

236,915
106,257

135,576

609,246

744,822

-

-

-

135,576

609,246

744,822

(3,004)

(4,276)

(7,280)

29,311

(28,592)

719

161,883

576,378

738,261

-

-

-

161,883
301,022
(268,145)
205,598
(55)
102

576,378
(968,563)
(846,116)
861,055
(145)
726

738,261
(667,541)
(1,114,261)
1,066,653
(200)
828

642

20,823

21,465

21,465

15

(3,305)
(6,380)

(3,305)
(6,365)

(3,305)
(6,365)

239,179

(941,905)

(702,726)

-

-

-

239,179

(941,905)

(702,726)

-

272,147

272,147

272,147

-

468,876
66,326
2,066

468,876
66,326
2,066

468,876
66,326
2,066

(74,865)

(249,868)

(324,733)

(324,733)

(4,195)
-

-

1,623

746,445
-

-

-

1,623

(2,590)

746,445
(9,870)
719

-

(2,590)

1,623

737,293
-

-

-

(2,590)

-

1,623

-

737,293
(667,541)
(1,114,261)
1,066,653
(200)
828

(702,726)
-

-

-

-

(702,726)

Dividends paid to non-controlling interests of consolidated companies
Proceeds related to new borrowings
Repayments of borrowings (including finance lease agreements)
Net interest paid (including finance lease agreements)
Other cash flow from financing activities

(441)
(168,944)
679,173
1,753,434
(616,814) (1,610,007)
(57,239)
(178,735)
(49,257)
(74,786)

NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES OF CONTINUING
OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES OF DISCONTINUED
OPERATIONS
NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Impact of changes in accounting policies

CHANGE IN NET CASH OF CONTINUING OPERATIONS
CHANGE IN NET CASH OF DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

(169,385)
2,432,607
(2,226,821)
(235,974)
(124,043)

(169,385)
2,432,607
(2,226,821)
(235,974)
(124,043)

(119,443)

280,509

161,066

-

-

161,066

-

-

-

-

-

-

(119,443)

280,509

161,066

-

-

161,066

-

-

-

281,619
-

(85,018)
-

-

-

196,601

(2,590)

1,623

-

195,633
-

CHANGE IN NET CASH- PROFORMA

281,619

(85,018)

196,601

Change In Net Cash Related To Pro-Forma Adjustments
Opening cash position*
Closing cash position*

28,785
310,404

1,031,352
946,334

1,060,137
1,256,738

-

(2,590)

1,623

195,633

-

2,590
-

(1,623)
-

968
1,060,137
1,256,738

(*) The balance does not correspond to the one reported in the consolidated Statement of Financial Position because it is presented net
of bank overdraft, and restricted cash which, for the year ended December 31, 2017, amounted to EUR 39,898 thousand.
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Explanatory Notes to the Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Financial Information
The valuation criteria used to prepare the pro-forma adjustments and the Pro-Forma
Consolidated Financial Statements are consistent with those used in the Beni Stabili Group’s
Consolidated Financial Statements as of December 31, 2017, to which reference should be
made. Beni Stabili and FdR prepare their respective consolidated financial statements in
compliance with IFRS and, following the Merger, the Transferee Company will continue to
prepare the related consolidated financial statements in compliance with said principles. In
consideration of this aspect, the presentation schemes adopted are those of the FdR Group.
In accordance with IFRS, the Merger consists in the reorganization of existing companies
which does not give rise to any change of control and, in accordance with paragraph 23 of
IFRS 10- Consolidated Financial Statement, to be recorded as equity transactions (i.e.
transactions with owners in their capacity as owners).
The Unaudited Pro-Forma Consolidated Financial Information was prepared on the basis of
the following base assumptions:
-

The Unaudited Pro-Forma Consolidated Financial Information has been prepared
starting from the Consolidated Financial Statement of Beni Stabili Group as of and
for the year ended December 31, 2017 applying the pro-forma adjustments to
represent the effects of the Transaction.

-

In line with Merger Plan, it was specified that, upon effectiveness of the Merger, the
Transferee Company will have a Permanent Establishment in Italy, to which all of
Beni Stabili’s existing assets and liabilities will be assigned including the stakes in the
Company’s subsidiaries including Central SICAF S.p.A. The Permanent
Establishment, which will be subject to the special tax regime provided under the
Italian SIIQ regulations and further described below, will continue to carry out,
without any interruption and through the existing Beni Stabili’s employees, the same
activities that the latter carried out prior to the Merger being effective. As mentioned,
FdR intends to opt for the application to the Permanent Establishment of the regime
provided for under Article 1, paragraph 141-bis, of Law No. 296 of 27 December
2006, under which the income of the Permanent Establishments arising from the
rental activities will be subject to a 20% (twenty percent) substitute tax in place of the
corporate income tax and the regional tax on productive activities. FdR intends to
ensure that the option for the regime in question starts from the first tax period
following the Effective Date, in continuity with the current SIIQ regime applied by
Beni Stabili, and, therefore, without the need to pay the so-called entry tax at a 20%
(twenty percent) rate, under Article 1, paragraph 126 et seq. of Law No. 296 of 27
December 2006. For the purposes of the pro-forma data presented below, therefore,
in addition to the effects deriving from the Transaction as defined above, also the
changes to the tax regime applicable to the real estate leasing business carried out by
the Permanent Establishment were taken into consideration as strictly connected to
the Transaction itself.

-

The pro-forma adjustments have been calculated adopting the general rule according
to which the transactions referred to the consolidated Statement of Financial
Position are assumed to have occurred on the reporting date of the consolidated

Statement of Financial Position, while, for the consolidated Statement of Profit and
Loss and for the Statement of Cash Flows, the transactions are assumed to have
occurred at the start of their reporting period.
In compliance with the criteria set forth by CONSOB in the Communication No.
DEM/1052803 of July 5, 2001, therefore the effects of transactions implemented and
planned after December 31, 2017 which were not directly associated with the Transaction,
have not been considered.
Therefore, the Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Financial Information does not include
the estimated effects connected to operating and financial synergies that FdR expects from
the Merger (20).
Column (A)
Column A includes historical financial information extracted from Consolidated Financial
Statements of Beni Stabili Group as of and for the year ended December 31, 2017 and
reclassified in accordance with presentation schemes adopted by FdR Group.
The reconciliation of these values is presented in the following tables:
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position as of December 31, 2017
BENI STABILI GROUP -

BENI STABILI GROUP -

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

RECLASSIFIED STATEMENT

ASSETS

GRUPPO
GRUPPO
BENI
BENI
STABILI
STABILI OFFICIA RECLASS
L
IFIED
STATEM STATEM
ENTS
ENT
As of
As of
December December
31, 2017
31, 2017

ASSETS

Investment properties
Properties under development
Investment properties

3,738,469
428,900
4,167,369

4,167,369

19,594

18,086
1,508
19,594

2,082

1,842
240
2,082

Operating properties
Other tangible fixed assets
Fixed assets in progress
Operating properties and other assets
Goodwill
Other intangible fixed assets
Intangible assets

20

The synergies estimated by FdR include also the estimate of the effects of overheads which, being
directly related to the nature of Italian listed company, are expected to cease as a result of the Merger.
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Investments - in associates

Investments in equity affiliates and joint
venture

Investments - in other companies
Securities
Trade receivables and other receivables
Non-current financial assets
Derivatives - assets
Deferred Tax assets

Long-term derivatives
Deferred Tax assets

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Trading properties

Inventories and work-in-progress

18,392

18,392

842
6,236
37,526
44,604

44,604

8,306
2,215

8,306
2,215

4,262,562

4,262,562

22,560

22,560

27,865

14,492
3,304
501
9,568
27,865

Loans and finance lease receivables
Short term derivatives
Trade receivables
Tax Receivables
Other receivables
Accrued expenses
Trade receivables and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents

310,404

310,404

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

360,829

360,829

Assets held for sale*

Assets held for sale

22,453

22,453

TOTAL ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS

4,645,844

4,645,844

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

GROUP EQUITY

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS'
EQUITY - GROUP SHARE

1,876,825

1,876,825

320,176

320,176

2,197,001

2,197,001

1,953,774
22,761
774
2,669
-

1,953,774
22,761
774
2,669
-

1,979,978

1,979,978

Short-term borrowings

389,696

389,696

Trade payables
Short-term derivatives

-

50,103
-

Minority interests
TOTAL CONSOLIDATED EQUITY
Borrowings
Derivatives
Staff termination benefits
Deferred tax liabilities
Trade payables and other payables

Borrowings

Non-controlling interests
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS'
EQUITY
Long -term borrowings
Long-term derivatives
Pension plan and other employee benefit
Deferred tax liabilities
Other long-term liabilities
TOTAL NON-CURRENT
LIABILITIES
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Guarantee deposits
Advances and pre-payments
Current taxes
Other short-term liabilities
Pre-booked income
Trade payables and other payables
Short-term provisions

Short-term provisions

Liabilities associated with assets held for sales
(*)
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL CONSOLIDATED EQUITY
AND TOTAL LIABILITIES

Liabilities associated with assets held for
sales
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL EQUITY AND
LIABILITIES

70,789

4,069
1,350
3,318
11,876
73
70,789

8,380

8,380

-

-

468,865

468,865

4,645,844

4,645,844

(*) It should be noted that this item, in the official FdR consolidated financial statements is
included respectively in “current assets” and “current liabilities”.
Consolidated statement of net income for the year ended December 31, 2017

BENI STABILI GROUP -

BENI STABILI GROUP -

OFFICIAL CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENT

RECLASSIFIED CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Rental income

Rental income
Unrecovered rental costs
Expenses on properties
Net losses on unrecoverable receivables

Property costs
Net Rental revenues

Net Rental Income

Net revenues for services

Management and administration income

Staff costs
Overhead

BENI
STABILI
GROUP
OFFICIA
L
CONSO
LIDATE
D
FINANC
IAL
STATEM
ENT
For the
year
ended
Decembe
r 31, 2017

BENI
STABILI
GROUP
RECLAS
SIFIED
CONSO
LIDATE
D
FINANC
IAL
STATEM
ENT
For the
year
ended
Decembe
r 31, 2017

204,837

(32,035)

204,837
(16,717)
(14,530)
(788)
(32,035)

172,802

172,802

4,882

4,882

(10,715)
(20,796)
Business expenses
Overhead
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(2,849)
(28,662)

Development costs (not capitalised)
Net service revenues and total Operating
Net cost of operations
costs
Other revenues and income
Other costs and charges
Depreciation of operating assets
Net allowances to provisions and other
OPERATING PROFIT
Trading property sales revenues
Costs of sale
Write-ups/(write-downs) of trading
properties (*)
Profit/(Loss) from the sale of trading
properties

Proceeds from disposals of trading properties
Exit value and/or amortizations of trading
properties

(31,511)

(31,511)

(26,629)

(26,629)

1,161
(12,064)
(2,631)
(8,272)
135,270

135,270

2

2

(2)

(5,833)

(5,831)
Net income from inventory properties

(5,831)

Income from disposals of investment
properties and other assets
Cost of sales

(12,376)

Held for sale properties sale revenues
Cost of sales

193,626
(193,455)

11,970

Income from disposals of investment
properties and other asset
Carrying value of investment properties sold
Profit/(loss) from the sale of invest.,
under developm. And held for sale
properties
Revaluations of property
Write-downs of property
Revaluations/(write-downs) of property
na
na
OPERATING INCOME

Income from asset disposals

Gains in value of investment properties
Losses in value of investments properties
Net valuation gains and losses
Income from disposals of securities
Income from changes in scope
OPERATING PROFIT(LOSS) AFTER
VALUATIONS IMPACT AND
DISPOSALS

Net financial income/(charges)

-Income/(charge) from associates
Income / (charges) from other companies

EARNINGS BEFORE TAXES

(5,831)

205,596
(205,831)
(235)

(235)

143,810
(80,608)
63,202
-

143,810
(80,608)
63,202
-

192,406

192,406

(88,983)

Income from non-consolidated companies
Cost of net financial debt
Fair value adjustment in derivatives
Discontinuing of liabilities and receivables
Net changes in financial and other provisions
Share in income of equity affiliates

PRE-TAX NET INCOME

Tax

(680)
(566)
(90,229)

(90,229)

102,177

102,177

(664)
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(39,317)
(31,901)
(18,331)
(680)

Deferred tax liabilities
Corporate income tax
(664)

3,229
(3,893)
(664)

NET RESULT FOR THE YEAR

NET RESULT FOR THE YEAR

101,513

101,513

Net result attributable to Minority Interests
GROUP NET RESULT FOR THE
YEAR

Net income from-non controlling interests
NET INCOME (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR
- GROUP SHARE

(15,879)

(15,879)

85,634

85,634

(*) Gains and losses of trading properties in the official consolidated financial statement of
Beni Stabili Group are recorded together with those of other categories of properties under
the items: “property write-ups” e “property write-downs”.
(**) As specified in the note above, in the official consolidated financial statement of Beni
Stabili Group are recorded in this margin even the gains / losses on trading properties.
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended December 31, 2017
BENI
STABILI
GROUP -

BENI
STABILI
GROUP RECLASSIFIE
OFFICIAL
D
CONSOLIDA
CONSOLIDA
TED
TED
FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL
STATEMENT
STATEMENT
For the year
For the year
ended
ended
December 31,
December 31,
2017
2017

(In Euro thousand)

PRE-TAX NET INCOME
Taxes
Net Result for the Year

102,177

Non-Cash financial income / (charges)
Other non-cash items in the result (excluding deferred taxes)
Gains or losses on disposals
Cash flow from operating activities

48,687
(48,190)

102,177
(664)
101,513

102,674

(48,190)
(3,500)
49,823

(3,893)
(3,893)

(3,230)
(3,230)

Cash flow from operating activities net of taxes

98,781

88,983
135,576

Taxes paid
Change in working capital (other than that connected to current taxes)

(3,004)
29,311

(3,004)
29,311

CASH FLOWS BEFORE INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES AND
FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

125,088

161,883

Current taxes
Deferred taxes

Net financial charges
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Investing and disinvesting activities (excluding margin from sales and
capitalization of financial charges)
Margin from sales
Capitalization of financial charges
NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES

218,735

218,735

218,735

3,500
16,944
239,179

Dividend distributions (included distributions to minorities)
Cash financial charges
Other cash flow from financing activities (including bank overdrafts)

(75,306)
13,102

(75,306)
(57,239)
13,102

CHANGE IN NET CASH

281,619

281,619

Column (B)
Column B includes the effects arising from the scope of consolidation in FdR Group of the
operations different from those related to Beni Stabili Group.
Column (C)
The column, equal to the sum of the values included in the columns (A) and (B), corresponds
to the consolidated financial statements of FdR Group as of and for the year December 31,
2017, audited by independent joint auditors Ernst & Young et Autres e Mazars, who issued
their audit reports on February 28, 2018.
Column (D)
The column includes adjustments on non-controlling interest consequent to the assignment
to the shareholders of Beni Stabili (other than FdR) of shares of the Transferee Company.
In particular, the pro-forma adjustments to the Statement of Financial Position concern:
-

Non-controlling interests: decreased by EUR 901,577 thousand, equal to the value of
minority interests attributable to Beni Stabili and pertaining to minority interests
(shareholding of Beni Stabili other than FdR) and recorded in the consolidated
financial statement of FdR Group as of and for the year ended December 31,
2017;

-

Shareholders’' equity - Group Share: increased by EUR 901,577 thousand, equal to
the value of adjustment recognized in non-controlling interests as a result of the
Merger.

The pro-forma adjustments of consolidated statement of profit and losses concern:
-

Net income from-non controlling interests: decreased by EUR 40,786 thousand, equal to
the value of result attributable to Beni Stabili pertaining to non-controlling
interests (shareholding of Beni Stabili other than FdR) and recorded in the
consolidated financial statement of FdR Group as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2017;

-

Net income for the period – Group Shares: increased by EUR 40,786 thousand, equal
to the value of riclassification recorded on non-controlling interests as result of
the Merger.
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All adjustments reflected in this column of the unaudited pro-forma Statement of Profit and
Loss will have a permanent effect.
There are no pro-forma adjustments to the consolidated Statement of Cash Flow.
Column (E)
The column includes the effects arising from the application to the income of the Permanent
Establishment deriving from the real estate leasing business of a substitute tax, levied at the
rate of 20%, in place of the corporate income tax and of the regional tax on productive
activities.
In particular, the pro-forma adjustments of the Statement of Financial Position concern:
-

Deferred Tax assets: increased by EUR 48,674 thousand, equal to the value of
deferred tax receivable recorded on the temporary differences between the
accounting and tax value of assets and liabilities relating to rental activity,
measured on the basis of 20% rate applicable to the Permanent Establishment
(before the rate applicable to this activity was 0%) and deemed realizable;

-

Deferred tax liabilities: increased by EUR 41,889 thousand, equal to the value of
deferred tax liabilities recorded on the temporary differences between the
accounting and tax value of assets and liabilities relating to rental activity,
measured on the basis of 20% rate instead of the previous 0% rate;

-

Shareholders’ equity – Group share: increased by EUR 6,785 thousand, equal to the
net effect of the adjustments described above.

The adjustments of the unaudited pro-forma consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss:
-

Tax: decreased by EUR 4,195 thousand, equal to the balance between: (a) the
income of EUR 33,365 thousand relating to deferred taxation as at January 1,
2017 due to the differences between book and tax value of asset and liabilities;
(b) the expense of EUR (31,126) thousand relating to the recognition of tax
burden on the income of the Permanent Establishment for the year ended 2017
applying the 20% tax rate (of which EUR 4,546 thousand for recurrent tax and
EUR 26,579 thousand for reversal of deferred taxation); and (c) elimination of
expense equal to EUR 1,956 thousand for the taxes on dividends paid by the
Group on the dividends distributed by Beni Stabili to FdR during the 2017
financial year. FdR could consider adopting the OIC accounting standards for
the Permanent Establishment, starting from the year following the Merger
Effective Date, which would make the accounting approach adopted by the
Permanent Establishment more consistent with that of FdR. In fact, FdR adopts
the French accounting standards in relation to its separate financial statements
and will be required to include therein also the assets belonging to the Permanent
Establishment. Both the OIC and the French accounting standards provide that
fixed assets, which are an essential element of Beni Stabili's financial statements
and of the future Permanent Establishment, have to be exclusively evaluated
according to the cost model, in place of the fair value model currently applied by
Beni Stabili which prepares its own separate financial statements according to the
IAS/IFRS. Following this and subject to the conditions set by the OIC
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accounting standards, buildings could be subject to depreciation, possibly also
for tax purposes within the limits set by law.
All the aforementioned adjustments will have a permanent effect except for the recognition
of the deferred taxes on temporary differences at January 1, 2017 and related to the change
in the tax regime, which is non-recurring.
The pro-forma adjustments to the consolidated Statement of Cash Flows concern:
-

Taxes paid: increased by EUR 2,590 thousand equal to net balance between: (a)
EUR 4,546 thousand for recurring tax recorded on the 2017 income of
Permanent Establishment with 20% tax rate; and (b) EUR (1,956) thousand
relating to elimination of taxes on dividend paid by Beni Stabili to FdR during
2017 financial year.

With reference to the pro-forma adjustments to the consolidated statement of cash flows,
due to the different date of reference assumed in the preparation of the unaudited pro-forma
consolidated Statement of Financial Position respect to the unaudited pro-forma
consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss and unaudited pro-forma Consolidated Statement
of Cash Flows, it was presented in the item “Change in Net Cash related to Pro-Forma
Adjustments” the amount of EUR 2,590 thousand due to the economic and flow effects not
recognized in the consolidated statement of financial position.
Column (F)
The column includes the estimate of the effects of overheads which, being directly related to
the nature of Italian listed company, are expected to cease as a result of the Merger.
For this purpose, there are no pro-forma adjustments to the Statement of Financial Position.
The pro-forma adjustments in the consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss:
-

Overheads: decreased by EUR 2,029 thousand relating to the elimination of
remuneration for administrative and control bodies, as well as other objectively
identifiable costs having similar nature and which will cease as a result of the
Merger;

-

Tax: increased by EUR 406 thousand relating to the adjustments described
above.

All the above adjustments will have a permanent effect.
With reference to the pro-forma adjustments to the consolidated statement of cash flows,
due to the different date of reference assumed in the preparation of the unaudited pro-forma
consolidated statement of financial position respect to the unaudited pro-forma consolidated
Statement of Profit and Loss and the unaudited pro-forma consolidated Statement of Cash
Flows, it was presented under item “Change in Net Cash related to Pro-Forma Adjustments”
the amount of EUR 1,623 thousand due to the economic and flow effects not recognized in
the pro-forma consolidated statement of financial position.
Column (G)
The column includes the sum of the effects indicated in the previous columns from (C) to
(F).
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Pro-forma consolidated ratio per share
The following are presented the historical and pro-forma consolidated figures per share as
of and for the year ended December 31, 2017 and for the twelve-month period ended on
that date.
Historical ratio per share of Beni Stabili, with the
application of the exchange ratio*
December 31, 2017

Pro-forma consolidated
ratio per share
December 31, 2017

4.44

11.60

97.33

86.62

14.60

2.37

Net income per
share
Shareholders' equity
per share
Cash flow

For the purpose of calculating this value, the following numbers of shares were considered:
N. of Beni Stabili shares that reflect the application of the
exchange ratio *

N. pro-forma shares

Number of average
shares

19,283,370

82,829,115

Number of shares
on the date

19,283,370

83,947,057

* The number of shares considered includes the application of the exchange ratio indicated
in the Merger Plan, equal to 8.5 FdR shares for every 1,000 Beni Stabili shares
Application of the exchange ratio to historical data per share of Beni Stabili
The tables above have been calculated by applying the exchange ratio to the historical data
of Beni Stabili, as follows:
N. of Beni Stabili
shares

N. of Beni Stabili shares that reflect the application of the
exchange ratio

Number of average
shares

2,268,631,803

19,283,370

Number of shares on the
date

2,268,631,803

19,283,370
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Historical ration per share of Beni
Stabili
Net income per share
Shareholders’ equity per share
Cash flow

December 31, 2017
0.04
0.83
0.12

Historical ratio per share of Beni
Stabili, with the application of the
exchange ratio
December 31, 2017
4.44
97.33
14.60

Summary comment on significant changes in pro-forma ratio per share with respect
to historical data per share
As shown in the tables presented in the previous paragraph, the pro-forma ratio per share of
the Group vary according to the Merger transaction and the application of the exchange
ratio.
6

FORECASTED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AND ESTIMATES OF PROFITS
General indications on the trend of Beni Stabili’s business since the end of the
year 2017

As disclosed in Beni Stabili’s press release dated July 18, 2018 relating to the 2018 first half
results, to which reference is made for further information, the asset management activity
carried-out by Beni Stabili Group was particularly active for the first six month of the year
in connection with acquisitions of assets (for approximately EUR 106 million) and in
connection with assets under development projects in the reference market, such as the
“Symbiosis” area and “The Sign” project in Milan.
Relating to disposals, the 2018 first half was characterized by a new agreement with Telecom
Italia which, inter alia, provides for buy backs for approximately EUR 158 million of noncore assets. Furthermore, Beni Stabili sold, in addition to the 40% stake sold in 2017, an
additional 9% of Central SICAF for approximately EUR 140 million. Also the rental activity
continued with the execution of agreements both on development area (AON for “The Sign”
and Ludum – International School for “Symbiosis”), and on stabilized properties, but with
still potential room for development, such as the Excelsior in Milan (Percassi
Group/Victoria’s Secrets).
Relating to the financing activity, on February 20, 2018, Beni Stabili issued EUR 300 million
of senior unsecured notes with a maturity of 10 years and a coupon of 2.375%. The Notes
have been issued below par (re-offer price 99.063), are listed on the Luxembourg Stock
Exchange and are rated BBB- by S&P Global, in line with the Beni Stabili’s rating. Following
the above issue, on March 16, 2018, Beni Stabili exercised the early redemption option on
the outstanding bond for a nominal value of EUR 250 million due in 2019.
In early 2018 the Company completed the extension of the EUR 240 million unsecured
committed lines from the original 18 months to approximately 3 years. Thanks to this, the
current average maturity of committed lines is 2.4 years (0.54 years at the end of the year
2016 and 1.62 years at the end of the year 2017). As of June 30, 2018 EUR 76.5 million of
committed lines are drawn. In addition, Beni Stabili has available EUR 85 million of hot
money, of which EUR 60 million drawn as of the date.
Estimates and assumptions
On July 18, 2018 the Board of Directors of Beni Stabili approved the Issuer’s forecasted
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separate statement of financial position at December 31, 2018 (hereinafter the “Forecasted
Separate Statement of Financial Position” or the “Estimated Accounts”) reported
below.
The Estimated Accounts have been prepared in accordance with Regulation 2004-01 of
France national accounting standards body (Autorité des normes comptables), and with the
opinion of CU CNC n°2005-C, in order to provide an estimate of the net assets to be
transferred by universal succession of title to the Transferee Company by the Transferor
Company on the effective date of the Merger which, in the specific case, is identified at
December 31, 2018.
Management believes that the Merger of Beni Stabili into FdR marks a step towards the
simplification of the FdR Group and towards the improvement of the implementation of
synergies among the different divisions and areas of activity, in line with international trends,
characterized by the concentration of the industry sectors and the formation of large groups.
In particular, management believes that, through the Merger, the FdR Group can accelerate
Beni Stabili’s real estate strategy, announced during the 2015 financial year, focused on prime
offices in Milan, through portfolio rotation, and on the development of new areas of
advanced services in Milan, while continuing to provide premium services to its tenants.
The Estimated Accounts relate to future events and are not, nor shall they be intended as,
guarantees of future performance. Such Estimated Accounts are based on certain
assumptions which reflect the Transferor Company’s current expectations concerning future
events and, therefore, are subject to significant uncertainties. The Estimated Accounts relate
to future events that may not actually occur and actions that may not actually be realized,
accordingly, no undue reliance should be placed on such Estimated Accounts. Actual results
may substantially differ from those reported in the Estimated Accounts as a result of a variety
of factors, including changes in general economic, financial or market conditions and other
changes in business conditions, changes in prices, changes in the real estate markets, changes
in the level of demand, changes in the financial performance of the main customers of the
Company, changes in the legal, regulatory, tax and institutional environment (in Italy and
abroad) and many other factors depending substantially on variables which the Transferor
Company cannot control, and may involve situations that the Company cannot predict.
Beni Stabili expressly declines and will not accept any responsibility for errors and/or
inaccuracies relating to any of the Estimated Accounts and/or in relation to any use by any
party of such Estimated Accounts. All figures and statements reported in the Estimated
Accounts were approved on July 18, 2018 and do not reflect any event or circumstance
occurred after this date.
Unless otherwise expressly provided in the Merger Plan, Beni Stabili assumes no obligation
to update, review or adjust the Estimated Accounts in the light of events that will occur or
for other reasons.
Furthermore, the Estimated Accounts do not constitute, nor shall they be intended as
investment advice, or an offer, solicitation, recommendation or invitation to express
shareholders’ voting rights, or to acquire or sell securities and/or provision of any kind of
financial services in any jurisdictions.
The Forecasted Statement of Financial Position is the result of a prospective process of the
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Company’s starting from the statement of financial position at June 30, 2018 of Beni Stabili,
prepared in accordance with IFRS, based on a substantial continuity of the current regulatory
framework, the current conditions of the real estate and financial markets and the expected
effects of the planned managerial actions.
The Estimated Accounts are based on the occurrence of a number of future events and
actions which include, inter alia, general and hypothetical assumptions related to future
events and actions, which are subject to risks and uncertainties characterizing the current
macroeconomic environment, and actions that will not necessarily occur and events or
actions that may not be influenced, in full or in part, by management, regarding the main
items of the statement of financial position or other factors that influence their development
(collectively, the “Hypothetical Assumptions”).
In particular, the Hypothetical Assumptions related to the 2018 second half relate to:
(i)

the completion of the sales of properties for which preliminary agreements were
signed at the date of this Information Document and further sales, at values, net of
selling expenses, aligned with the values reported in the separate statement of
financial position of the Issuer at June 30, 2018;

(ii)

the improvement of new properties investments, in relation to acquisitions or to
incurrence of additional investment costs, both directly or through the capital
contribution to the subsidiary Beni Stabili Development;

(iii)

the absence of effects resulting from write-ups or write-downs on the overall value
of the real estate portfolio. Generally, management has not considered any valuation
assumption on the balance sheet items, including fair value measurement of hedging
instruments and of conversion option of bonds expiring in 2021;

(iv)

the debt repayment for each ordinary loan on the basis of the respective amortization
schedule, as well as the credit facilities so-called “hot money” and the closing of
revolving credit facilities (committed lines) outstanding at June 30, 2018 through
available liquidity. Furthermore, relating to convertible bonds expiring in 2021, no
conversion hypothesis was made, as these conversions are “out of the money” at the
date of this Information Document;

(v)

with regard to income taxes on the real estate leasing business, the exemption
provided for by the SIIQ regulations has been applied. In this regard, the
management reports that, prior to the effective date of the Merger, Beni Stabili could
pay an interim dividend based on the 2018 results in compliance with SIIQ rules
(article 1, paragraphs 123 and 123-bis, of Law No. 296/2006): the estimated
Accounts do not reflect any effect deriving from the possible distribution of an
interim dividend in the second half of 2018.

The hypotheses regarding the development of the macroeconomic environment, the
dynamics of the reference rates and the development of the economic and financial
aggregates of the credit system on which the Forecasted Statement of Financial Position is
based, have been prepared on the basis of the knowledge, experience and evaluations of
management of the Beni Stabili Group.
The Forecasted Statement of Financial Position has been developed with reference to the
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current competitive environment and the current conditions of real estate and financial
markets.
Upon effectiveness of the Merger, FdR will have a Permanent Establishment in Italy to
which all of Beni Stabili’s existing assets and liabilities will be assigned. The Permanent
Establishment, which will be subject to the special tax regime provided under the Italian
SIIQ regulations, will continue to carry out, without any interruption and through the current
Beni Stabili’s employees, the same activities that the latter carried out prior to the Merger
being effective. Consistent with the data as at June 30, 2018, current and deferred taxes are
reflected in the Forecast according to the tax rules applicable to Beni Stabili SIIQ until the
effective date of the Merger, and do not incorporate the effects of the changes in the tax and
accounting regimes that may possibly derive from the modified corporate structure resulting
from the Merger.
Due to the uncertainty in the implementation of any future event, both as regards the
occurrence of the event, and as regards its timing and size, the deviations between the final
values and estimated values of the Forecast could be material, even if the events included as
part of the Hypothetical Assumptions occur.
Summary Forecasted Statement of Financial Position
The table below sets forth the Forecasted Statement of Financial Position approved by the
Board of Directors on July 18, 2018

(In Euro thousand)
ASSETS
Investment properties
Investments in equity affiliates
Other non-current assets
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Assets held for sale
Inventories and w ork-in-progress
Other current assets
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

Operatin
g
BENI
activity: STABILI SPA
Capital
Forecaste
SIIQ
rotation
Financial
d
FORECASTE
BENI
activity:
activity:
Statement
D
STABILI Acquisition disbursements
of the
STATEMENT
SPA
s and sales
and
Financial
OF
SIIQ
of
reimbursement Position
FINANCIAL
30/06/201 properties
s of financial
for the
POSITION
8
and capex
debts
2H 2018
31/12/2018
2,392.3
780.4
50.2
3,222.9
14.2
6.9
18.0
49.3
88.4

(161.9)
34.4
0.0
(127.5)
116.0
(6.9)
4.6
23.5
137.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
(138.4)
0.0
0.0
0.0
(138.4)

0.0
0.0
(0.7)
(0.7)
33.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
33.1

2,230.4
814.8
49.5
3,094.7
24.9
0.0
22.7
72.8
120.4

TOTAL ASSETS

3,311.3

9.8

(138.4)

32.4

3,215.1

LIABILITIES
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
Long-term borrowings
Other non-current liabilities

1,809.5
1,356.8
14.9

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.9
(78.4)
(0.9)

32.6
1.6
0.0

1,843.1
1,280.0
14.0
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TOTAL NON-CURRENT
LIABILITIES
Short-term borrowings
Other current liabilities
TOTAL CURRENT LABILITIES

1,371.7
70.8
59.3
130.1

0.0
0.0
9.8
9.8

(79.3)
(60.0)
0.0
(60.0)

1.6
0.0
(1.8)
(1.8)

1,293.9
10.8
67.3
78.1

TOTAL LIABILITIES

3,311.3

9.8

(138.4)

32.4

3,215.1

Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Cash and cash equivalents

1,356.8
70.8
14.2

0.0
0.0
116.0

(78.4)
(60.0)
(138.4)

1.6
0.0
33.1

1,280.0
10.8
24.9

Net Financial Position

1,413.4

(116.0)

0.0

(31.5)

1,265.9

The columns of the Forecasted Statement of Financial Position include the following data:
-

column “Beni Stabili S.p.A. 30/06/2018”: the statement of financial position of Beni
Stabili at June 30, 2018;

-

column “Capital rotation activity”: the estimated effects arising from the disposal of
assets and property investments, including those resulting from the hypothetical
assumptions (i) and (ii) reported above;

-

column “Financial activity”: the estimated effects arising from reimbursements of longterm and short-term borrowings, including those resulting from the hypothetical
assumption (iv) reported above;

-

column “Operating activity”: the estimated effects arising from rental income in the
2018 second half, estimated on the basis of the conditions of the existing agreements
and certain potential actions on certain properties in Milan and in certain minor
locations, and the estimated effects of the real estate operating costs, personnel costs
and overheads, computed starting from the amounts recorded in the 2018 first half
and taking into account the evolution of the agreements and other specific
assumptions. Indexation to CPI has been considered as provided in each lease
contract (CPI assumed at 1.4%).
Auditing Company’s Report on the Forecasted Statement of Financial Position

On 2 August 2018, the Auditing Company issued the report on the Forecasted Statement of
Financial Position of the Beni Stabili Group, attached hereto as Annex 11.
List of Annexes
At the bottom of this Information Document please find the summary comparative table
between the: (a) main rights to which the shareholders of Beni Stabili are entitled under
Italian law and the Transferor Company’s articles of association; and (b) rights to which the
Transferee Company’s shareholders are entitled following the Transaction based on French
law and the articles of association of the same.
The following are also attached to this Information Document.
Annex 1

Explanatory Report by Beni Stabili’s Board of Directors in accordance
with Article 2501-quinquies of the Italian Civil Code, Article 8 of Decree
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No. 108/2008 and Article 70, paragraph 2, of the Italian Issuers’
Regulation
Annex 2

Explanatory Report by the FdR’s Board of Directors in accordance with
Articles L. 236-27 and R. 236-16 of the French Commercial Code,
together with a courtesy translation into English

Annex 3

Merger Plan

Annex 4

Beni Stabili’s balance sheet as at 30 June 2018 in accordance with Article
2501-quater of the Italian Civil Code

Annex 5

FdR’s balance sheet as at 30 June 2018 in accordance with Article R.
236-1 of the French Commercial Code

Annex 6

Italian Independent Expert report under Article 2501-sexies of the
Italian Civil Code and Article 9 of Decree 108/2008

Annex 7

French Independent Expert reports under Articles L.236-25 and L. 23610 of the French Commercial Code, together with a courtesy translation
into English

Annex 8

Lazard Opinion and Lazard Confirmatory Letter

Annex 9

Deloitte Report and Deloitte Confirmatory Report

Annex 10

Auditing Company’s Report on the Unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated
Financial Information

Annex 11

Auditing Company’s Report on the estimates

Annex 12

Statement of the manager in charge of the Transferor Company’s
accounting information
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APPENDIX
Comparison of the rights to which Beni Stabili and FdR shareholders are entitled
The following table is for indicative purposes only and is not, nor shall it be intended as a complete and exhaustive description of all the
rights that shareholders of a French company (including the Transferee Company) are entitled to exercise, or in any case that may be
relevant for the purposes of the Shareholders’ assessment and independent evaluations in relation to the Transaction described herein.
Shareholders are advised to consult their legal advisors should they wish to further investigate any of the matters below.
Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili

Measures applicable to the shareholders of the Transferee
Company

Corporate Governance
The corporate bodies of Beni Stabili are the shareholders’ general The corporate bodies of the Transferee Company are the
meeting, the board of directors and the board of statutory shareholders’ meeting and the board of directors.
auditors.
For companies of the same type of the Transferee Company, the
French laws do not contemplate a board of statutory auditors nor
a similar supervisory body.
Ordinary shareholders’ meeting
Under Italian law and the articles of association of Beni Stabili, the
ordinary shareholders’ general meeting must be convened at least
once a year, within 120 (one hundred and twenty) days from the end
of the financial year. It may be convened within a longer time limit
of 180 (one hundred and eighty) days, when the company is obliged
to draft the consolidated financial statements, or when particular
needs regarding the structure and purpose of the company require
it; in the latter cases, the directors highlight the grounds for the
delay in their management report.

According to French law, an ordinary shareholders’ meeting must
be held at least once a year, within six months from the end of the
company’s financial year. This deadline may be extended by court
order.
The ordinary shareholders’ meeting adopts resolutions on all the
decisions which do not fall under the competence of the
extraordinary shareholders meeting, i.e. all the decisions that do
not result in a modification of the articles of associations,
including:

Measures applicable to the shareholders of the Transferee
Company

Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili
The ordinary general meeting:

-

the appointment of directors;

-

approves the financial statements;

-

-

appoints and dismisses the directors;

the approval of the annual accounts, the allocation of
profits and the distribution of dividends

appoints the auditors and the Chairman of the board of auditors and, when envisaged, the person appointed to
conduct the statutory audit;
-

the ex ante and ex post approval of the remuneration of
executive corporate officers (say on pay)

-

calculates the fee for the directors and the auditors;

the buy-back by the company of its own shares.

-

decides the responsibilities of the directors and the The chairman of the board of directors, or the vice-chairman in
auditors;
his absence, acts as chairman of the shareholders’ meeting. In their
takes decisions not only on the other items attributed by absence, the duty is performed by a director specifically delegated
law to the competency of the shareholders’ general to this effect by the board of directors. In the absence of such a
meeting, but also on any authorisations required by the director, the chairman is elected by the shareholders’ meeting.

-

-

-

-

the approval of related party transactions

articles of association for the directors to fulfil formalities, The quorum for ordinary shareholders’ meeting called pursuant to
without prejudice to the latter’s liability for the actions the first notice is only met if the shareholders present or
taken;
represented hold at least 20% of the shares with voting rights. No
approves any regulations for the work of the shareholders’ quorum is required for an ordinary shareholders’ meeting called
pursuant to a second notice.
general meeting.

The general meeting is chaired by the Chairman of the board of Resolutions shall be adopted by a majority of the votes cast.
directors or, in his absence or impediment, by the Vice Chairman,
if appointed or, in the absence of the latter, by the most senior
director in age. In the event of their absence, a chairman is elected
for the purpose from among the shareholders by the general
meeting with the majority vote of those present.
The meetings are held in single call. The resolutions are adopted
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of the Transferee
Company

Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili
by absolute majority, regardless of the part of the capital
represented.

Extraordinary shareholders’ meeting
The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting resolves on any
amendments to the company’s articles of association, including
capital increases, the transfer of the registered office abroad,
amendments to the corporate purpose and all the other items
provided for according to Italian law, such as the liquidation or
dissolution of the company, and including mergers and demergers.

The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting has the power to amend
the articles of association and thus adopts all resolutions relating,
inter alia, to the change of corporate purpose, the change of name,
the transfer of the registered office, the dissolution or prorogation
of the company, any capital increase or reduction, changes in the
rights to transfer shares or to their nominal value, or any changes
The extraordinary shareholders’ general meetings are also held in to the rules regarding the distribution of profits.
single call.
Other powers of the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting include
The extraordinary shareholders’ general meeting is duly decisions regarding mergers, contributions in kind or spin-offs.
constituted, when it is represented by at least 1/5 (one fifth) of the The quorum for extraordinary shareholders’ meetings is only met
share capital and resolves with a favourable vote of at least 2/3 if the shareholders present or represented at a meeting called
(two thirds) of the share capital represented at the meeting.
pursuant to the first notice hold at least 25% of the shares with
voting rights, or at least 20% upon second notice.
Resolutions shall be adopted through the favorable vote of
shareholders representing at least 2/3 (two-thirds) of the share
capital present at the meeting.
Attendance to the shareholders’ meetings
Under Italian law and the articles of association of Beni Stabili, Under French law, only shareholders who can prove their status
those individuals may intervene in the meeting, for whom the by the registration of their shares in their name or in the name of
company has received the communication from the qualified the intermediary registered on their behalf, on the second business
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili

Measures applicable to the shareholders of the Transferee
Company

intermediary, who certifies, on the basis of the accounting results
of the 7th (seventh) day of open trading prior to the date of the
meeting (“record date”), the legal capacity of the individuals to take
part in the general meeting and to exercise the right to vote. The
aforementioned communication by the intermediary shall reach
the company by the end of the 3rd (third) day of open trading prior
to the date of the general meeting.

day preceding the meeting at midnight (Paris time) are permitted
to take part in the shareholders’ meeting.

Each shareholder can take part in the shareholders’ meeting either
(i) by personally attending, (ii) by attending the shareholders’
meeting through videoconference or by voting through electronic
means, including via internet, when approved by the board of
directors, (iii) by voting by post or by electronic means, or (iv) by
The legal capacity to intervene and vote at the meeting remains giving a proxy to any legal entity or individual.
without prejudice should the company receive the communication
later than the above terms, provided it arrives by the time the work
of the general meeting commences.
Each shareholder can alternatively take part to the general meeting
in person or by proxy. An intervention via post or via electronic
means is not permitted.
Voting rights
The shares are registered and in dematerialised form.
Each share gives the right to one vote.
Beni Stabili has not issued any multiple vote or loyalty shares, or
any preferred shares.

Each share entitles its holder to one vote. None of the Transferee
Company’s shares have double voting rights and the Transferee
Company has not issued any preferred shares.

Notice of call
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili

Measures applicable to the shareholders of the Transferee
Company

Without prejudice to the powers to call a meeting, to which the
board of auditors or two of its members are entitled and those
envisaged by specific provisions of law, the Chairman of the board
of directors, or whoever is standing in for him, calls the
shareholders’ meeting via a notice published in the Official
Gazette of the Republic or in the daily newspaper “Il Sole 24 Ore”
and on the company’s website, as well as via the procedures
envisaged by the CONSOB regulations.

Pursuant to French law, shareholders’ meetings are convened by
the board of directors, in case of default, by the auditors or any
person legally authorized to do so.
The preliminary notice of meeting (avis de réunion) must be
published, in the “Bulletin des annonces légales obligatoires” (the
“BALO”) at least 35 (thirty-five) days prior to the date of the
shareholders’ meeting and on the company’s website at least 21
(twenty-one) days prior to the date of the meeting.

The notice of call is published within the 30th (thirtieth) day prior The preliminary notice of meeting shall contain, in particular, the
to the date of the general meeting, unless otherwise provided by
following indications:
law and by the applicable regulations.
- name, corporate form, share capital, address of the company,
The notice of call shall include, among other things:
number under which the company is registered;
- an indication of the day, time and place of the meeting and the - agenda of the shareholders’ meeting;
list of the items to be discussed;
- the meeting date, the meeting time and the meeting place;
- a clear and precise description of the procedures to be followed
in order to take part and vote in the meeting, according to the - the category of shareholders’ meeting (ordinary, extraordinary
or special);
provisions of law;
- the record date, specifying that those who only become - draft resolutions (that will be presented during the meeting)
shareholders after that cut-off date will not have the right to - location and modalities to vote (including modalities to obtain
intervene and vote in the meeting;
a voting distance form);
- the procedures and terms of availability of the entire text of the - notice to shareholders detailing procedures and deadlines to
proposals for discussion, together with the illustrative reports
propose their resolutions and to submit written questions.
and documents, which will be submitted at the meeting;
A second notice of meeting, which includes any resolutions
- where relevant, the procedures and terms to present the slates submitted by shareholders and the recommendation of the board
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of the Transferee
Company

Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili

to appoint the members of the board of directors and the of directors with respect to these resolutions, must be published
at least 15 (fifteen) days prior to the date of the meeting (avis de
minority member of the board of auditors.
convocation). This notice must be published in a journal authorized
to publish legal announcements, in the BALO, and on the
company’s website. Shareholders holding their shares in the
registered form (au nominatif) (21) must be informed of the
shareholders’ meeting by mail or electronic mail. Representatives
of the workers’ council, of the bondholders and others must also
be informed individually
Shareholders’ rights to request changes to, or additions in the agenda and to submit questions before the shareholders’ meeting
Under Italian law, the shareholders who, even jointly, represent at
least 1/40 (one fortieth) of the share capital, can request to
supplement the list of items for discussion within 10 (ten) days
from the publication of the notice of call of the shareholders’
general meeting (or within the shorter term provided by law). In
their request, they must indicate their additional proposed items,
or their proposals for discussion on items already on the agenda.
Whoever is entitled to the right to vote can independently present
proposals for discussion at the general meeting.

One or more shareholders holding a certain fraction of the share
capital (calculated according to a sliding percentage of 4% for the
first €750,000 of the share capital, 2.5% for the portion of the
share capital comprised between €750,000 and €7,500,000, 1% for
the portion of the share capital comprised between €7,500,000 and
€15,000,000 and 0.5% for the remainder of the share capital) can
request the addition of certain points or resolution projects to the
agenda, including the dismissal or appointment of directors, at the
latest 25 days prior to the date of the shareholders’ meeting, and
A supplement to the agenda is not permitted for items proposed not later than 20 days following the date of the notice of meeting.
21

Under French law, shares of a listed company may be held either in the bearer form (au porteur) or in the registered form (au nominatif). When shares are held
in the bearer form, the name of the owner is not disclosed to the issuing company (most common way of holding shares in France). The articles of association
may however provide that the issuer is entitled at any time to require from the Central Securities Depository (CSD - Euroclear France) the name, nationality,
date of incorporation or birth and address of the holders of securities in bearer form. Euroclear France will then obtain the relevant information from such
holders’ custodian. When the shares are held in the registered form (au nominatif), the name of the shareholder appears in the books kept by the issuing
company.
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of the Transferee
Company

Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili

by the board of directors or on the basis of a project or a report it Shareholders can also, during the shareholders’ meeting, propose
has proposed, on which the general meeting decides according to amendments to the draft resolutions submitted to them by the
law.
board of directors, including by proposing the appointment of a
The shareholders requesting the supplement prepare a report director in lieu of a candidate proposed by the board of directors.
giving the grounds for the proposals for discussion on the new
items, which they propose to negotiate, or the grounds regarding
additional proposals for discussion on items already on the
agenda. The report is sent to the board of directors, which makes
it available to the public, accompanied by any assessment.

Shareholders may submit written questions in advance of the
shareholders’ meeting. The board of directors shall answer to
these questions during the shareholders meeting. Alternatively, the
company is deemed to have addressed a question if the answer is
posted on a dedicated section of its website.

Whoever has the right to vote can ask questions on the items on
the agenda, even prior to the meeting, within the terms indicated
in the notice of call. A reply to the questions received prior to the
meeting will be given at the same meeting at the latest. No reply
is due, even during the meeting, to the questions asked prior to
the meeting, when the information requested is already available
in the “questions and answers” section on the company website or
when the reply has already been published. A hard copy reply
provided at the beginning of the general meeting to each of those
with the right to vote is considered as having been given.
Shareholders’ right to call a meeting
Under Italian law, the directors must call the general meeting
without delay, when the number of shareholders representing at
least 1/20 (one twentieth) of the share capital requests it and their
request indicates the items to be discussed.

Under French law, a shareholder has no direct right to call a
shareholders’ meeting, except a new controlling shareholder
following a public offer.

Shareholders’ representing more than 5% of the company’s share
If the directors, or the auditors in their place, do not do so, the capital may also request in court that a shareholders’ meeting be
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of the Transferee
Company

Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili
court hears the members of the administrative and auditing bodies
and, where the refusal to do so appears unjustified, decrees the
call for the shareholders’ general meeting and designates the
chairperson.

convened. The court will however decide to convene the
shareholders’ meeting only to the extent that the request is made
based on legitimate reasons in the corporate interest of the
company and not in order to satisfy the sole interest of the
The call at the shareholders’ request is not permitted for items shareholders requesting the meeting to be held.
proposed by the directors or on the basis of a project or a report
they have proposed, on which the general meeting decides
according to law.
Vote by proxy and proxy solicitation
Under Italian law, whoever is entitled to the right to vote can be
represented at the general meeting by someone else.
Representation must be granted in writing and the company must
keep the relevant documents.
The law also regulates the solicitation of votes by proxy, that is to
say the request to grant votes by proxy, made by more than 200
(two hundred) shareholders on specific proposals for a vote or
accompanied by recommendations, declarations or other
indications, which could influence the vote. The record owner
makes the solicitation by completing a proxy statement and a
proxy form.

Under French law, any shareholder can issue a proxy in favour of
another person or entity to vote on the shareholder’s behalf at a
certain meeting.
Proxies can also be solicitated and, in this case, any person
soliciting proxies must publish its voting policy and any conflict of
interest. A “policy for voting” (politique de vote) document must be
published on the website of the person soliciting proxies and be
available at the registered office or other indicated address. This
document must be updated on a regular basis until the date of the
meeting.

Proxy forms must be in writing, signed and dated and do not
The vote regarding the shares, for which the proxy has been necessarily impose voting instructions.
issued, is exercised by the record owner. Legislation also governs, Proxies can be revoked (except when otherwise provided) through
among other things, the obligations of conduct of the record the same form by which they are granted (written or electronic).
owner, the revocation of the proxy and the possibility to express
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili
a vote that differs from that indicated in the instructions.

Amendments to the articles of association
Amendments to the articles of association are the competency of Pursuant to French law, changes to the articles of association can
the extraordinary shareholders’ general meeting (see the previous be resolved by an extraordinary shareholders’ meeting by a
section “Extraordinary shareholders’ meeting”).
majority of 2/3 (two thirds).
Some amendments require the unanimous agreement of
shareholders, such as the transformation of the company into a
company with unlimited liability or a change of nationality.
Preferential subscription rights
Under Italian law, shareholders must be offered the option of
newly issued shares in proportion to the number of shares they
hold. If there are any convertible bonds, the holders of the latter,
together with the shareholders, are entitled the right of option on
the basis of the exchange ratio. The right of option is not due for
newly issued shares which, according to the decision to increase
the capital, must be paid by means of contributions in kind.

Pursuant to French law, if a company issues any shares or any
securities granting rights to subscribe to new shares, the existing
shareholders have preferential subscription rights to the newly
issued shares on a pro rata basis.

These preferential subscription rights also allow the shareholders
to subscribe to any newly issued securities when the issuance of
such securities might lead to an increase of the company’s share
Those who exercise the right of option, provided that they make capital.
a simultaneous request, have also a right of pre-emption to Preferential subscription rights are transferrable until the second
purchase the unexercised share options. The unexercised rights of business day prior to the end of the subscription period relating to
option for the shares of Beni Stabili (as a listed company) must be a particular offering (or, if such day is not a trading day, (i.e. a date
offered on the regulated market by the directors on behalf of the on which the Euronext Paris market is open), until the trading day
company within one month following the expiry of the term for immediately before).
exercise of the options, for at least 5 (five) sessions, unless the
The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting deciding or authorizing
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili
rights of option have already been entirely sold.

the share capital increase or delegating this power to the board of
The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting can decide to exclude or directors can decide to cancel the preferential subscription right
for all or part of the share capital increase. Shareholders may also
restrict the right of option under certain conditions.
waive their right to preferential subscription rights.
Approval of the financial statements
Under Italian law and the articles of association of Beni Stabili, the
extraordinary shareholders’ general meeting must be convened at
least once a year within 120 (one hundred and twenty) days from the
end of the financial year to approve the financial statements for
the financial year. It may be convened within a longer time limit
of 180 (one hundred and eighty) days, when the company is obliged
to draft the consolidated financial statements or when particular
needs regarding the structure and purpose of the company require
it; in the latter cases, the directors highlight the grounds for the
delay in their management report.

According to French law, the annual financial statements of the
Transferee Company (both stand alone and consolidated financial
statements) must be approved by an ordinary shareholders’
meeting to be held no later than 6 (six) months after the end of
the company’s financial year. This deadline may be extended by
court order.

Dividends
Under Italian law and the articles of association of Beni Stabili, the
decision to distribute the profits is taken by the shareholders’
general meeting which approves the financial statements. Payment
of the dividends is made according to the terms and conditions
decided by the general meeting which authorises the distribution
of the profits to the shareholders.

The shareholders’ meeting can resolve to distribute dividends
from distributable profits (after all obligations to allocate such
profits to reserves have been satisfied) or available reserves. The
dividend must be paid at the latest 9 (nine) months after the end of
the financial year or later if this deadline is extended by court
order. Dividends are distributed in proportion of the shares held
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Measures applicable to the shareholders of Beni Stabili
Dividends on shares cannot be paid, other than for profits actually
earned and resulting from the duly approved financial statements.
If a loss in the share capital occurs, the profits cannot be
distributed until the capital has been restored or reduced by a
corresponding amount.

by each shareholder.
No distribution can be made to the shareholders when the equity
is inferior to the aggregate value of the share capital and the nondistributable reserves, or when they would become inferior to the
share capital and reserves after such distribution.

Subject to compliance with certain terms and conditions, the During the financial year, the payment of interim (advance)
board of directors can decide to make advance payments on the dividends (acompte sur dividende) may be declared by the board of
dividends during the financial year.
directors (subject to conditions).
Unclaimed dividends five years after they became due are subject Dividends not claimed within five years of the day on which they
to limitation due to the lapse of time in favour of the company became payable must be paid to the French State pursuant to
and are placed directly into the reserve fund.
French law.
The shareholders’ general meeting can also approve the No distributions can be made for treasury shares held by the
distribution of dividends in kind.
Transferee Company.

Under French law and pursuant to the articles of association of
the Transferee Company, the shareholders’ meeting may approve
the distribution of dividends in cash or in the Transferee
Company’s shares, at the option of each shareholder.
The Transferee Company is subject to the French SIIC regime
pursuant to which it is exempt from French corporate income tax
on (i) qualifying rental income, (ii) under certain conditions,
dividends paid out of tax-exempt profits received from other
SIICs, foreign SIIC-equivalents, certain French qualifying real
estate undertakings for collective investment or SIIC subsidiaries,
and (iii) capital gains realized on the disposal to an unrelated party
of (x) real properties, (y) shares in partnerships (sociétés de personnes)
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having the same corporate purpose as SIICs and (z) shares in SIIC
Subsidiaries. Among other conditions, this French corporate
income tax exemption is subject to the distribution by the
Transferee Company to its shareholders of at least (i) 95% of such
qualifying rental income, (ii) 60% of such capital gains and (iii)
100% of such dividends.

Rights in the case of liquidation
The company is dissolved in the cases provided for by law, or When the term of the company expires or if the decision to
dissolve the company is taken, the shareholders’ meeting shall
when decided by the shareholders’ general meeting.
The extraordinary shareholders’ general meeting specifically determine the liquidation procedures and shall appoint one or
decides the number of liquidators and the rules for the board of more liquidators whose powers it shall determine and who
auditors in the event the liquidators are more than one. It appoints exercise their functions according to French law.
the latter and decides their powers and fees, including the criteria After the external debt is paid and assets liquidated, the
the liquidation must follow.
shareholders are entitled to receive their contribution and share
any liquidation surpluses in proportion to their respective
interests.
Right of withdrawal and liquidation procedure
Under Italian law, the right of withdrawal for all or part of their
shares is permitted to those shareholders who have not taken part
in the resolutions regarding, among other things: (i) the
amendment of the clause of the corporate purpose, when it
permits a significant change in the corporate business (ii) the

There is no similar withdrawal right under French law.
However, no decision increasing the shareholders’ commitments
can be taken without the unanimous consent of shareholders
(such as the transformation of the company into a company with
unlimited liability or a change of nationality).
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transformation of the company; (iii) the transfer of the registered
office abroad; (iv) the amendment of the criteria to calculate the
value of the share in the event of withdrawal; (v) amendments of
the articles of association regarding the rights to vote and
participate. Shareholders, who have not taken part in the
resolution to exclude the company from being listed in a regulated
market, also have the right of withdrawal.
The law regulates the procedures, terms and conditions to exercise
the right of withdrawal, the criteria to calculate the value of the
shares and the liquidation procedure.

Right to inspect the shareholders’ registers and company documentation
Under Italian law, the shareholders have the right to examine the In accordance with French law, shareholders have a right to access
shareholders’ book and the minutes of the shareholders’ general the accounts, the minutes and attendance sheets of the
shareholders’ meetings of the three preceding fiscal years. These
meetings and to obtain extracts at their own expense.
Without prejudice to the extraordinary and continual financial documents include the following:
information the company is obliged to provide according to the
special laws and regulations applicable to listed companies, before
each general meeting the company publishes and makes available
on its website the proposals for discussion, the illustrative reports
by the board of directors and the additional documentation
envisaged by the applicable legislation.
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Annual accounts and consolidated accounts;

-

The list of directors;

-

The board of directors’ and auditors’ reports;

-

The draft resolutions and their explanatory notes;

-

The aggregate amount of remuneration paid to the ten
best-paid persons; (employees, directors and/or executive
officers);

-

The minutes of the shareholders’ meetings and attendance
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sheets.
These documents can be inspected by the shareholders personally
or via a representative, at any time at the registered office or at the
place of administrative management. Shareholders can be assisted
by an expert. They are allowed to make copies of these documents.
Before each annual shareholders’ meeting, each shareholder has
the right to receive documents, including the annual accounts, the
consolidated accounts, the list of shareholders holding shares in
the registered form (au nominatif), the board of directors’ reports,
the motives for the proposed resolutions and, if applicable,
information regarding the directors whose nomination is
proposed, and a list of the related party agreements.
The shareholders have the right to inspect certain documents at
the registered office before each shareholders’ meeting and, under
certain conditions, can address questions to the board.
Purchase of treasury shares
Under Italian law and without prejudice to the provisions of the
Regulation (EU) No. 596/2014 of 16 April 2014 (“Market Abuse
Regulation”) and relevant laws of implementation, the purchase
of its own shares is decided by the ordinary shareholders’ general
meeting. It decides on the authorisation to purchase the shares,
and establishes the procedures, indicating the maximum number
of shares to be purchased, the duration of no longer than 18
(eighteen) months for which authorisation has been granted, the

In accordance with French law and without prejudice to the
provisions of the Regulation (EU) No. 596/2014 of 16 April 2014
(“Market Abuse Regulation”) and relevant laws of
implementation, the ordinary shareholders’ meeting can authorize
the board of directors to purchase shares representing up to 10%
of the share capital. This authorization cannot exceed 18 months
and must determine the maximum amount of shares to be issued
and terms of such purchase.
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minimum and maximum price.

The purchase of shares can be decided by the company to:

The company may only purchase its own shares within the limits
of the profits which can be distributed and the available reserves,
resulting from the last duly approved financial statement. Only
fully paid up shares can be purchased. Furthermore, the nominal
value of the shares purchased by Beni Stabili, as a listed company,
cannot exceed one fifth of the share capital, taking into account
for that purpose any shares held by subsidiary companies. As
regards the aforementioned limits, the law envisages some
exceptions.
The ordinary shareholders’ general meeting can also decide the
disposal of the shares purchased and establish the relevant
procedures. For this purpose, subsequent transactions of purchase
and transfer within the limits of the law are envisaged.
Provided that the company continues to own the treasury shares,
the right to the profits and the right of option are attributed in
proportion to the other shares. The right to vote is suspended.
However, the treasury shares are, nevertheless, calculated in order
to establish the quorum for the meetings.

-

enhance the liquidity of shares;

-

cancel the shares up to 10% (ten per cent) of the share capital
over any period of 24 (twenty four) months;

-

deliver the shares upon the exercise of rights attached to
securities granting access to the share capital of the
company;

-

grant shares to employees or corporate officers;

-

deliver the shares in the context of an external growth
transactions, merger, spin-off or contribution, it being
specified that these shares cannot represent more than 5
% (five per cent) of the share capital.

Under the current authorization granted by the shareholders’
meeting of the Transferee Company on April 19, 2018, the board
of directors may not acquire shares at a price of more than EUR
105 per share (subject to adjustments upon certain transactions
affecting the share capital of the Transferee Company).
The Transferee Company cannot hold more than 10% (ten per cent)
of its share capital as a result of the purchase of its own shares.
Pursuant to French law, the voting right, right to receive dividends
and preferential subscription rights attached to the treasury shares
are suspended.
Shares which are held in violation of the rules regarding
repurchase of treasury shares must be transferred within a (one)
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year from their purchase, failing which they must be cancelled. The
share capital reduction in case of cancellation of treasury shares is
decided by the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting, unless such
power is delegated to the board of directors.
Board of directors: appointment, dismissal and termination of office
Beni Stabili is governed by a board of directors, consisting of no The Transferee Company is governed by a board of directors
fewer than 5 (five) and no more than 15 (fifteen) members, as composed by a number of members that varies from 3 (three) to
established by the shareholders’ general meeting.
18 (eighteen) as determined by the shareholders’ meeting.
The board of directors of Beni Stabili currently consists of 9 (nine) The current board of directors is composed of 15 (fifteen)
members in office.
members.
Under law and the regulations and the articles of association of
Beni Stabili, the board of directors is appointed from the lists
presented by the shareholders. All the directors but one are taken
from the list with the largest number of votes expressed by the
shareholders, whereas the remaining one is taken from the
minority list, which received the largest number of votes, provided
this is not connected in any way, not even indirectly, to the
shareholders who presented or voted the list with the most votes.
If only one list is presented, all the directors will be taken from
said list.

In accordance with the articles of association of the Transferee
Company, directors are appointed for a 4-year term. By way of
exception, the shareholders’ meeting may appoint or renew the
appointment of directors for a 2-year term or a 3-year term so as
to have a staggered renewal of directors. Directors can be reelected indefinitely, to the extent that the limits regarding age are
respected.

In accordance with the articles of association of the Transferee
Company, directors older than 75 (seventy five) years cannot
represent more than 1/3 (one third) of the directors. If this
The shareholders who, alone or together with other shareholders threshold is exceeded and if no concerned director resigns within
hold a minimum percentage of share capital, can present the lists. three months, the oldest director is deemed to have resigned from
At least one director, or 2 (two) if the board consists of more than office.
7 (seven) members, must possess the requisites of independence Directors are appointed by the ordinary shareholders’ meeting,
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established by law. The recommendations contained in the based on the draft resolutions submitted to them by the board of
Corporate Governance Code, as followed by Beni Stabili, remain directors (or by other shareholders through proposals submitted
without prejudice.
in advance of the shareholders meeting or through proposed
At least 1/3 (one third) of the directors must also belong to the least amendments to the resolutions at the shareholders meeting). The
represented gender, as required by mandatory laws and Italian list-based voting mechanism is not contemplated under
French law.
regulations.
The list voting procedure is applied only if the entire board of In accordance with French law, if employees of the group hold
more than 3% (three per cent) of the share capital of company, the
directors has to be renewed.
shareholders’ meeting must appoint one or more directors elected
If during the financial year one or more directorship become amongst employee shareholders. In addition, if the company and
vacant, with the exception of the hypothesis of the termination of its French subsidiaries have more than 1,000 (one thousand)
the majority of directors appointed by the shareholders’ general employees, or if the company and its French and foreign
meeting (in that event the term of office of the entire board is subsidiaries have more than 5,000 (five thousand) employees, then
understood as being ended) the board proceeds to replace by co- the board of directors must comprise at least two directors
opting an individual from the list, to which the director no longer representing the employees (to the extent that the board comprises
in office belonged. If this proves impossible, it designates a more than 12 (twelve) directors).
candidate proposed by the shareholder, who had presented the list
to which the director no longer in office belonged. Subsequently, According to the AFEP Medef Code, to which the Transferee
the shareholders’ general meeting will make the appointment Company adheres, the independent directors should account for
according to the majorities envisaged by law and in compliance half the members of the board in companies without controlling
with the legislation in force on the subject. The directors shareholders. In controlled companies, independent directors
appointed in this way will end their term of office at the same time should account for at least 1/3 (one third) of board members.
The proportion of directors from each gender cannot be inferior
as those already in office when they were appointed.
The directors can be re-elected and dismissed by the general to 40% (forty per cent).
meeting at any time, without prejudice to the right of the director Directors can be removed at any time by decision of the ordinary
to compensation for damages if the dismissal is without just cause. shareholders’ meeting, without notice or compensation, even if
such removal is not on the shareholders’ meetings’ agenda.
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Under French law, directors whose removal constitutes an abuse
may seek indemnification with the competent court.
Should directors die, resign or be removed, the board of directors
can appoint substitutes for them, provided that they are ratified by
the next shareholders’ meeting, it being specified that any
decisions taken remain valid even if there is no such ratification.
The director appointed by the board of directors in such
circumstances remains in office for the remaining term of office
of his predecessor.
Board of directors - Competencies and duties
Under the articles of association of Beni Stabili, the board is
granted the widest powers for the ordinary and extraordinary
management of the company, without any exception, and has the
right to perform all the actions it considers appropriate to carry
out and achieve the company purposes, excluding only those
which the law strictly reserves for the general meeting of the
shareholders.

Pursuant to French and law and to the articles of association of
the Transferee Company, the board of directors determines the
orientations of the company’s activity and oversees their
implementation. Subject to the powers expressly granted to
shareholders’ meetings and within the limits of the corporate
purpose, the board may deliberate and take decisions on any
matter relating to the operations and business of the company.
In addition to the mandatory items under the law, the board of The board of directors can conduct any audits and investigations
directors of Beni Stabili is exclusively responsible for the decisions as it deems appropriate.
Under French law, the board of directors is also vested with
regarding:
- investments in assets, the joint value of which amounts to over specific powers, including inter alia the convening of shareholders’
meetings, the establishment of annual and consolidated accounts,
EUR 100,000,000 (one hundred million);
the approval of management reports, the approval of related party
- loans or refinancing, the joint value of which amounts to over transactions, appointment of substitute directors in case of
EUR 100,000,000 (one hundred million).
vacancy (pending ratification by the next shareholders’ meeting),
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The board of directors is also competent to take decisions appointment of the chairman of the board, and the appointment
regarding the merger by incorporation of companies, in which of the CEO and, as the case may be, of one or several deputy
Beni Stabili holds shares or units for at least 90% (ninety per cent) of CEOs.
the share capital, as well as resolutions to adjust the articles of
association to comply with legislative provisions.
The board of directors elects from among its members a
Chairman, to be identified among the board members in the list
which obtained the largest number of votes, and possibly a Vice
Chairman to replace the Chairman in the event of his absence or
impediment.
Board of directors - Transactions involving a conflict of interest
Under Italian law, the director must notify the other directors and
the board of auditors of every interest which, on his/her own
behalf or on that of third parties, he/she may have in a specific
transaction of the company, specifying the nature, terms, origin
and extent of that interest. If the person involved is the Chief
Executive Officer, he/she must also abstain from taking part in
the transaction and authorise the board of auditors to take his/her
place.
In the above cases, the resolution of the board of directors must
adequately explain the reasons and convenience for the company
of the transaction.
In the event of non-compliance with the above or in the event of
decisions by the board taken with the decisive vote of the director
involved, should same decisions damage the company, they can

Pursuant to French law, directors and executive corporate officers
(i.e. the CEO and, as the case may be, deputy CEOs) are not
allowed to benefit from any loan from the company or overdraft
facilities, on a current account or otherwise, or to obtain any
pledge or security or guarantee from the company for any
obligations they may contract to third parties.
Transactions entered into between a French company and its
directors or executive corporate officers (either directly or
indirectly through companies owned by such directors or
executive officer or companies in which they are corporate
officers, board members or managers) or with certain other related
parties (including shareholders holding more than 10% (ten per cent)
of the voting rights of the company), are subject to the prior
approval by the board of directors (except for transactions which
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be disputed by the directors and by the board of auditors, except are entered into the ordinary course of business and at arms’
length). Any transaction concluded without the prior consent of
for limited exceptions.
The director is liable not only for any damages arising to the the board of directors can be nullified if it causes a damage to the
company from his action or omission, but also for any damages company, and the related party can be held liable.
arising to the company from the use for his own benefit or for Such transaction shall also be submitted for ratification at the next
that of third parties of data, information, or business opportunities annual shareholders meeting, based on a special report to be
learnt while in office.
prepared by the statutory auditors. If the shareholders reject a
Under the articles of association of Beni Stabili, the board of resolution regarding a related party transaction, the transaction
directors, during its meetings and also via its Chairman, Chief remains enforceable but detrimental consequences resulting from
Executive Officer or Executive Directors, where appointed, the transaction (if any) may be borne by the relevant interest party.
promptly reports at least every three months to the board of
auditors - among others - on the transactions of potential conflict
of interest and on those influenced by individuals, who may have
roles in management and coordination.
The provisions of the “Procedure for the regulation of Related Party
Transaction”, approved by the board of directors of Beni Stabili in
compliance with the regulations issued by CONSOB, remain
without prejudice.

If the interested party is a director or a shareholder, he/she/it shall
not participate to the vote on the relevant transaction at the board
level or at the shareholders’ meeting (as applicable).
Related party transactions which have been entered into and
approved in the course of previous financial years and which are
still in effect must be re-examined annually by the board of
directors.
The internal rules of the board of directors of the Transferee
Company also contain a specific procedure aimed at preventing
conflicts of interest at board meetings where a potential
investment project is presented (including when any member of
the board of director, or any company in which such member is
an employee, a director or an executive corporate officer, has
competing or opposing interests with the company in respect of a
specific investment project).
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Committees within the board of directors
Under the articles of association of Beni Stabili, the board can
appoint an executive and investment committee from among its
members, and decide the number of members, proxies, duration,
rules of operation and powers. The Chairman, Vice Chairman, if
appointed, and the executive director or directors, if appointed,
take part by right in the executive and investment committee.

Pursuant to the articles of association of the Transferee Company,
the board of directors can create specialized committees,
permanent or temporary, to examine questions that the board of
directors or the chairman submits to them.

The board currently has 3 (three) committees (i) an audit
committee, (ii) a remunerations and nominations committee, and
According to the recommendations contained in the Corporate (iii) a strategic and investment committee.
Governance Code, the board of Beni Stabili has currently
established an appointment and remuneration committee and a
risk and control committee.
Board of directors - Liability
The directors must fulfil the duties imposed by law and by the
articles of association with the due diligence required by the nature
of their appointment and by their specific competencies. They are
jointly liable towards the company for any damages arising from
their failure to comply with such duties, unless they are attributed
to the executive committee or functions actually attributed to one
or more directors.

Directors can be held liable for any violation of laws and
regulations applicable to French companies, violations of the
articles of association, or mismanagement.
A director of the Transferee Company individually, or all directors
jointly and severally, can be held liable for wrongful acts or
negligence.

Actions for damages against directors may be brought:
In any event, the directors are jointly and severally liable if they
become aware of any prejudicial facts and have not done all they - on behalf of the company (by its legal representatives or by
shareholders);
could to prevent them from occurring or to eliminate them or to
mitigate their harmful consequences.
- in exceptional circumstances, by a shareholder who has
personally suffered a damage separate from that of the
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The directors’ liability for actions or omissions does not extend to
company;
the individual whose conduct is not negligent and who notified - by a third party who suffers a damage due to the negligence of
his/her disagreement without delay in the book of meetings and
the directors.
decisions of the board, and immediately notified in writing the
Directors are only liable to third parties if they commit a fault
Chairman of the board of auditors.
severable from their duties, defined by case law as an intentional
The corporate action of responsibility against the directors can be and particularly serious fault, incompatible with the normal course
promoted following a decision by the general meeting or by of a director’s duties.
shareholders who represent at least 1/40 (one fortieth) of the share
capital. The directors are also liable towards the corporate
creditors for non-compliance with the obligations to maintain the
corporate assets. The action can be proposed by the creditors
when the corporate assets are insufficient to repay their credit.
Each individual shareholder or third party directly harmed by the
negligent or wilful actions of the directors retains the right to
compensation for damages.
Mandatory public tender offers - Requirements
Under Italian law, generally speaking, a public purchase offer is Pursuant to French law, as a general rule, mandatory tender offers
must be filed by:
mandatory for whoever:
- following purchases or the increase in the rights to vote, holds - any person who, comes to hold, directly or indirectly, acting
alone or in concert with third parties, more than 30% (thirty per
a stake above the 30% (thirty per cent) threshold or holds over
cent) of the share capital or voting rights of a French listed
30% (thirty per cent) of same rights;
company;
- in companies other than small and medium enterprises (SMEs),
holds a stake following purchases above the 25% (twenty-five per - any person, acting alone or in concert, holding directly of
indirectly between 30 (thirty per cent) to 50% (fifty per cent) of the
cent) threshold in the absence of another shareholder who holds
share capital or voting rights of a French listed company and
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a higher stake;

who increases this holding of 1% (one per cent) or more of the
share capital or voting rights within 12 (twelve) months.

The offer is also mandatory following purchases above 5% (five per
cent) or the increase in rights to vote of over 5% (five per cent) of Exemptions can be granted by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers in
same rights by whoever already holds a stake of over the 30% certain circumstances.
(thirty per cent) threshold, without holding the majority of the
rights to vote in the ordinary shareholders’ general meeting.
The persons acting together, when they hold the rights to vote
following purchases made even by one of them, or an increase,
even in favour of only one of them, of the rights to vote, a stake
or total rights to vote above the aforementioned percentages, are
jointly liable for the above obligations.
The special legislation applicable to Beni Stabile envisages specific
exemptions under certain circumstances.
Communication of the relevant shareholdings
Those holding stakes in the share capital of Beni Stabili notify the
latter and CONSOB when they have reached or exceeded the 5%,
10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 50%, 66.6% (periodic) and 90%
thresholds, or when they reduce their stakes below the
aforementioned thresholds, within 4 (four) days of trade on the
stock exchange, commencing from the day on which the
individual becomes aware of the suitable transaction to determine
this obligation, regardless of the date of execution.

Any person, acting alone or in concert, directly and indirectly who
crosses the thresholds of 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 331/3%,
50%, 662/3%, 90%, 95% of the share capital or the voting rights
(either upwards or downwards) of the company must disclose this
fact to the company and to the AMF no later than the 4° (fourth)
trading day following the day of such crossing. For the purpose of
these declarations, certain shares or voting rights shall be
aggregated with the shares directly held by the relevant person,
For the purpose of the obligations of notification, stakes held such as shares held by a controlled entity, call options, equity
indirectly, among other things, are also affected by the hypothesis swaps, certain cash settled derivatives, etc.
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in which an individual other than a shareholder is entitled to the In addition, any person who crosses (directly or indirectly, alone
right to vote, as well as the hypothesis of an increase in rights to or in concert) the thresholds of 10%, 15%, 20% and 25% of the
vote and the possession of derivative financial instruments.
share capital or the voting rights of the company must declare to
When a stake equal to or above the 10%, 20% and 25% thresholds the company and to the AMF its intentions over the next 6 months
of the relevant capital is purchased, the individual making the with regard to its shareholding in the company.
notification must declare the objectives he/she intends to pursue In addition to the legal requirements, the articles of association of
over the next 6 (six) months.
the Transferee Company also provide for disclosure to the
The articles of association of Beni Stabili do not envisage Transferee Company when crossing (either upwards or
obligations of notification of major stakes other than those downwards, alone or in concert) the threshold of 1% of the share
capital or voting rights as well as any multiple thereof (e.g. 2%,
envisaged in the applicable provisions of law and regulations.
3%, 4%, etc.).
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